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Abstract  
 

The concept of Intrusion Detection (ID) and the development of such systems 

have been a major concern for scientists since the late sixties. In recent computer 

networks, the use of different types of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) is 

considered essential and in most cases mandatory. Major improvements have been 

achieved over the years and a large number of different approaches have been 

developed and applied in the way these systems perform Intrusion Detection.  

 

The purpose of the research is to introduce a novel approach that will enable us to 

take advantage of the vast amounts of information generated by the large number of 

different IDSs, in order to identify suspicious traffic, malicious intentions and 

network attacks in an automated manner. In order to achieve this, the research focuses 

upon a system capable of identifying malicious activity in near real-time, that is 

capable of identifying attacks while they are progressing. The thesis addresses the 

near real-time threat assessment by researching into current state of the art solutions. 

Based on the literature review, current Intrusion Detection technologies lean towards 

event correlation systems using different types of detections techniques. Instead of 

using linear event signatures or rule sets, the thesis suggests a structured description 

of network attacks based on the abstracted form of the attacker’s activity. For that 

reason, the design focuses upon the description of network attacks using the 

development of footprints. Despite the level of knowledge, capabilities and resources 

of the attacker, the system compares occurring network events against predefined 

footprints in order to identify potential malicious activity. Furthermore, based on the 

implementation of the footprints, the research also focuses upon the design of the 

Threat Assessment Engine (TAE) which is capable of performing detection in near 

real-time by the use of the above described footprints. 

 

The outcome of the research proves that it is possible to have an automated 

process performing threat assessment despite the number of different ongoing attacks 

taking place simultaneously. The threat assessment process, taking into consideration 

the system’s architecture, is capable of acting as the human analyst would do when 

investigating such network activity. This automation speeds up the time-consuming 

process of manually analysing and comparing data logs deriving from heterogeneous 
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sources, as it performs the task in near real-time. Effectively, by performing the this 

task in near real-time, the proposed system is capable of detecting complicated 

malicious activity which in other cases, as currently performed, it would be difficult, 

maybe impossible or results would be generated too late.  
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 Chapter 1  
 

 Introduction 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Summary 

In this chapter the author tries to introduce the reader to the subject under research, 

the idea which actually drove the research and finally the path followed in order to 

produce results on the subject. Starting with a broad reference to the computer 

security mechanisms and more particularly the existing concept of Intrusion Detection 

Systems in this chapter the reader is presented with the hypothesis of the thesis so as 

to understand important factors like the human uncertainty and how it affected the 

architecture of the whole project. The aims and objectives of the performed research 

are outlined and generally discussed along with a brief remark to the contribution to 

science.    
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T hroughout the centuries, starting from the early ages, a large percentage of 

the research undertaken by groups of people or individuals in various areas 

was basically for military purposes. Beginning with the implementation of the Greek 

fire-oil during the Byzantine years, castles and catapults during the Middle Ages and 

later the implementation of rockets by the Chinese, is a proof of the constant need of 

attack and defence mechanisms. Thus, the implementation of computers during the 

Information Age and especially their ability to communicate across the Internet would 

eventually be attacked and definitely had to be defended from threats.  

 

Approximately, thirty years ago, on October 1972 United States Air Force (USAF) 

published a paper [Anderson 1980], written by James P. Anderson, concerning the 

fact that USAF had “become increasingly aware of computer security problems. This 

problem was felt virtually in every aspect of USAF operations and administration”. 

[Bruneau 2001] This problem arose due to the fact that at the time the USAF was 

providing shared use of their computer systems with a user base holding various 

levels of security clearance. A decade later around 1980, another paper was published 

by the same writer containing a study which outlined several ways to improve 

computer security auditing and surveillance, and basically the idea of automated 

Intrusion Detection (ID) is credited to James P. Anderson for the specified paper.  

 

The fundamental stone of the research undertaken are Intrusion Detection Systems 

(IDS). “An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an active process or device that 

analyzes system and network activity for unauthorized entry and/or malicious 

activity” [Evaluating and Tuning an Intrusion Detection System] The first real-time 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) was developed between 1984 and 1986 by Dorothy 

Denning and Peter Neumann. This first prototype was named Intrusion Detection 

Expert System (IDES). “This IDES was initially a rule-based expert system trained to 

detect known malicious activity. This same system has been refined and enhanced to 

form what is known today as the Next-Generation Intrusion Detection Expert System 

(NIDES)” [Sarmah 2001]. “Therefore, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a 

security system that monitors computer systems and network traffic and analyzes that 

traffic for possible hostile attacks originating from outside the organization and also 

for system misuse or attacks originating from inside the organization” [Sarmah 2001].  
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Computer networks have evolved rapidly the last few years and the management of 

any internal or external threats is starting to be very difficult if not impossible. There 

are network administrators which are responsible for a large number of computers. 

Their responsibilities are to ensure confidentiality, integrity and availability for each 

and every one of these machines [Allen 2000]. The best countermeasure is to secure 

the computers and implement a facility that will monitor their traffic for suspicious 

activities. Until now this was only feasible by going through a vast amount of reports 

and network traffic logs in order to locate, compare and identify attacks. It is obvious 

that a procedure like the above could take a few hours or many days of hard work 

[Blyth 2003]. As the Internet grows in rates of 40% per year [Internet World Stats], 

the number of incidents increases rapidly and with it, the number of false alarms 

(negative or positive) follows along. Consequently, a procedure that will be able to 

identify a possible attack, and characterize an event as a false positive or as a false 

negative in real-time (or near real-time) can be considered necessary for the evolution 

of the use of the IDSes.  

 

 “One of the problems facing penetration testers is that a test can generate vast 

quantities of information that need to be stored, analyzed and cross-referenced for 

later use” [Andrew Blyth, 2003] 

 

The malicious users (Threat Agents), external or internal, are searching for vulnerable 

targets in order to accumulate information, either for future exploitation of the data or 

for personal satisfaction. These Threat Agents facilitate different mechanisms every 

time they need to exploit each system’s vulnerabilities and compromise critical 

systems. Therefore, security mechanisms evolved in order to prevent unauthorized 

access and to deal with every kind of threat on system resources and data. Moreover, 

“several surveys have also showed that eighty percent of the attacks happen from 

inside users for the very fact that they know the systems much more than an outsider 

knows and access to information is easier for an insider”. [Sarmah 2001] “There are 

a variety of tools providing a certain level of comfort with acceptable risks used in the 

defence and surveillance of computer networks”. [Bruneau 2001]  

 

Intrusion Detection Systems monitor, detect, and respond to unauthorized activity by 

company insiders and outsider intrusion; also they trigger alerts whenever they 
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identify certain dangerous events which are included in the security policy. 

Additionally, it has been proved that 85% [Innella 2010] of the incidents that take 

place these days come from inside the network. The remainder come from the outside, 

either in the form of denial of service attacks or attempts to penetrate a network 

infrastructure. “Intrusion detection systems remain the only proactive means of 

detecting and responding to threats that stem from both inside and outside a 

corporate network”. [Innella 2001]  

 

Therefore, IDSs are an integral part and play a quite important role in the information 

security infrastructure. With the use of their functions they allow full supervision of 

the network infrastructure, regardless of the action being taken, such that the 

information will always exist to determine the nature and the risk level of the incident 

occurring. Moreover, according to the requirements of computer networks and to the 

extensive possibilities to attack a PC or a network nowadays, several types of IDSs 

have been produced which basically differ in terms of where they control and what 

they control in order to cover all the aspects of the specified problem. Each has a 

distinct approach to monitoring and securing data, and each has distinct advantages 

and disadvantages.  
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1.2 The Human factor in the system 

“I am convinced that He (God) does not play dice.” Albert Einstein. 
 
The human factor is complicated enough to deal with. In some cases there is a 

percentage in which people follow a predictive pattern [Song 2010] depending on the 

task they undertake. In other cases, the human behaviour is unpredictable and this has 

been discussed extensively over the years by social sciences and psychology [Cziko 

1989].  

 

The focus of the research had to have an initial point in which everything would be 

build upon it. It was required to identify the most important factor which is capable of 

affecting the whole system at any given point in time. This is the element that the 

whole threat assessment process should be based upon and be affected by, in order to 

be able to meet the requirement set forth. This factor is the uncertainty of the human 

behaviour. Thus, one of the initial components to deal with in the current research was 

the unpredictability of the human factor and more specifically, the human attacker.  

 

Having a better idea about the effects of the human unpredictability in the system the 

undertaken research focused upon an approach which can be flexible enough to deal 

with such behaviour. Thus, the proposed system needs to be able to deal with a 

number of malicious activities which can be as unpredictable as the human behaviour 

is, throughout the process of threat assessment.  
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1.3 The Uncertainty factor in the system   

Each threat agent performs a set of actions. This set of actions can be considered 

unpredictable due to the fact it is not known in what way the actions are going to be 

performed, their origin (source IP) is unknown and it cannot be assumed that a certain 

sequence or structure of this set is expected. Consequently, one of the most important 

questions to be answered during this stage is identifying which are the parameters that 

make the process of Threat Assessment feasible to be performed against such an 

unpredictable set of actions.  

 

1.3.1 Attack patterns through numbers  

Looking into this problem from a different perspective it can be assumed that one 

could generate a set of numbers instead of events.  Thus, assuming that set “A” will 

consist of a number of digits which some of them will have some kind of way to be 

linked to each other and some of them will be picked randomly, is it possible to 

predict in which sequence these digits will be picked in order to conform a set? Well, 

from mathematical point of view the number of all the possible combinations in this 

case is based on the number of digits available to pick from in the power of the digits 

actually picked for the list. Effectively, having one hundred numbers to choose from 

and each time you may choose any of the one hundred, in order to complete a set 

which will have ten numbers in total the possible combination for this would be 10010 

which is a very large number of possibilities.  

 

In reality most of these combinations of digits would make no sense, thus, they need 

to be excluded from the list of possible answers. The logic used by each person in 

order to provide a solution to this sequence is different. If the set of digits given is too 

small the number of possible answer is greater than usual and all answers can be 

considered valid as long as there is a particular way for one to explain why this 

particular answer was given. For example the following sequence of digits requires 

from the reader to identify the next digit in line:  

1, 2, 4 … 

Given certain logic, each person may approach this problem differently and give a 

different answer. The next digit may be the number eight, as each number is this 

particular sequence has been multiplied by the number two each time. However, 
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another possible answer to this particular problem would be the number seven. The 

logic behind this answer is that each result is calculated by adding to the given 

number its place in the sequence. Thus, 

n + p = x 

where n is the given number and p the position in the sequence 

4 + 3 = 7 

Taking this example a step forward, the same sequence could be missing the decimal 

number 7.5 which is also a valid answer based on the following mathematical 

equation: 

((n + (2 + p)) * (2 + p)) / 6 Thus, 

(1 + (2 + 1)) * (2 + 1)) / 6  ((1 + 3) *  3) / 6  (4 * 3) / 6  12 / 6 = 2 

(2 + (2 + 2)) * (2 + 2)) / 6  ((2 + 4) *  4) / 6  (6 * 4) / 6  24 / 6 = 4 

Effectively, 

(4 + (2 + 3)) * (2 + 3)) / 6  ((4 + 5) *  5) / 6  (9 * 5) / 6  45 / 6 = 7.5 

 

On the other hand, if you consider the numbers being substitutes for the English 

alphabet, then the letters a, b and d appears, which can be considered as the beginning 

of the word abdomen. In this case, the number 15 is the next number to be expected 

as it represents the letter o in the alphabet.  

 

Consequently, this proves that there is no single definitive answer to a given problem 

or in other words, numerous valid answers exist and there is always the possibility for 

another valid one to be found. The philosopher of logic Ludwig Wittgenstein and his 

work of finite rules, has demonstrated similar examples in order to prove that no 

answer can be considered correct to such problems. Obviously, as you increase the 

number of digits within the set, it gets a lot more difficult finding a large number of 

acceptable answers. This doesn’t mean that by increasing the sample it will only point 

towards to a single valid answer. For example, it is still impossible to provide a single 

valid answer to the sequence of ten numbers which are exactly the same i.e. 

9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9… and the next number in the sequence is missing. In this case, the 

most possible valid answer to this question is the number nine. However, there are 

still a number of correct answers that can be given for continuing or completing this 

sequence. Thus, the required number which is considered correct for giving a valid 

answer to this problem is the number which is probabilistically more likely to be 
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given and it is considered acceptable by the most people. Similarly, as Wittgenstein 

pointed out, this brings in mind questions like what color is the color red, as no one 

actually sees the color red exactly the same way you see it. However, it has been 

agreed to call “red” the impression we have today about this particular shade of color, 

as we cannot see the exact wavelength of the color, in order for us to have a point of 

reference.  

 

In a similar way to the aforementioned example, the Action Nodes and Event Nodes 

presented in Chapter 3 are loosely linked with each other. In most cases when an 

attack pattern, or attack behavior is taking place it is not 100% certain which is going 

to be the next step. The analyst who monitors network traffic can only speculate what 

the next step of an ongoing attack will be. Having in mind the examples set forth in 

the paragraph 1.3.1, each malicious event can be considered a number in the 

sequence. The analyst can only speculate the next step(s) of the attacker and not 

always with high success rate. Thus, focusing on finding a solution which will be the 

most suitable to deal with such problem is essential. This unpredictability of the 

attacker is relevant to the way that he/she understands computer systems, the 

knowledge level, existing system vulnerabilities, and up to what level he/she can 

discover and/or expose software related weaknesses. Effectively, all comes down to 

the “level of understanding”, from the attacker’s point of view. In order to deal with 

this, the proposed research focused upon introducing opposite to the attacker, the 

security expert’s “level of understanding”. Thus, the author focused upon providing 

the means to introduce the security expert(s)’s knowledge level in the system, without 

hard-coded embedding it1.  

 

Thus, instead of trying to design a global pattern and/or build powerful mechanisms to 

defend computer systems against such complicated activity, there should be a need for 

developing mechanisms which work based on understanding the human factor, “as 

much as possible”. The “as much as possible” expression in this case points towards 

the direction of being prepared, deal with the unexpected, despite what is being 

expected.  

 

                                                 
1 The expert’s knowledge is not hard-coded into an application but it is represented in XML files. See 
section 1.4.1 
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1.4 The Relativity Between the Unit and the Many 

In order to deal with such complex scenarios such as attack behavior and attack 

patterns things needed to be simplified at the beginning as much as possible. This 

process revealed the actual problem and identified which are the right questions to be 

asked in order to move toward the right directions. The author tried to simplify the 

conception of the project’s approach and focus onto a single unit. As long as this 

single unit can be reused and reoccur within the system’s design, then a step forward 

has been made towards the dynamic solution needed for the project [see section 3.3] 

The author tried to have a similarity in the way any type of network event is treated 

by the system. Thus, the XML wrapper designed for network events needed to act 

similar to the mathematical induction. 

 

1.4.1 The Thinking Process Between the Attacker and the Security Expert  

The scenario of a computer battle was used having a very capable human which plays 

the role of the threat agent against another capable human which plays the role of the 

security agent. The first one has one goal only, to locate, identify, attack and penetrate 

a given system. The second one has to defend this system in any way possible, at any 

given time, from any type of actions and activities. This battle consists of a brain 

against another brain, it is two restless humans that can perform all sort of function in 

order to attack, pretend, trick, deceive, and defend the given system. It can be 

considered similar to the battles that used to take place during the middle ages when 

two swordsmen were fighting each other face to face. In our case, the actions of the 

attacker are based on his capabilities according to his knowledge level and skill level. 

On the other hand, the actions of the defender are based on how capable he is, 

according to his knowledge level and level of understanding the opponent’s actions.  

 

A chess game is a dialogue, a conversation between a player and his opponent. Each 

move by the opponent may contain threats or be a blunder, but a player cannot defend 

against threats or take advantage of blunders if he does not first ask himself: what is 

my opponent planning after each move? Bruce A. Moon 

 

Taking for example a game of chess, the two opponents are struggling with each other 

to understand the opponent, deceive him with a variety of actions and identify the 
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most appropriate way to perform the most suitable attack each time. Assuming it is 

possible to have two players which have exactly the same brain, containing the same 

thinking process, most probably each game would end up in a draw. Each player 

would be in place to predict the moves of the opponent as they both understand the 

moves using identical thinking mechanisms, thus, the game would be very slow. 

Inevitably, due to fact that the chess board has limited game space and in each turn it 

is mandatory to make a move, pieces would be lost due to the lack of alternative 

actions. Finally, there is a high chance for that game to end with a draw as there are 

combinations of pones which are impossible to win the game. Simplifying the type of 

the game in order to make the draw possibility more obvious, consider the tic tac toe 

game. In this game no one wins, it is a game of draw. Despite which player starts first, 

which sign is using to play or which is the first square to be marked when the game 

starts, the opponent has the opportunity to act in such way which will end the game 

with a draw. Thus, the game is exclusively based on how smart is each player or more 

particularly, which player is less smart.  

 

Working backwards, the game of chess is based on the same principles like the tic tac 

toe game. Each opponent takes turns, has specific rules, limited board game space and 

requires you to understand what the opponent is trying to achieve in the next few 

moves, as victory is accomplished by smaller achievements in between. However, the 

amazing thing with chess is that there are a few million combinations for moves to 

choose from. Event though it has been assumed that both opponents are of the same 

level of intelligence this is actually there only weakness which may betray them at 

some point ending up losing the game. The set of rules in chess has been agreed in 

advance and they are always the same, having specific guidelines in what kind of 

moves each piece can perform. Adding to this equation the unpredictable, 

complicated characteristics of the human factor is what makes this game so 

challenging and interesting.   

 

In making a computer capable of playing chess with a human firstly the rules of the 

games had to be put down in machine language. In order to describe these rules, 

appropriate notation must be used which is capable to describe all sort of movements. 

Using a suitable platform is to build upon is important as it needs to be able to support 

the type of programming required for this game. Using Prolog it is feasible to describe 
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the set of rule which the game is composed of. These rules contain information about 

the game space, when a piece is allowed to remove another piece, in what way and 

under which conditions each piece is allowed to move and towards which directions. 

This part of the description is considered a constant, as it will never change, at least in 

the near future. The players now bring forward their way of thinking and try to take 

advantage of these constant variables which characterize a chess game. The way the 

game is going to be played is exclusively based on their way of thinking in order to 

perform actions and reaction during the games. Consequently, the pieces and their 

attributes are not capable of performing the right actions to defend or act against an 

attack from the opponent but the defender using his thinking process based on his 

intelligence and understanding will move the pieces accordingly, believing he has 

performed the right actions.  

 

Along the same lines, the two opponents which try to attack and defend a particular 

computer system have a specific set of rules which poses the predefined limitations. It 

is known what kind of communication protocols are going to be used, which methods 

can be employed and what kind of information reveals types of weaknesses. 

Assuming that both are equally good and capable for completing their task, the “fight” 

may last a lot longer than usual. The defender is forcing the attacker to generate as 

much traffic as possible and the attacker is trying to understand the system with the 

least generated traffic possible. The main difference here compared to the chess game, 

is that the players do not take turns. Each one can perform as many actions as he likes 

during a period in time. However, the defender is expecting the attacker’s traffic to 

confirm if he has done a good job and he need to anticipate and take all the 

appropriate actions for defending the system in time. The question here is how much 

time is considered, acting “in time”. The defender has two options, either he has to 

react extremely fast in order to be in place expecting the next action to be performed, 

or he has to find a way to slow down the actions of the attacker in order to have 

enough time to react. This way, the game starts looking like it has turns again. 

Effectively, it is escaping in some way the chaotic behavior of not having turns for the 

participants.  
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The aforementioned examples where considered important in order to make the reader 

distinguish between the use of the thinking process, the intelligence required and how 

the rules are effecting the whole system.  

 

Having that in mind, the next important outcome is to identify how each of the 

previously mentioned factors fit into the holistic picture of the research and how this 

is considered a similar process to the given chess example. The chess board can be 

considered to be the TCP/IP protocol [Yang 2007]. This is where all network events, 

similar to moving pieces on a chess board, are taking place. However the TCP/IP 

protocol is a bigger playground compared to the eight by eight squares which exist on 

a chess board. Of course the number of possible “moves” (network events) within the 

TCP/IP protocol is way larger. However there is a number of rules that apply for 

example differences between ICMP, TCP and UDP events, specific sequence in 

packet handing, when a packet is considered corrupted, etc. Besides the TCP/IP 

protocol which is the common ground for all actions (events) to take place, there rest 

of the game (attacking / defending a computer system) resides upon the thinking 

process of the players (threat agent / security expert) and their intelligence 

respectively. Based on this separation of the thinking process of the players and their 

intelligence the following section discusses in what way the thinking process is 

related to a computer algorithm and the intelligence is expressed in a formalized 

language like XML. 

 

1.4.2 Processing meaningful data  

The system doesn’t need an “intelligent thinking process” but a process which is 

capable of processing intelligent ideas (meaningful data). Thus, the “thinking process” 

can be there for processing only as it was told to do based on the data provided. The 

word intelligent is used as an umbrella term meaning it is a superset which contains 

information from several fields, capable of linking several abilities. The data provided 

cannot be intelligent themselves, but they can be described in a structured manner 

which are meaningful and represent some form of natural language.   

 

Concluding from the alluded, the system for a single unit, has a three factor 

dependency. These three factors are the common ground which is being used for 

performing all actions, the way of processing, comparing, sensing the events taking 
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place (thinking process) and the factor which contains all the information on how to 

react, what to expect and when it might be expected. By having these three factors 

working together for protecting a single unit it can be considered feasible to have the 

same three factors being effective for n number of units depending on what they are 

protecting. This leads us to believe that despite the physical limitations that may 

appear, in a theoretical level, the same process is capable to be effective for n+1 

number of units.  

 

Botwinnik tried to take the mystery out of chess, always relating it to situations in 

ordinary life. He used to call chess a typical inexact problem similar to those which 

people are always having to solve in everyday life. Garry Kasparov 

 

Structuring a computer attack within ones mind is a complicated process. The 

outcome derive based on the characteristics, experiences, knowledge and the 

significant thinking process which take place within this particular brain. All these 

attributes characterize the level of the intelligence which is contained within the final 

actions performed. Guessing the formed attack in advance can only be done based on 

probabilities and statistical results without producing a definitive answer. Even 

though there could be a statistically high possibility for a particular result to be 

precise, as it has been mentioned already, there is always the possibility for an 

unexpected action.  

 

Most of the existing intrusion detection systems have a flat database which contains a 

number of signatures which are compared against captured events. The process 

behind these systems is based on different approaches employing different 

technologies (something that is discussed in the following chapters). Most of these 

systems focus on the technology needed in order to match attack signatures the most 

efficient way possible. In the current system under discussion this approach has been 

put to the test trying to identify which is the most suitable and efficient way to 

describe the attack patterns instead of trying to develop a different way for matching 

signatures. Nowadays, different types on IDSes exist and they are capable of 

performing the required task quite efficient. Moreover, these IDS support different 

types of logging mechanisms in order to store the data produced.  
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Similarly, threat agents who act against computer systems perform a series of actions 

in order to exploit a specific system. There are several ways to do that and until the 

desired point is reached, several actions may or may not take place. Consequently, 

having a special notation for describing the possible alternative routes that one may 

use in order to penetrate a computer system can help on the processeing by a 

mechanism that its architecture may remain simplified.     

 

The first chapter points out the stepping stones in which the research was based upon. 

The Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) started in the beginning of the ’80s. Since 

then, research conducted and technological advances have evolved the IDS towards 

modern detection techniques. The research focuses upon the techniques implemented 

and proposed over the years and most importantly the way to deal with the large 

number of log files generated by these systems. The network traffic captured in these 

files demonstrate an increase to the sophistication and complexity of the attacks 

recorded. Attackers have evolved over the years as well, and their attack behaviour 

becomes even more difficult to be classified as malicious activity by these systems. 

Consequently, based on the hypothesis of the research, it is considered feasible to 

perform threat assessment to the data capture from  a number of event logging 

mechanisms, such as IDSs. 
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1.5 Hypothesis 

Computer networks are composed of many computer systems connected in the same 

context. Each of these computer systems has logging mechanisms which are used to 

record network events. These systems may be configured differently, may use 

different kind of software and different types of Intrusion Detection Systems to 

monitor traffic. Thus, it is hypothesised that is it possible to take intrusion related 

information from heterogeneous sources and perform threat assessment in near real-

time. Using the appropriate state of the art technologies and by introducing an 

appropriate architecture such as the design of digital Footprints, is it considered 

possible to achieve security threat assessment of large quantities of datasets while a 

computer network attack is in progress. Consequently, it is believed that it is possible 

to detect and/or avoid a number of potential attacks despite the knowledge level of the 

attacker in an automated manner.  

 

 

1.6 Aims and Objectives 

Summarising from the alluded, the project’s aims and objectives need to be structured 

and provide the first insight of the requirements to be designed and developed.  

 The first aim of the project is to be able to perform the security threat 

assessment process across a large amount of data which originate from 

heterogeneous datasets.   

 Secondly, the design of dynamic and flexible digital Footprints will allow the 

threat assessment process to take place while an attack is still progressing 

within the context of near real-time.  

 Last but not least, the design should be capable of interrupting an ongoing 

attack when possible while it is still in progress. This automated action will 

provide a significant advantage to the analysts, based on the fact that they will 

have more time to take further appropriate measures.   

 

Elaborating from the above, the aims of the project point out a number of objectives 

which need to be taken under consideration.  
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 Firstly, the threat assessment process requires the design of an architecture 

which is flexible, dynamic and expandable, in order to be able to meet the 

requirements of dealing with vast amount of information and identifying 

known or novel network attacks.  

 Secondly, the threat assessment process needs to be designed so that the data 

are being analysed and compared in a way which minimises the required 

processing time.  

 Finally, the design of the attack signatures need to be able to support alert 

points where predefined actions could be described and performed when/if it 

is required.  

 

 

1.7 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is composed of six chapters in total. Within the first chapter the author 

introduces some basic concepts which drove the research in constructing the 

hypothesis, the aims and the objectives and finally the contribution to science. The 

second chapter is the literature review which outlines the concept of security among 

computer networks. It provides an insight of the current state of the art in the area of 

intrusion detection systems and how these systems are dealing with similar problems. 

Furthermore, strengths and/or limitations of these systems are being discussed and 

also how this information is used towards the thesis. The third chapter illustrates the 

analysis and design of the proposed system along with a detailed description of the 

components which compose the architecture. The forth chapter is generally technical 

and deals with the implementation of the system and how it’s been developed. The 

processes between the core elements of the system are presented and discussed. In the 

fifth chapter, the experiments needed to test the systems are being defined and 

performed. The results are being discussed and compared to the state of the art 

commercial systems in order to draw conclusions about the system’s capabilities. The 

final chapter reflects the outcome of the thesis by summarizing the work undertaken. 

Finally, it discusses the advantages and limitations of the system and looks into future 

additions which could enhance the system.  
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 Literature Review 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce to the reader the area of Intrusion 

Detection and the detection methods used illustrating a clear idea of the current state 

of the art in this area. The field of Intrusion Detection has been expanded towards 

different directions employing several technologies to perform the required tasks. 

Strengths and/or limitations of the detection systems and their respective, mechanisms 

are being discussed and some strong points have been pointed out to prove the above.    

 

Using paradigms which derive from different detection methodologies that currently 

exist in Intrusion Detection Systems, the proposed approach presented in the thesis is 
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built upon the components described in Chapter 2. Common grounds, similarities, and 

differences will be presented during this chapter in order to provide an insight to the 

current solution. Based on the research undertaken, the reasons why the current 

architecture is considered the most suitable approach is going to be explored and 

understood.       
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D espite the advances made by the Intrusion Detection community and 

Computer Network Defense, network infrastructures still suffer from the 

danger of targeted and untargeted [Fragkos, 2007] network attacks. Most of the 

ongoing research is focused on protecting a single network or even a larger 

infrastructure without providing the bigger picture of how to protect a number of large 

homogeneous and heterogeneous network infrastructures [Fragkos 2004b]. This can 

be achieved by combining their existing capabilities and by making them to work 

together in order to develop a holistic picture of how to perform network defense. As 

aforementioned in the previous Chapter, the need for a more dynamic and flexible 

solution in the area of security threat assessment, by following the path of near real-

time analysis, is inevitable. In realistic terms, the current research tries also to identify 

up to what level security can be considered achievable and how this approach guided 

the first steps of the literature review of the project toward specific goals.  

 

Security incidents in the last years have been increasing so rapidly that the algebraic 

definition “geometrical progression” could be used in order to describe/characterise 

their exponential increment. The reported incidents have evolved from 6 in 1988 to 

21,756 in 2000, 13,7529 in 2003 [CERT 2003] and they have reached approximately 

100000 in 2010 [CERT 2010]. Due to the fact that enterprises, companies, 

organization, large/small businesses often have serious reasons not to report security 

incidents and keep secret any damage that might have occurred, the alluded number in 

the real world, is definitely larger.  

 

“Many companies still seem unwilling to report e-crime for fear of damaging their 

reputation,” says Larry Johnson, Special Agent in Charge, Criminal Investigative 

Division, United States Secret Service. “However, as we see with this survey, ignoring 

the problem or dealing with it quietly is not working. The question is not why can’t we 

stop these criminal acts from happening, but rather, why are we allowing them to take 

place? The technology and resources are there to effectively fight this. We just need to 

work smarter to do it.” 

 

Referring to the above quote made by Larry Johnson and especially where technology 

and resources are pointed out we will try to answer questions like: a) why do network 

infrastructures still suffer from attacks and why do we still wonder why we cannot 
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deal efficiently with the security related issues by taking active countermeasures 

against them. b) Should today’s security, still be considered as a technology 

limitation? c) How and what kind of system, built with security in mind, could protect 

large network infrastructures efficiently by performing threat assessment and 

effectively intrusion detection? 

 

The intrusion detection systems are used to protect, defend and provide the means to 

eventually secure the systems which they are applied upon. For a better understanding 

of the goals this research is trying to achieve it is considered essential to take a step 

back and go through the process of comprehending the fundamental stone of the 

problem. This fundamental stone is to apply the required security across the protected 

systems. The security required, as a standalone term is trivial, as it is being used 

without any significant weight or volume, especially when it actually represents 

something so important and vital. As the goal of the research is to address the issue of 

near real-time threat assessment, in order to secure a system, it is considered 

mandatory to have a clear understanding of the attributes which compose of the term 

security.  
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2.2 Defining Security 

Within the ISO 17799 the term “Information Security” is defined as “Security 

Preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability” and “Threat” is defined as 

“A potential cause of an incident that may result in harm to a system or 

organization”.  

In the BS ISO/IEC 27001:2005 the term “Information Security” has been revised and 

defined as “Preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of information; 

in addition, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and 

reliability can also be involved” and in BS ISO/IEC 27005:2008 the term 

“Information Security Risk” is defined as “potential that a given threat will exploit 

vulnerabilities of an asset or group of assets and thereby cause harm to the 

organization”.  

 

A prior requirement to distinguish before conducting any discussions concerning the 

process of threat assessment and intrusion detection is to have a complete 

understanding of the word “security” deriving from the area of Information Security.  

 

The Cambridge Dictionary describes security as: 

“The ability to avoid being harmed by any risk, danger or threat” 

 

Also, the Oxford English Dictionary describes security as: 

“The state of being or feeling secure” 

 

In both cases the definitions describes the word security in a generic way without 

giving a more realistic approach. This is what the following lines are trying to 

achieve. The purpose of this distinction is not to redefine the actual meaning of the 

word but to make clear how it should be understood by the reader when security is 

applied in the real word and more specifically to the purpose of the thesis. 

 

In the first case it is impossible in any way to predict and avoid being harmed from 

any risk, any danger and any threat. In order to make this definition more realistic a 

single word will be added and alter the definition to: “The ability to avoid being 

“irrecoverably” harmed by any risk, danger or threat”. On the other hand, the latter 
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definition fails to determine the level of the “..state of being or feeling secure”. As 

such, what is the level of security which can be considered as secure enough? Also, 

Oxford’s definition, by not defining the desirable level of the “state”, fall into a 

recursive loop when including the word “secure” within the definition, where 

“secure” is described as “protected against attack or other criminal activity”.  

 

Therefore the definitions should not be considered as an absolute 

definition/description of the word “security” in the real world, due to the fact that they 

individually describe a practically impossible goal. Consequently, in order to describe 

security in a more realistic way the two definitions can be combined and define 

security as: 

 

The state of being or feeling secure, by having the ability to avoid being irrecoverably 

harmed by any risk, danger or threat, when/for protecting a specific asset. As the 

word “irrecoverably” does not exit in the dictionary as an adverb of the existing word 

“irrecoverable” (adjective) a small rearrangement to the sentence is needed in order to 

be exact and absolute concerning the words used within the definition. Thus, the final 

definition should define security as: 

 

The state of being or feeling secure, by having the ability to avoid being harmed at an 

irrecoverable level, by any risk, danger or threat, when/for protecting a specific 

asset.. This definition provides a metric for the state of “feeling secure” by the use of 

the words “irrecoverable level” which is relevant to the referring asset being protected 

each time. In section 2.5.3, second paragraph, becomes clearer why these 

clarifications between the the term security and the specific asset being protected, 

needed to be made. Applying security according to the asset being protected was 

discussed by the author in 2005 [Fragkos 2005b]. In section 2.5.3 a publication in 

2011 by the state of the art NetWitness [RSA NetWitness 2011] focuses specifically 

upon identifying the asset being protected, in order to address the issue of network 

monitoring [see 5.6.1]. 

 

In most books related to computer security, a paragraph addressing the issue of how 

much secure is secure enough can be usually found. Most of them follow the “cost” 

approach to give an answer to this question by stating that the system can be secured 
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up to the available budget. Some of them address the issue based on the security level 

applied by their competitors in the same area. Very few consider of addressing the 

issue according to the results when/if the applied security eventually fail. Even then, 

there is a distinguished point which sets the level up to where a failure is considered 

recoverable based on risk assessment. 

 

By applying the definition in real life and considering as an asset any key element 

(small or large) that needs to be protected and eventually secured (i.e. Computer’s 

Password, Server Room, University’s Network, computer service, network 

connection, port utilization, system access) it is easier to identify/set independently 

the required state/level of security that is necessary for each element.  Thus, having in 

mind the above definition, the reverse logic on how the proposed system’s 

architecture started from identifying a specific asset and then, working from the 

bottom up, the means for protecting this asset were developed. In other words, 

focusing into identifying individually what needs to be protected, the most suitable 

way of performing security threat assessment against this single asset can be used. At 

the same time the solution needs to be kept dynamic and flexible in order to easily be 

applied in a broader set of assets.  

 

Before moving along lets give a brief description of the assets mentioned previously. 

It is challenging to know where to start identifying assets when trying to secure 

private information. Working on the taxonomy of technologies which need to be 

protected, it leads towards identifying which are the “information assets” required to 

be secured. An interesting publication the “taxonomy for information security” by 

Venter [Venter 2003] provides a stepping stone for further understanding on how 

assets can be pointed out and eventually the means to protect them. The protection of 

information is commonly referred as information security [Maiwald 2002], and its 

task is to minimize the risk of exposing information [King 2001]. Effectively, the use 

of the phrase “minimize the risk” previously, as it is used by [Venter 2003] and [King 

2001], it is not measurable. Thus, it is a false statement [Haack 1978] to try specifying 

the level of security in this case, using broad meaning of the phrase “minimize the 

risk”. However this applies to the generic expression of minimizing risk and not to the 

ability of measuring individual risks and lowering our exposure accordingly 

[Baskerville 1993].  
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Summarizing from the above it is clearer why the definition of the word security has 

been discussed previously. According to the clarifications given to the definition it is 

easier to understand the importance of the individual asset being protected (even in 

these large scale environments) in such critical systems. Thus, it is better understood 

how the level of security can be defined and applied for each and every one of them. 

Furthermore, it pushes us towards the path of knowing well the small bits being 

protected which can easily result in protecting something of a greater scale. As Ira 

Winkler successfully states in the, Zen and the Art of Information Security [Winkler 

2007], “Once you understand the underlying principles of security, you can take 

reasonable security precautions”. 
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2.3 State of the Art Network Defending Systems 

The Intrusion Detection community is trying to automate the process of identifying, 

analyzing and responding to procedures when security incidents have been identified 

and preferably before that as well. Every logging-capable network component such as 

routers, firewalls, IDS, honey pots, etc. generates a vast amount of audit data. The 

cross-reference, merge, analysis, assessment and validation of the outcome of such 

information must still be done by humans [Blyth 2003a] in order to be efficient and 

capable of concluding into final results. Furthermore, these humans must be experts 

on the field and have an in depth knowledge of numerous systems and intrusion 

methods. The manual response is not feasible especially when an attack has targeted a 

larger scale network infrastructure and even more when the attack is against multiple 

network infrastructures which constitutes of vast amount of information and different 

types of audit data captured to be analyzed and cross referenced.  

 

In order to support the above argument we need to be consider that over the years, 

even more services have been developed and introduced onto the Internet, which 

inevitably generate a never-ending amount of audit data to be collected and eventually 

analyzed. Even though Intrusion Detection Systems do an exceptional work in 

logging information, the actual analysis of the data needs to take place by the trained 

eye. There are very few people in the area of ID which are capable of understanding 

what the logs are trying to say. These people which have years of experience in this 

particular area also have a particular way of thinking process when dealing with such 

datasets. However, as the volume of the datasets expands it is getting even more 

difficult and in most cases impossible to work with datasets which originate from 

commercial, governmental or other types of organizations especially due to the 

heterogeneous nature of the data.   

 

2.3.1 Intrusion Detection Systems Types 

The heart of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) relies on four groups according to the 

technology used to detect events; Network Based, Host Based, Application Based and 

Stack Based [Debar 1999], [Anderson 1995], and the combination of three major 

factors for conducting the detection; Misuse detection, Anomaly detection and 

Specification-based detection [Stakhanova 2010], [Biermann 2001], [Lippmann 
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1998], [Lunt 1993], [Debar 1999]. Finally, IDS can be characterized as passive or 

reactive depending on the type of actions taken by the system when an attack has been 

identified. The taxonomy of IDS [Debar 1999], the taxonomy of anomaly detection 

[Estevez-Tapiador 2004], along with the techniques and approaches that surround and 

apply to these systems are discussed by Verwoerd and Hunt [Verwoerd 2002]. In a 

secondary level the taxonomy of web attacks are discussed by [Alvarez 2003]. The 

most well-known anomaly based detection techniques discussed throughout the 

literature review [Garcia-Teodoro 2009]. A generic overview of the IDS technologies 

as mentioned and categorized previously are showed in [Figure 2.1], in an Object-

Oriented schematic approach using the Unified Markup Language (UML) notation. 

 

 
1 Figure 2.1 - Generic overview of the IDS technologies 
 

However, the solutions that are provided by the IDS and Computer Network Defense 

(CND) community are to be applied across a single network and/or individual systems 

which are usually determined by their geographical position. Some steps have been 

taken towards to a more distributed approach that led to systems like SnortNet 

[Fyodor 2000] and Prelude [Prelude 2004] but also in this case IDS are primarily 

developed for a single network infrastructure. Currently, ideas like the Grid for 

Digital Security have been introduced in order to provide a peer-to-peer based 

network approach [Pilgermann 2005]. Thus, this non-centralized communication 

architecture, which can bridge homogeneous and heterogeneous network 
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infrastructures, can take advantage of trusted relationships in order to allow an 

intelligent system to perform security threat assessment. However, these distributed 

approaches focus on the interchange of trusted information and collaboration of the 

audit data. 

 

A variety of Intrusion Detection Systems is available today [Biermann 2001], [Allen 

2000], [Debar 1999], for someone to choose from.  The aim of these systems is to 

detect and at some point in time, prevent an attack. Even though the most common 

IDSs available today can be categorized in four groups; Network Based, Host Based, 

Application Based and Stack Based [Debar 1999], [Anderson 1995] there are other 

types of IDS and techniques which have emerged as well. These IDS consist of types 

like Distributed Systems, Hybrid, Neural Networks, Artificial Intelligence, Expert 

Systems, Network Nodes, Target Based, Statistical Based, Honeypots and other. A 

small description for the most common ones is provided below: 

 

 Network Based: These systems are using raw packets from the network by 

setting a network adapter in promiscuous mode. In real-time they analyze all 

traffic, despite which way the traffic is heading (inwards or outwards), looking for 

spurious packets [Heady 1990], [Vigna 1998].   One of the most popular examples 

of Network Based Intrusion Detection System is Snort. In general, network based 

systems are very strong in detecting attacks originating from outsiders.  

 

 Host Based: Using various audit logs a host based IDS is looking for 

suspicious and security relevant activity on a single computer system. Most 

commonly such IDS will monitor the resources of the system and how these are 

being accessed. If the system or an application operates outside the expected 

behaviour this is considered suspicious and raises alarms. Statistically, performs 

better detecting malicious insiders but it is weak for external threats. Performs 

well to long term attacks but not that effective to real-time response.  

 

 Application Based: A dedicated IDS responsible to monitor application 

programs by making use of log files for abnormal behaviour. Having examples in 

the past of particularly vulnerable applications (e-mail clients are one of them) 
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which are the cause for several security incidents, a dedicated process is 

monitoring this particular application for abnormal activity.  

 

 Stack Based: The relatively newest IDS technology which makes use of the 

TCP/IP stack [Northcutt 2003]. The packets arriving to the target system are being 

monitored while they go up the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model. Thus, 

any suspicious data detected between the Data Link layer and the Presentation 

Layer will be removed by the IDS before the operating system or any application 

does.  

 

The Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF) states that a system should 

consist of the following components: Event Generators, Analysis Engines, Storage 

Mechanisms and Countermeasures [Porras 1998]. Consequently, based on this 

common framework and which model they adopt for detecting attacks, IDSs are 

categorised differently. The three major approaches regarding Intrusion Detection 

(ID) are misuse detection, anomaly detection and specification-based detection 

[Biermann 2001], [Lippmann 1998], [Lunt 1993], [Debar 1999]. Despite which 

approach is chosen to enforce ID, one of the most important and common challenges 

is the number of false positives and false negatives generated. When the IDS has 

flagged an event as an attack but it is not an actual attack, that is called a false 

positive. On the other hand, when the IDS fails to flag an event as an attack when this 

is an actual attack this is called false negative. It is obvious that having a number of 

false positives is not that effective to the system as having false negatives. Back in the 

1990’s the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) tried to evaluate 

the IDSs that existed back then based on the ratio of detecting attacks. A series of 

papers were published [Lippmann 2000], [Cunningham 1999], [Lippmann 1999a], 

[Lippmann 1999b], [Lippmann 1998b] which pointed out the major effect of the false 

positives [Spathoulas 2010] and false negatives in the actual results.  

 

2.3.2 Intrusion Detection Systems and the Detection Model 

Before moving along lets have an idea about misuse detection, anomaly detection 

systems and specification based systems. Misuse detection, attempts to model what 

constitutes abnormal behavior, meaning any occurrence of which clearly indicates 

system abuse. This includes both passive protocol analysis (i.e. sniffers/sensors in 
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promiscuous mode) as well as signature analysis. The latter means the interpretation 

of certain series of packets in regards to some protocol attributes and/or a certain 

piece of data contained in those packets that are determined in advance to represent a 

known pattern of attack.  

 

The anomaly detection systems, attempts to model normal behaviour by having in 

advance a user’s profile (either manually, or by employing software) of what 

constitutes expected (legitimate) behaviour, and looks for deviations from the normal 

over time in the incoming traffic. An anomaly might include things such as strange 

hours that users might log in, users logging from unknown locations, system reboots, 

multiple failed login attempts, action which violate in some way the security policy.  

 

The perspective of the anomaly detection systems is passed through to the 

specification based systems. However these systems do not focus on user activity but 

rather to the actual system itself. A complete profile of the actual system is 

constructed specifying what is considered acceptable and legitimate behaviour. Thus, 

every action performed by the system is compared against that profile in order to 

identify intrusions. Everything that does not comply with the profile’s specification is 

considered as an intrusion [Bishop 1997]. This approach can have a number of false 

negatives for various reasons but as much accurate the profile is, having a very low 

number of false positives as a complete specification of a system in reality is 

infeasible. 

 

Moreover, systems which represent the first model are in practical terms expert 

systems based upon rules for determining what constitutes an attack and what does 

not [Anderson 1995]. The anomaly detection on the other hand is represented by 

systems which make use of statistics for profiling users and applications [Anderson 

1995], and those which employ neural networks for detecting abnormal patterns of 

user’s behavior [Bonifacio 1998]. Of course, these systems have limitations and 

failings which are outlined, discussed,and explained further throughout the chapter.  

 

At this point keep in mind that one of the main reasons for these limitations or failing 

is the wide area of weak points and vulnerabilities requiring protection, originating 

from a number of different areas. As an example, take the initial architecture/design 
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of a system or service which suffers from a man-in-the-middle attack, race condition 

attack, replay attack, sniffer attack, session hijacking attack, session killing attack, etc. 

The way that implementation took place on a system or service leaving it vulnerable 

to buffer overflows, backdoors, parsing error attacks, etc. And finally, take into 

consideration the way operations are performed in systems allowing attacks such as 

Denial of Service, default accounts compromising, password cracking, etc. As a 

result, in order for the IDS to protect such a wide area the number of proposed 

solutions is multiplied by the number of the proposed techniques used. Thus, in order 

to have a holistic picture of the intrusion detection techniques being discussed later 

on, another schematic is used to represent the structure.  

 

  
2 Figure 2.2 - Generic overview of the IDS techniques discussed 
 

An overview of the state of the art of IDSs in the solutions proposed in the past eight 

years, in general, which are based on probabilistic methods [Josue 2000], multipattern 

search algorithms [Kuri 1999], [Wenke 2000], pattern matching for anomalous 

behaviour [Ramadas 2003], hybrid neural networks [Jirapummin 2002, Deeter 2004], 

learning program behaviour [Anup 2000], [Tan 2002] and correlation of intrusion 

alerts [Peng 2002], [Debar 2001], [Xie 2004].  The need to detect and prevent attacks 

is increasing and a broad range of methods have been proposed, such as defence 

mechanisms, but they can be classified as deterministic approaches. The approach of 
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using artificial intelligent principles within intrusion detection was originally 

introduced in [Jirapummin 2002] as a generic idea. 

 

Systems that are developed using either of these approaches, have a number of strong 

points but also limitations/failings associated with them. In specific, while misuse 

systems are the most accurate, having the lowest rates of false positives and false 

negatives [Northcutt 2003], [Morakis 2003a], they are somewhat limited in only 

detecting attacks for which they possess rules (signatures) without being able to 

extend their detecting capabilities to cover novel attacks, due to their rule based 

approach. Even though the rule based approach works really well there is a specific 

limitation that the current approach tries to solve. The limitation is that it fails to 

detect variations of attacks signatures. Assuming a rule is entered to an IDS (i.e. 

Snort) system concerning a specific network event. The rule to be entered needs to be 

exact in describing what needs to be detected. Consequently, this approach has no 

effect in detecting variations of an event even though it is very similar to a known 

signature. Merging techniques and existing technologies another scenario entered the 

scene of the Intrusion Detection community which implements a combination of 

features deriving from the categories already mentioned. These systems are called 

hybrid systems [Peddabachigari 2007]. More specifically the term hybrid is generally 

used when something that derives from different initiative sources needs to be 

described. An example of a hybrid IDS is Prelude [PreludeIDS Technologies] which 

is capable to collect data and work with different kind of log files, mainly used by 

other IDS.  

 

The next major chapter in Intrusion Detection has to do with neural networks and how 

these have evolved over the years [Beghdad 2008]. In some cases fuzzy logic [Botha 

2003] is implied, which can also be used for Intrusion Detection data mining [Bridges 

2000]. Quite often if not always when people hear about neural networks they 

instantly think of Artificial Intelligence. Due to the fact that most of these systems 

have attached signatures that incorporate the human factor, there has been an effort to 

model this human factor in order to achieve better results. In some cases this approach 

is used to minimise the dataset [Frank 1994], try to distinguish between an attacker 

and an intruder and even predict an attackers or a legitimate user’s action, based on a 

previously defined pattern [Lunt 1993]. Even though a legitimate user or an attacker 
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utilising a system leaves a print of his/her behaviour behind [Ryan 1998], a significant 

alteration of the usage pattern is capable to fool the system over time [Biermann 

2001] or even make it learn from non-legitimate behaviour [Sundaram 1996]. In order 

to achieve better results and avoid falling into a trap of fooling the system a post 

detection solution called Neural Network Intrusion Detector is run against data which 

have been collected throughout the day. Even though this is suggested to be quite a 

successful solution [Ryan 1998] as it provides better results, it is not suitable for a 

system which requires to be able to identify malicious activity as soon as it takes 

place. Neural networks are capable of dealing successfully with anomaly detection 

especially to noisy datasets but they are not suitable in providing an efficient solution 

to the intrusion detection community based on the fact that they can be fooled by a 

person over a period of time and also because of the fact that it is very time 

consuming to train such a system. Furthermore, the performance of neural intrusion 

detection systems is considered a major issue and research is being undertaken in this 

area [Sheikhan 2009].  

 

Intrusion Detection Systems which are based on statistics in order to perform the 

assessment are flexible enough to deal with attacks which have not yet been deployed. 

However, a statistical approach to the problem of intrusion detection returns a high 

number of false positive and false negative alerts.  

 

Even though these systems mentioned previously have different approaches in order 

to provide efficient solutions to the problem of intrusion detection, they all fall under 

a basic characteristic. They eventually follow either path to become misuse detection 

systems or anomaly detection systems. However, the misuse detection has a main 

advantage of detecting accurately known attacks without being able to detect 

previously unseen attacks. Anomaly detection is capable to identify novel attacks, but 

the rate of false positives is high. Introducing specification-based techniques [Sekar 

2002], [Balepin 2003] has been considered as a promising alternative in the area of ID 

due to the fact that it combines the previous two techniques. Nevertheless, this 

approach is not resolving the previous problems by providing a more sophisticated 

manner of detecting/preventing attacks. These systems (specification based) have 

been based on program’s legitimate behaviour. Even though the number of false 

positive has been decreased and also it provides the ability to detect previously 
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unknown attacks it can still be considered as a probabilistic solution to the problem. 

Consequently, new ideas have been introduced using an Object-Oriented approach 

which is a more formalized and logical way for structuring IDS data into Object-

Oriented hierarchies [Morakis 2003b] which derives through the use of abstraction 

[Morakis 2003a].  

 

Several Intrusion Detection Systems have been implemented over the years which try 

to overcome such problems and limitations [Porras 1999], some more successfully 

than others like EMERALD or CIDS [Dasgupta 2005]. The promising NIDS [Packer 

2001] brought into the picture which have evolved significantly since then [Salah 

2010].  

 

Solutions such as the correlation of data have entered the intrusion detection scene. 

This technique is based on combining information generated from several sources and 

it is being used by several systems such as Seurat [Xie 2004], the Advanced Intrusion 

Detection Environment, Tripwire and the Samhain Labs. Due to the promising nature 

of the correlation approach researcher have proposed a number of solutions which 

exist in small or large scale designs in a numerous publications. The most significant 

examples of such are systems like DIDS, the Cooperative Security Manager (CSM) 

and GrIDS [Cheung 1999]. Taking the usage of correlation a step further, EMERALD 

along with AAFID, make use of a distributed approach as well.  

  

2.3.3 Intrusion Detection Systems and their Detection Techniques 

Briefly, some of the techniques used for implementing Intrusion Detection Systems 

have been discussed already. Techniques such as the Neural Network, the Artificial 

Intelligence, statistical based and others. At this point it is considered necessary to 

look into other techniques which have been used for ID and briefly describe their 

contribution. Firstly, two sub categories which belong to a system based on statistical 

data, in order to identify intrusions. These sub categories are threshold detection and 

profile detection. Both of them are based on patterns which are considered legitimate 

activity. The threshold detection is based on three parameters. These parameters 

include: a) system’s values such as CPU cycles, memory usage, bandwidth and other 

similar factors, b) the interval of the monitored actions by the IDS and finally c) the 

sensitivity level, in other words up to what level an action will be characterised as 
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non-intrusive. Even though the first two parameters are affecting the response time of 

the system, the third one is the one that causes the generation of a number of false 

positives and/or false negatives. The profile detection on the other hand has a 

predefined user activity profile which is considered normal behaviour for all users. 

When and if a user’s behaviour starts to differentiate from the original profile it is 

considered suspicious, thus possibly an intrusion attempt. This approach has positives 

and negative points. The adaptive characteristic of these techniques requires no 

training and the patterns are maintained by the system itself without needing any prior 

knowledge of usage pattern of any new user introduced to the system. Also, the 

amount audit data to be analysed is significantly smaller. One of the major problems 

is that this system could be trained by a malicious user [Esmaili 1995] over a period 

of time to ignore abnormal behaviour and intrusive actions.        

 

Following the previous techniques the next one to describe is the predictive pattern. 

This technique is not only about comparing existing pattern behaviour patterns, it also 

tries to predict a future action. The user’s profile has a number of predefined rules 

based on what is defined as legitimate behaviour. If the user reaches the point where 

the next move cannot be identified based on the pattern it is flagged as an intrusion. 

The positive thing about this technique is that it can adapt to newly introduced 

behaviour but it may also generate an amount of false positives and false negative 

alerts.  

 

Another technique which could be considered a metric for the aforementioned 

approaches in ID is the keystroke monitoring. However, it is rarely used in ID 

anymore as it is not particularly effective and several ways exist to avoid detection 

[Renaud 2005, Sundaram 1996]. The idea is very simplistic and is often seen to be 

utilised in cases where a system is password protected in order to detect if the person 

typing the password is the actual user.   

 

Machine learning derives from artificial intelligence, and makes use of a library of 

commands. These commands are the ones to be generally used by the user. Research 

in the area showed that this set of commands has an optimum number which 

differentiates from 8 to 12, depending on the user. Moreover, any number less than 
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this range or any number above this range, decreases significantly the detection rate.  

In case of a larger number it produces false positives [Lane 1997].  

 

Moving along, we examine a set of systems that utilise one of the most attractive 

techniques which basically make use of if…then statements. These systems are called 

Expert Systems and EMERALD is one of them. The statements have the ability to 

handle a series of known attacks and protect the system against malicious activity and 

vulnerabilities. However, one of the major disadvantages of these system is the high 

maintenance process. The signatures needs tuning regularly and constantly new 

signatures need to be introduced to the systemto keep it effective. Even though the 

system might end up having a serious knowledge base after the setting up process it is 

unrealistic to expect from a security expert to keep up with the updating process of 

such a system. The main reason is that for each new threat appearing, yet another 

signature needs to be created and introduced into the system.  

 

Falling under the anomaly detection model there is another technique which appeared 

as an interesting and promising approach to the problem. This technique is the genetic 

algorithms. Deriving from genetics and applied to some mathematic problems in the 

past, it eventually found its way into intrusion detection [Lin 2011]. The genetic 

algorithms are capable of providing a solution when dealing with the problem of 

searching techniques. In other words, they provide the technique of searching within a 

multi-dimensional search space identifying optimal solutions. Taking this a step 

further [Song 2005] they may produce a Boolean output of an event by characterising 

it as an attack or not. Even though there is a significant advantage within the search 

process it is difficult to distinguish correctly the Boolean decision.   

 

Up to now, the techniques discussed about mostly follow the anomaly detection 

model. Under the misuse detection model, there is a detection technique which is 

called graph-based, where given graphs of normal activity are being compared against 

attack graphs [Sheyner 2004] which in their turn are based on expected trails. 

Different approaches have been implemented to achieve this, such as pattern 

matching. The pattern matching approach has a number of known attack signatures. 

These signatures are called graphs as they are based on the coloured Petri nets model 

[Dahl 2006], and describe the transition between what seems to be normal activity up 
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to the point where it reaches some sort of suspicious activity and/or intrusion. The 

pattern matching approach comes with the advantage of being able to set the priority 

of a signature. Effectively, this can be used by a countermeasures engine in order to 

deal with a particular attack. Even though the success of this approach is quite 

significant [Sundaram 1996] [Kumar 1994], there is a disadvantage that is relative to 

the nature of the solution. Attempting to describe complex attacks, results to an 

increase of the overall complexity of the signatures. This makes them unsuitable to 

use especially when the response time of detection, needs to be minimised.  

 

A close relative to pattern matching with a similar perspective is the state transition 

analysis. However, in this case the approach focuses on actual state transitions instead 

of comparing the signature as a whole. Effectively, this method is better in detecting 

vulnerabilities which are not known [Kemmerer 1999] due to the fact that it deals 

with the individual steps followed within the signature instead of just matching the 

whole picture. At the moment, the increased processing power of computer systems 

has minimised the time required to generate results in a sufficient time window. This 

is considered a promising technique and state of the art system lean toward this 

detection mechanism. However, there is a limitation in detecting attacks which do not 

follow a linear [Palmieri 2010] sequence of representation.  

 

In the next approach, known as model based detection, the intruder’s actions are being 

used as input to the system in order to generate an attack scenario based on a 

hypothesis. If this hypothetical attack is being gradually confirmed against the audit 

data captured, up to a predefined level of tolerance, the system considers these actions 

as an intrusion. An example of such system is IDES [Garvey 1991].  Despite the fact 

that these systems perform quite well when dealing with large quantities of data, they 

leave a blank spot when/where the hypothetical attack scenario is being constructed. 

In other words, this solution might be effective speed wise and performance wise in 

general due to a data filtering process, but it lacks the ability to prove that the 

assumed attack scenario expected is the actual attack which is going to take place.  

 

Up to this point, the detection techniques been utilised by the anomaly and misuse 

model of detection have been presented and discussed. The following lines deal with 

the specification based systems (Fig. 3) and the techniques they incorporate to 
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perform detection. The network activity being monitored needs to be classified as 

positive behaviour by the system. What is considered positive behaviour is defined by 

the security analyst in advance. In other words, the IDS compare the audit data to the 

analyst specifications and anything that is observed to be falling out of the intended 

behaviour is considered suspicious up to the point of intrusion.  

 

Firstly, such behaviour may originate from a number of applications which require 

access to crucial parts of the system in order to run appropriately. This behaviour is 

called specification based detection and a plain example of such behaviour would be 

the process of accessing a system, after a timed screen-lock process has been activated 

and a password is required. This approach is limited in monitoring activities which 

originate from a higher level of usage. Event though this provides the means for 

strong policy enforcement, it lacks the flexibility of allowing access to vital parts of 

the system which are usually needed to be accessible by the programmers without this 

action to be classified as an intrusion.   

 

On the other hand, based on this positive behaviour detection, there are systems which 

their detection technique is relying on transactions. The transactions are the actions 

that need to take place in order for a procedure to be executed and be completed 

successfully. In a Unix based Operating System all the operations the Kernel needs to 

perform, for example accessing a system’s module, consist of the four basic file 

operations which are open, read, write and close. Similarly, the transaction based 

systems break down the user’s activity to read and write operations. This way the 

detection activity is simplified, the system executes one command at a time, which 

expected to be completed successfully, avoiding any interruptions and the results are 

safely stored. The ideal behind this approach originates from the atomic transactions 

which are being performed on ATM systems. Even though this approach may deal 

with a large number of events going through the specifications’ stage is rather 

challenging. The process can be time consuming and any type of omissions during the 

specification phase generates errors.  
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2.4 Intrusion Detection Systems and Limitations 

 

2.4.1 Intrusion Detection  

Since the early 80s, when initially the idea of intrusion detection was conceived and 

presented by Anderson [Anderson 1980], followed by the foundation of Intrusion 

Detection Systems later on by Denning [Denning 1987], many things have changed in 

the topic [Rexworthy 2009]. Passing on from simple logging mechanisms, to 

matching attack signatures and lately the analysis of attack patterns using data mining, 

data merging, data abstraction and data correlation, the initial conception of intrusion 

detection hasn’t been altered. The focus and effectively the definition of intrusion 

detection is the difficult and complicated process of identifying the attempt of 

compromising a resource using past and novel techniques [Gold 2011]. Consequently, 

the final design of the system proposed by this thesis must be able to perform this task 

very effectively and as such the means to achieve this are explained in the following 

section. 

 

2.4.2 Focusing on a common ground based on the detection techniques 

Based on the literature review presented up to this point, the proposed research 

focuses on a system which tries to be efficient by taking under consideration the 

positive key point areas from existing systems. Additionally, identifying the weak 

points or areas in which the existing systems fail to perform successfully, drives the 

research process towards safe areas which need to be either avoided or further 

examined. First of all, as it is going to be presented later on in even more detail in 

section 2.5, the detection process needs to take place in near real-time. Having that in 

mind, other questions arises based on what the intrusion detection community have 

learned over the years from the existing IDS solutions, surrounding this particular 

area. Thus, some sort of a list is suggested to be made, containing the parts which are 

considered promising and well developed and those which have limitations, omissions 

and/or disadvantages.  

 

The criteria for making a list of factors which are considered most promising for the 

progression of the research need to be identified. There are several factors which need 

to be taken under consideration in order to decide such criteria. Having in mind 
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previous work by [Allen 2000] [Debar 1999] [Verwoerd 2002] [Zhou 2007] there are 

some common characteristics which are based on the number of false positives and 

false negatives. Even though false positives generate an unintentional confusion they 

are not as harmful as having a false negative. Thus, it is considered more important to 

eliminate the false negative than primarily focusing on minimizing false positive or 

both. Another key point is the on time detection of suspicious-malicious-intrusive 

activity. Addressing such problem is difficult and the whole intrusion detection 

community has been working on this particular problem for years. In section 2.5.2 the 

near real-time threat assessment is discussed followed by section 2.5.3 where a 

number of clarifications are given upon the issue. Relevant to the list is the origination 

of the audit data and how are these being used. In previous work, there have been a 

number of proposed solutions which included several methods in order to deal with 

the vast amount of audit logs generated. In general, such solutions proposed the use; 

load balancing [Wenbao 2005], [Qin 2009, Qin 2010], filtering of the data used, 

exclusion of considerably irrelevant data based on different criteria. Undeniably, this 

first step which deals in different ways with the large amount of data provides a 

stepping stone for a better manipulation of the data portion which needs to be 

processed. In section 2.5.4 the unification process is being discussed in which the data 

from disparate and/or heterogeneous sources may be fed to the intrusion detection 

process having as a result the holistic picture being passed to the assessment engine.  

 

 
3 Figure 2.3 – Attack sophistication vs. intruder technical knowledge [Hansman 2005] 
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Attackers are becoming more sophisticated and the attacks increase in complexity 

[Figure 2.3] and day by day they become more innovative. At the moment, based on a 

survey [RSA NetWitness 2010] made by Ponemon Institute on behalf of RSA 

NetWitness a number of statistical data concerning computer threats, are provided. 

This data present information about the frequency of advanced threats and their effect 

upon computer systems, the attack techniques employed, and processes used in order 

to prevent and detect threats. This has as a result having new attacks as well as 

alterations (mutations) of them being seen quite often. A number of the attacks is very 

ingenious which leads to the discovery or identification of existing vulnerabilities in a 

higher rate than it used to be and of course, their attack complexity/sophistication is 

higher.  

 

Furthermore, a large number of free software is already available, which can be used 

or slightly modified by less capable attacker to perform malicious activities. Last but 

not least is the motivation which plays a significant role where attackers are acting in 

a sense of recognition and acceptance by their community and not with malicious 

intentions (like the CERN hack which took place recently, BBC 2008). 

 

Another area in which intrusion detection hasn’t still evolved, is the combination of 

the external and internal threats [Kantzavelou 2010] in one. It is challenging to have a 

common detection scheme which is able to behave accordingly with internal and 

external threats simultaneously. It becomes even harder by the fact that internal and 

external security policies are not the same. Of course major steps have been made by 

different architectures such as EMERALD [Porras 1999] and Hummer [Polla 1998, 

Erbacher 2001, Hall 2003]. Also, specification protocols for exchange intrusion 

detection information have been developed such as IODEF [RFC 3067] and IDMEF 

[Curry 2003] which will be discussed briefly in Chapter 3 along with how their 

architecture design provided a good background in working upon the XML 

specification used in the current research.  

 

It is commonly acceptable that humans are good at discovering visual patterns, but 

poor at pattern matching on large data sets [Doyle 2007]. Computers, on the other 

hand are made to enhance the human’s brain decision making mechanism speed wise. 

The same way a lifting machine increases the rate of a human task to an exponential 
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number of times, likewise, the computer is used to increase the rate of a repetitive task 

which a human could perform in a limited rate and with an inevitable percentage of 

error. The research in the intrusion detection area has focused mainly in developing a 

number of products which can deal with as much information (collected / generated 

data) as possible. This led to a point where the actual thinking process behind the 

scenes had a secondary role and would be addressed later on by relevant techniques 

which have been discussed in the previous section. The efficient manipulation of data 

hasn’t grown in the same rates as the developed passive processing systems such as, 

firewalls, anti virus systems, IDSs etc. This introduced the creation of Intrusion 

Prevention Systems (IPS) which tried to bridge this area along with sophisticated data 

mining techniques [Singhal 2006].  

 

Until recently, the specifications used for these systems have no meaningful 

representation as they mostly consist of plaintext rules that had no depth in what they 

needed to describe, especially when dealing with such multi-dimensional problems. 

There is a significant complexity to the data arriving to IDSs and the results must be 

manually checked by experts in order for the outcome to be verified. This complexity 

needs to be taken under consideration, be utilized in the most efficient way possible 

and be processed accordingly. During a sequence of events, it is not only the events 

which play a significant role to the outcome, but also the weight and the attributes 

which the links in between the events, are composed of. Consequently, the bigger 

picture is lost in translation, and a valuable source of information is being omitted. 

Reporting alerts using the aforementioned techniques, which comply with the misuse 

model or the anomaly detection model, is just an automated task with no insights to a 

broader view. The systems used to detect the intrusive activity have no actual 

understanding of what they are reporting. Having a system which is actually aware of 

the holistic picture would be capable to know its state at any given point in time and 

thus, it would be easier to deal with sophisticated attacks. Furthermore, such a system 

will have the ability to deploy countermeasures against an intrusion as a precaution or 

as a post defensive action. Only recently Snort became capable of responding with a 

defensive action and Prelude which has this functionality is limited to basic actions, 

such as sending back reset packets or applying firewall rules to block certain traffic.  
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Another technical limitation, in the way that IDSs perform the detection, is the 

number of signatures stored within the system. As the number of signatures into a 

system increases it has an immediate effect to the detection rate of the system. The 

same way that firewalls have a physical limitation in the number of rules they can 

process in a given time, the same technical rule applies here.  

 

Despite the physical limitation, the detection rate is an important issue. Having in 

mind that if the perfect detection mechanism could be implemented it would be a 

waste if it couldn’t produce results within an acceptable amount of time.  

 

Last but not least is the need for a system which is capable to detect unknown attacks. 

This is a challenging area and some steps have been made towards this direction. The 

main consideration in this case, is from which side this problem should be 

approached. Is it a matter of identifying the proper technique(s) to assess the problem 

for example using genetic algorithms, neural networks [Amini 2006], etc, or whether 

it’s nature resides in the way that the data are being comprehended by the system and 

what can we do to improve that.   

 

2.4.3 Listing IDS strong points and understanding the limitations 

Throughout the techniques used by the various IDS there are a number of strong 

points and a number of limitations as well. Systems that make use of statistical data to 

identify intrusions make use of patterns which composed of legitimate activity. 

Taking a look closer to the profile detection technique, a user’s predefined activity is 

used. Having in mind the predictive pattern technique which tries to predict a future 

action, it provides a strong point for the overall picture. When the next move is not 

part of the expected pattern it is flagged as an intrusion.  

 

Still, the issue of eliminating the human factor hasn’t been addressed and according to 

Chapter 1 paragraph 2 it is one of the most trivial tasks to deal with, due to the nature 

of the problem [Vidalis 2005]. However, the expert systems perform quite well in the 

area, and the patterns can be converted to some sort of signatures avoiding falling into 

the same problem of maintenance. On the other hand, the misuse model using attack 

graphs approaches the pattern matching problem in an interesting way. Thus, treating 

the hypothetical signatures in a graph based manner it could allow further exploitation 
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of the properties built within them. Additionally, instead of comparing the signatures 

as a whole, the transition states are those who can contain further information to deal 

with intrusion behaviour more effectively. The human factor needs to be further 

addressed and the only defensive mechanism in order to predict something that is not 

known is a hypothesis of an intrusion, similar to the model based detection. In order 

to cover the blank spot of the attack scenarios confirmed by this technique, the asset 

to be protected needs to be identified. Thus, instead of building a signature for 

defending a system, it is easier to build signatures which are defending a small asset 

the best way possible. Effectively, securing a number of assets individually leads to 

the point of securing a system as a whole which contains these assets. Furthermore, 

working in such small components it is easier to add new ones, modify existing ones, 

or withdraw any of them without affecting the others.  

 

One might argue that this approach is going to be affected in terms of the processing 

time needed, speed-wise, as a number of signatures start to co-exist. This is not an 

invalid argument of course, and transition analysis as discussed earlier on states that 

indeed such solution is time consuming. Of course it is subject to the design 

architecture. In other words, the next step towards evolving such a system is to make 

some distinctions. Thus, a concern is raised on why to overload a system with 

signatures which protect against any kind of threat, when it can be limited down to the 

signatures actually required for protecting a specific asset in this particular system. In 

order to maintain the system’s performance there should be some criteria on how 

many signatures, which signatures and how complicated signatures are being applied. 

The rule of thumb is to keep the system simple, so it can be useable and effective 

keeping in mind that security is a continuing lifecycle [King 2002].   

 

Having in mind the above highlighted key points deriving from the different detection 

models and techniques discussed, the system’s architecture is presented in chapter 

three. Effectively, the proposed design elaborates these features in order to address 

issues already discussed and overcome specific limitations.  
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2.5 Threat Assessment in near Real-Time 

 

2.5.1 Threats and Threat Assessment  

In this section the definition of threat assessment is being given along with a detailed 

description on what is the near real-time approach to the problem statement. Let’s 

build upon the definition of threat assessment which is the following: “A threat 

assessment is a statement of threats that are related to vulnerabilities, an 

organisation’s assets, and threat agents, and also a statement of the believed 

capabilities that those threat agents possess.” [Vidalis 2005]. The definition describes 

the term threat assessment in a broad manner providing a good understanding of the 

concept. Furthermore, the definition leans towards the security threat assessment 

concerning information systems. Consequently, threat assessment is the process that 

strengthens the achievement of information security [Anderson 2003]. However, 

many definitions of the word threat can be found, some more valid than others. The 

author considers threat in the same manner described by [Blyth 2001] as: “A 

circumstance or event that has the potential to cause harm by violating security”. 

Consequently, during the threat assessment process the events or circumstances 

(group of events) which tend to violate the current state of a system and potentially 

harming it, need to be identified and classified as threats.  

 

Before continuing to the next section, there is a small distinction to be made. There 

are threat assessment methodologies [Jones 2002] [Barker 1998] available in order to 

assess the threat levels against large scale environments which incorporate computer 

network defence. A model developed by Amenaza Technologies Ltd [Amenaza 

2001a, Amenaza 2001b] which uses hierarchy trees in order to model existing or 

potential threats. These threat assessment approaches provide a good insight in 

understanding how a holistic system is being assessed in order to identify threats. 

Such a methodology in the current research is useful to identify the assets that need to 

be protected and furthermore the level of threat facing each asset. The threat 

assessment process presented in the current research is linked to the actual process 

that takes place while the generated data from potential or actual attacks are being 

assessed in order to detect intrusions. The term, inherits its characteristics as discussed 

previously as it best describes the process of identifying a potential attack while 
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progressing (on going attack). This parallel comparison was intentionally used in 

order to give a good understanding up to what level the threat assessment process can 

be considered as an absolute tool that produces absolute results. The input is given 

and the output may be meaningful or not. Performing threat assessment to the data 

originating from an IDS, is based on the way that the threat assessment is being 

performed. Consequently, the thinking mechanism behind the assessment process is 

what matters and how this “thinking” is being conducted.  

 

Consider a small number of people, same age, same school, in a room which are given 

a small book with the same mystery story from Agatha Christie. The book is missing 

the last page where the name of the killer is being revealed. Let them read the book 

and tell them to right down who they think the killer is. Not all of them will conclude 

to the same result, and each one will have a very good reason why they came up with 

their decision. However, in this case there can be only one correct answer even though 

the problem is a problem of perception. The people who found the correct answer had 

reasoning to their thinking mechanism. Having said that, there is a possibility that 

someone could have concluded who is the killer without reading until the last pages.  

 

The point this example is trying to make, especially when the threat assessment deals 

with the human generated attack patterns is the existence of some sort of thinking 

process which could easily produce the required outcome. As it is not possible to alter 

the nature of the data generated during an attack it is easier to develop a thinking 

process which handles the data logs from a different perspective in order to perform 

threat assessment.  

 

2.5.2 Understanding the near Real – Time approach 

In the recent years the term real-time has been used in different areas especially in the 

area of technology. A good example in the area of computing is a number of real-time 

operating systems developed [Zhao 1989] over the years such as YARTOS [Jeffay 

1992]. These systems try to perform task and respond within timing constrains. A real 

time system performs an operation within a given time frame which might change 

each time. The amount of time given to complete this operation is specified by the 

system itself. Some of these systems are called hard-real-time systems which are real 

time systems but with a very precise time frames. These systems have a specific 
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preconfigured amount of time to complete an operation. For example, the 

electromagnetic field of a cyclotron in each magnet has a specific timeframe to be 

activated in order to speed up an electron to the exact velocity and angle.  

 

Taking a closer look, the undertaken research and more specifically the process of 

detecting, identifying and categorizing a possible attack is referred as a near real time 

process. The reason for that is to express the realistic relativity of occurring events, as 

the real time term is relevant to the process which it tries to describe. The reaction 

time for a given event is relevant to the time window in which the actual event is 

occurring. An attack against a computer system may last a couple of seconds, a couple 

of minutes or even hours in few cases. Furthermore, consider the example of a zero 

day exploit which is released in Australia, it requires approximately at least ten 

minutes to spread under optimal conditions all around the globe. The hypothetical 

given time window for a university’s network in the UK to become immune to such 

an attack could be considered to be five minutes. Thus, the five minutes is half the 

time needed for the attack to reach UK. Dealing with such event within these five 

minutes is considered real time response. In some other cases the time window may 

be smaller down to seconds or in rare cases, it may be up to days. Consequently, 

responding to these in real time is it not referred to the speed factor of how fast they 

can be assessed, but rather to several factors and most importantly on how they can be 

assessed.  Thus, the use of the term near real time has a significant role in describing 

such behavior in the proposed system, especially when dealing with events which 

have an unpredictable way of occurring. 

 

The near real-time threat assessment as conducted and presented here, focuses on 

achieving two important goals [Fragkos 2005b]. The first goal is to minimize the time 

from the moment an attack actually started until the moment our defense system is 

capable to identify or characterize it as a potential attack. The second goal to be 

achieved is to minimize the amount of time that is essential by our system into taking 

any required actions. These actions can be simple, such as raising some sort of alarm 

containing possible information about the nature of the attack, or in more 

sophisticated implementations, deploy a set of countermeasures. Ideally these actions 

need to take place before the attack has concluded or in some occasions within an 

acceptable time period which can be considered a good reaction time by security 
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analysts. In a schematic approach Figure 2.4 illustrates the attack and response 

timeframes.  

 

 
4 Figure 2.4 – Explaining timeframes  
 

The capital letter delta (Δ) represent the time from the beginning of an attack until the 

moment an alert was raised or a defensive action was taken. The letter (δ) represents 

the time period between the begining of an attack until the attack has finished. As 

mentioned earlier, there are two goals to be achieved. The first goal is represented by 

the timeframe δ(x) and the second goal by the timeframe δ(y). The goal is to achieve 

Δ < δ in various means which will be further discussed. However, there are cases 

where Δ + g > δ is acceptable, when g represent the response time period within some 

limits.  

 

Narrowing Δ can be achieved using two approaches. The first approach which is 

obvious is to minimize both timeframes δ(x) and δ(y). The second approach is to try 

stretch the δ timeframe. The value δ, as can be seen in the figure, represents the 

amount of time that an actual attack is taking to be completed. An attack is considered 

completed when either it has been successfully identified and some action has been 

taken or it has somehow achieved its goal and no further actions are taking place by 

the attacker. The second approach of expanding the time, that an actual attack will 

take, is quite complicated. However, it can be achieved through the deception of the 

time 
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attacker. The use of honeypots is promising, but there are still ethical issues 

surrounding this approach. On the other hand, minimizing the timeframes δ(x) and 

δ(y), where Δ = δ(x) + δ(y), is what the solution tries to achieve. The goal is to keep Δ 

< δ. As more and more understandable and accurate is the information generated by 

the detection mechanism, the δ(y) will only depend on the way counteractions are 

being treated and eventually performed. The technology in the area of computing has 

evolved significantly over the years and the process of a decision making mechanism 

is enhanced speed wise by advanced hardware components, increased processing 

power using multi core approaches, parallel processing and multi threaded software 

solutions. Obviously, all these belong to a continuously evolving area and new ideas 

worth testing are being brought to the table in a regular basis.  However, there is a 

balance to be kept between δ(y) and δ(x). Despite how much δ(y) is minimised, it will 

cause no effect if δ(x) is not kept less than δ. Thus, achieving the optimum where Δ = 

δ(x) + δ(y) and Δ < δ. Of course, in real life situation things get a lot more 

complicated but they are based upon this principle. However the function would seem 

more complete adding the δ(z) parameter to it [Figure 2.5]. The δ(z) represents the 

time it takes for a detection system to categorise that network activity seen as 

legitimate up to that point, that it actually belongs to a bigger picture which comforts 

with potential intrusive behaviour.  

 

 
5 Figure 2.5 – The δ(z)  factor 
 

Being aware of a potential attack pattern event thought the traffic which is being 

generated is considered not intrusive, is a really interesting approach. Categorising the 

traffic as suspicious by default until proven otherwise (intrusive or not intrusive) 

could give a head start. Of course, such approach is subject to the way the audit data 

are being processed. This leaves us with enough questions to be asked, and possibly 
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answered, during the design and implementation stage. The δ(x) timeframe is 

addressed by most of the literature. This is where light should be shed upon working 

with ideas deriving from paragraph 2.4.2 and by taking strongly under consideration 

the key points from section 2.4.3. Undeniably, this is also an area which advances 

with arithmetic progression rates and at the time of writing this thesis the mechanism 

outlined were considered state of the art.  

 

One very important factor which can effect narrowing the δ(x) timeframe is to provide 

our defending system with some sort of “prior understanding”. This prior 

understanding consists of building a system which knows/understands what it looks 

for when processing the audit data the same way that unstructured sets were described 

in Chapter 1 section 5. The way this prior understanding has been included in the 

system is explained through the use of data abstraction as it described in Chapter 3 

and the way it is used within the XML documents  

 

The values δ and Δ are relevant to each other. And this is where the concept of near 

real-time is eventually clearing up and fits the puzzle. The δ value can be anything 

from a few seconds, up to hours and responding to that in near real-time, requires the 

Δ < δ to be true. There are a set of limitations in what scale the Δ can be minimised, 

mostly physical boundaries. For example the processing time of the data, the 

processing speed, the response time from the database system, network traffic, 

information parsing, and many other factors. On the other hand, δ has almost no 

constrains on how narrow can it be. But, for an intrusive targeted attack, information 

gathering should have taken place in advance. Meanwhile, the traffic generated by the 

potential attacker during the information gathering process, should have raised 

significant alarms for a system which is capable to understand in more depth (to have 

a more meaningful understanding) what it monitors. Significant problems are 

occurring when dealing with zero day untargeted attacks [Fragkos 2007]. In that case 

there is no prior notification, no prior understanding and effectively, the system stands 

against a game of Russian roulette. For example, a zero day exploit which propagates 

over the internet automatically, spreading to all possible directions, it may or may not 

affect our system for a various reasons. Different service version, wrong Operating 

System, different software implementation, etc. Dealing with this difficult situation 

for once more the data abstraction approach is considered a promising approach. 
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Breaking down the core events of these attacks, especially when targeting a specific 

asset (e.g. web server), it ends up having a clearer view of the actual attack.   

 

Depending on the nature of the attack, how complicated it is, the type of the attack 

and what it is actually targeting there is a significant variation to the δ value. At this 

point it is worth mentioning that this variation along with the actions performed 

sometimes provides an insight about the attacker, but this should be not taken as 

granted in any case.  

 

2.5.3 Performing Real – Time Threat Assessment 

Incontrovertibly, such a system demands research in many areas to be undertaken and 

a design which focuses on the small details in order to cover minor and difficult 

aspects of the project. As mentioned earlier, the system scope is to be able to be 

applied across homogeneous and heterogeneous infrastructures. This task is going to 

be achieved and somehow overcome the previously presented issues by using a 

unification approach, as it is discussed in paragraph 2.5.4.  

 

One of the state of the art network monitoring platforms from RSA is NetWitness®. 

NetWitness among other types of threats, deals with insider threads, zero-day 

exploits, targeted malware, persistent threats in a real-time approach utilizing 

continuous monitoring. In order to achieve incident response, NetWitness® addresses 

three important parameters. The first parameter is knowing what is being protected. 

The second parameter is knowing what an attack looks like, and the third parameter is 

being able to prioritize the incoming events (attacks) [RSA NetWitness 2011]. As 

discussed in Section 2.2, in order to perform near real-time threat assessment, the 

asset to be protected must be identified [Fragkos 2005b]. The design, implementation 

and use of footprints actually addresses the second parameter. With the use of 

footprints the security analyst describes in advance what an attack looks like and what 

is being expected when protecting a specific asset. The third parameter is also met by 

the system’s design indirectly. Instead of using a filtering mechanism which peeks up 

the most suspicious packets from the network activity, the responsibility falls under 

the analyst who specifies the relevant footprint. Being as precise as possible to the 

footprint’s design allows the TAE to prioritize and assess the most relevant events. 
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The main process performing the near real-time threat assessment consists of a 

combination of designing techniques and software implementations. In the beggining 

the design was based on a classification database which would categorise network 

events in an object-oriented form, using load balancers, filtering mechanisms, 

combination of the state of the art IDS technologies, distributed processing through 

XML documents, multi-processing architecture and parallel analysis through 

clustering [Fragkos 2005a]. In the meantime, some components of the theis where 

redesigned based on the literature review    

 

Effectively, the focus of the actual near real-time threat assessment needs to focus on 

the way the events are being analyzed and comprehended by the system [Fragkos 

2007b]. In order to achieve this, the author tried to introduce a term which is referred 

as notional understanding and describes how and in what way the system should be 

aware of the occurring (malicious or not) network traffic. The term is further 

explained in chapter three where the system’s architecture is described. Last but not 

least, working upon a specific asset keeps to the minimum the false negative and false 

positive alerts. But, this is something which will be discussed at the end, during the 

evaluation stage of the thesis.   

 

2.5.4 Unification process and its adaptation 

The unification process in the presented solution resides on the side of data entry. 

However, the chosen path of research was kept away from data filtering mechanisms 

(at a sense of pre-excluding data which seemed irrelevant) within the unification 

process. Data filtering has a major effect on performance, and it can also cause serious 

problems when data are misjudged and the amount of constant work needed to be 

done increases, upon creating valid criteria [Chapman 1992]. As the processing power 

available increases, the computational issue will not be a problem in the near future. 

The thesis focuses upon the threat assessment process and not upon the criteria which 

could include a data filtering mechanism. It is true that services and data generation 

nowadays has expanded exponentially than two decades back. Effectively, it is that 

balance needed to be identified which resides upon the amount of data needed to be 

processed in a realistic timeframe. This is what was translated as the problem of “near 

real time” in the threat assessment process, as discussed in section 2.5.1.  
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A major issue with IDS in general is their overlooked ability to share information and 

especially between different types of IDS. Steps forward have been made toward this 

way over the years using data fusion [Bass 2000], advanced analysis of IDS logs 

[Beckers 2003] and extensive use of XML [Avourdiadis 2005] as well as recently 

[Xynos 2009]. The author having worked on his MSc project [Fragkos 2004a] in the 

area of visualizing IDS, data back in 2004, he was familiar with the ongoing research 

of storing all intrusion related data generated by sensors into a unified database 

schema. Furthermore, work done by Eisenberg [Eisenberg 2002] has inspired some 

further research in the area on how SQL and XML are capable to be combined in 

order to insert and/or extract intrusion related information from a database [Fragkos 

2004b]. Technical details will be presented in Chapter 3. A publications by [Howard 

2006] addresses the issue of intrusion prevention using the XML model. Even though 

it doesn’t go into much detail about the technicalities of the proposed idea, it 

successfully points out the significance of the XML usage nowadays in every service 

and of course how this can pose a threat to a system.  

 

The use of a single database schema which is capable of storing heterogeneous 

intrusion related information and most importantly being able to query them, allows 

for a collaborative analysis of events and data mining [Bloedorn 2001]. Effectively, 

the process of threat assessment has to work upon structured data, originating from 

different sources, containing far more valuable information in detecting intrusions. 

Consequently, assessing the generated events as data rows, originating from select 

queries to the database, enforces a common workspace for the threat assessment 

engine. This takes away significant amount of processing which is needed to take 

place in order to classify each time from what type and what kind of sensor the data 

were originated. Also, custom solutions like data loaders, traffic balancers or 

exclusion of supposedly unrelated data is not needed. A real world example 

concerning this unification approach would be Microsoft’s work upon the Service 

Modeling Language (SML). This SML work started by Microsoft upon its System 

Definition Model (SDM) in 2005. This standard is recently endorsed by others such as 

BEA, BMC, HP, IBM, Intel and Sun. More specifically Microsoft plans to make it a 

central unifying element in its server infrastructure portfolio [Information Age, Oct 

2006]. The management over heterogeneous systems has significant advantages 

through a unification process. Along the same lines IBM and other IT industry vendor 
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claim the same thing. Since then, and until the beginning of 2010 RSA, ArcSight, 

Cisco, IBM, Symantec and others were using closed implementations upon the 

unification model, developing towards the Security Information and Event 

Management Solution (SIEM) product family. 

 

The cooperation and exchange of information is proven vital and important. 

Especially through the unification process, systems, services but also larger scale 

environments are able to share significant amount of meaningful data. Consequently, 

a large number of protocols based on XML were developed, covering a wide range of 

purposes in order to expand and extend the communication standards. The use and 

implementation of such protocol has progress rapidly and there is already a topic map 

implement as well in XML, known as the XML Acronym Demystifier project 

(XMLAD). This map assists the researchers to keep up with the constantly growing 

number of acronyms and terms related to XML. For example, the Intrusion Detection 

Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) as stated in the specifications document is to 

define data formats and exchange procedures for sharing information of interest to 

intrusion detection and response systems, and to the management systems which may 

need to interact with them. Along the same lines Cisco, ISS and Sourcefire worked 

together in developing a Network Intrusion Detection System Alert Format which is 

similar to IDMEF. Furthermore, consortiums such as IDSC, started by ICSA Labs in 

1998 and OASIS concerning the development, convergence and adoption of e-

business standards, were formed. Especially, OASIS standards have been developed 

and applied to a wide range of areas.  

 

The use of metadata in the area of security is not only promising but is also mandatory 

in most occasions. The Network Protocol Description Language (NetPDL) developed 

by NetGroup concerning the description of protocol fields setting the foundations for 

PDML and PSML as they are discussed in Chapter 3 as well. Even open source tools 

such as Snort went from various logging formats starting from simple databases and 

finally introduced XML as well.  
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2.5.5 In conclusion to the above 

The second chapter elaborates upon the problem of assessing vast amounts of data 

originating from Intrusion Detection Systems. While the Internet started to expand 

rapidly in the recent years, several questions were raised by the Intrusion Detection 

community on how the growing threats can be dealt with, in the most efficient way. 

Meanwhile, very promising solutions were proposed in an effort to deal with them, as 

it is presented in this chapter. Regardless of the numerous detection techniques 

developed, the computer network defence community focused towards solutions that 

had correlation of data as their distinctive characteristic. Based upon the correlation 

and unification of network events, researchers proposed several detection techniques 

others successful and others less successful. In the meantime the network data being 

logged further increased in volume, and the need to be able to manipulate them within 

a realistic response time occurred. Consequently, this chapter elaborates upon the 

proposed solution of performing threat assessment in near real-time and on how 

research was conducted towards this solution. Finally, the outcome of the research 

highlighted the use of XML as the most suitable means for representing the intrusion 

data that needed to be assessed, and that was defined as "footprints". 
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 Chapter 3  
 

 Analysis and Design Concepts 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Summary 

The overall architecture along with the individual components, which the proposed 

system is composed of, is presented in this chapter. Firstly, the concept of data 

abstraction is discussed and how digital footprints have been designed with 

abstraction in mind. The chapter elaborates upon the design principles of footprints 

and the method used to convert attack patterns into footprints. The design principles 

of the threat assessment engine are being presented as well, and the process of 

matching footprints against data traffic is being explained. Furthermore, the use of 

alert points in the adopted approach is mentioned and how these can be inserted, 
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altered and excluded on-the-fly. Finally, the communication mechanism between the 

data repository and the threat assessment engine is explained.  

 

The design principles were chosen and based upon the outlined key points and 

conclusions made in the previous chapters. Further clarification is given in this 

chapter concerning the transformation of network events to an actual Footprint (of a 

hypothetical attack scenario called Snail Attack based on its illustrative shape) and in 

what ways the current design addresses the near real-time issue is discussed as well.           
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D uring the analysis stage of the project’s requirements there was a 

significantly important question to be answered. This question concerning 

the basis of the “thinking mechanism” of the threat assessment process [Clark 1997]. 

The author wanted to approach the problem from a different perspective. Instead of 

having a central computerized system, lets assume for a second it is been replaced by 

a human. This human is very capable, thinks extremely fast, expert in the field of 

computer security, perfectly trained in the area of intrusion detection and able to 

perform millions of comparisons per second. Having such a supreme being in our 

disposal acting as our threat assessment engine would be ideal, but such thing does 

not exist. However, assuming that this human exists for a while, let’s look into her job 

description. Network events are generated and she is responsible to look into them in 

real time, understand the bigger picture, combine the information gathered and 

continue if there is no suspicious traffic to report.  

 

In order for these tasks to be achieved, this human is equipped with the necessary 

intelligence to understand (knowledge needed) what is happening during 

comparing/matching these events, and the thinking process of how to do it based on 

the way she is being trained.  

 

The use of an example explaining the aforementioned distinction before moving along 

will significantly assist in understanding of the concept under discussion. Consider a 

professional race car driver racing on a track. This person has been trained (thinking 

process) and then has practiced this training in order to interpret the best way possible 

(intelligence) interpret the course of the track and take the appropriate decisions in 

split seconds. Now, if the same driver is given a racing motorcycle on the same track, 

he/she wont be able to drive it and most possible will fell over. The driver has the 

intelligence to understand what to do, when he/she should turn, when to speed up, and 

when to hit the breaks. However, different rules apply when driving of a motorcycle 

compared to a car. There rules are the training he/she needs in this particular area in 

order to learn how to interpret the behavior of the motorcycle according to the 

requirement of the racing track. In other words, if this driver doesn’t build up a 

thinking process based on how the motorcycle should be driven he/she won’t be able 

to race it even though he/she has experience in racing cars.  
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More specifically, starting from the latter, the thinking process can be put down to a 

model, a set of rules, like if….elseif….else statements. A person who has no 

experience in the area, but only trained to know how to follow a set of well specified 

instructions on a checklist, could easily perform quite well in this task. Consequently, 

what really needs to be put under the microscope is how the intelligence required can 

be addressed in order to perform these tasks and how (if possible) intelligence can be 

modeled. What comes in mind at this point is the area of artificial intelligence which 

uses tools and insights from many fields; computer science, psychology, philosophy, 

neuroscience, cognitive science, linguistics, operations research, economics, control 

theory, probability and overlaps with tasks such us; robotics, control systems, 

scheduling, data mining, logistics, speech recognition, facial recognition.  

 

3.1.1 The term Notional Understanding    

The term Notional Understanding [Fragkos 2007] is used in order to describe a 

specific part of the project’s Footprints. More specifically, as it is explained in the 

following lines, the term Notional Understanding is used for two particular reasons.  

a) The first reason is because it represents the knowledge and the thinking process in 

ways which are needed for the system’s design.  

b) The second reason is due to the fact this process, which is being modeled, cannot 

be called intelligence as it is not that, it differentiates and that needs to be made clear.  

 

It is more of a way to describe information which adds meaning to what it is 

being represented along with a number of parameters. These parameters and 

alternative attack paths represent attack behaviour. Adding to the picture the way this 

information is being processed by the Threat Assessment Engine the end result of 

desribing in some sort of natural language within the XML document is refered as 

notional understading.  

 

Effectively, the term Notional Understanding refers to the system’s ability to process 

the concept of “intelligence” (a security expert describing in XML network attack 

behaviour) using a clear separation between the knowledge (data structure), the threat 

assessment (thinking) process. 
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In other words, instead of having an intelligent way (e.g. using some sort of A.I.) to 

assess data, it is proposed to use a predefined thinking process (a simple assessment 

process based on specific programming rules) to assess information which are 

presented in a meaningful structured way (e.g. tree based). Putting it in realistic terms, 

the task of processing the information could be build upon a computerized system as 

it requires specific tasks to be performed in high speeds. The task which requires 

some form of intelligence resides with the human factor who specifies the information 

in a way which can be considered intelligent. Hence, the intelligent perception of a 

security expert on how an attack pattern can be assessed it is described onto a 

representation document, which is the one processed by the assessment engine.  

 

In a closer look, the aforementioned approach to the problem has an effect on how the 

human perception is translated in computer terms. Effectively, the Boolean 

understanding computers have, it is stretched to include other conditions as well. 

Instead of having a True or a False state, the notional understanding tries to translate 

states such as: rather true, fairly true, somewhat true, slightly true, extremely true 

which human are more familiar with and let them decide what rather true or slightly 

true means for them [Haack 1978]. One could argue that this is related to Fuzzy 

Logic. However, in the way abstraction have been used within the design of 

Footprints in order to represent information, there is a number of checks and 

combinations of these states along with timing values, actions and reactions related to 

specific cases. As discussed by [Su 2009], network intrusion detection systems 

utilizing fuzzy association rules, apply static mining approaches. This technique 

claims to have an effect upon the real-time requirements for intrusion detection. The 

incremental mining algorithm presented in the alluded publication is an interesting 

approach. In previous publications deriving from the area of fuzzy, conserning 

intrusion detection, the decisions were based on the data mining algorithm. In this 

case, the decisions are based on fuzzy inference rules which claims to be able to 

obtain them very rapidly. This “very rapidly” timeframe is two seconds.  

 

On the other hand, the term notional understanding represents the structured form of 

events within the footprint where all the rules are specified. The main reason for that 

is to minimize the processing time in order to achive as near real-time intrusion 
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detection as possible. The experiments performed in Chapter 5 showned an 

approximate processing timeframe of zero milliseconds up to twenty milliseconds.  

 

Summarizing from the alluded, the process of threat assessment is the heart of the 

detection engine and the footprints are the representation of structured information in 

a meaningful way. XML is used to construct footprints, which represent intrusive 

behavior through the use of abstraction. The recursive nature of XML is similar to the 

nested capabilities of languages such as Lisp and Prolog used extensively in A.I. 

solutions. A strong positive point while using XML is that it’s far more flexible and 

expandable to work with, than other structured languages. More specifically, it allows 

the description of any kind of information, custom approaches based on the problem 

stated and most importantly it specifies only the data and not the way the data to be 

processed.  
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3.2 The use of Abstraction 

There is a significant number of definitions associated with the word abstraction and 

still, a generic one has not been given yet. Since Aristotle [Barnes 1984], philosophers 

were trying to define its role.  Depending on the area in which the term is applied, 

there is a slightly different meaning to it. The Oxford dictionary among other 

definitions specifies abstraction as “the action of removing something from something 

else”. This definition seems the most suitable to describe the process of simplifying 

attack patterns and/or constructing them from simple task.  

 

It is challenging to recognize the abstracted form of an object. Additionally, it is 

challenging to define something in abstract as well. The difficulty in these tasks relies 

in the lack of a set of rules specifying the criteria on how something is determined as 

an abstracted form or the opposite. Mostly, this lack of rules is due to the fact that 

abstraction is defined according to the area in which is being applied. For example, it 

is completely different what psychology describes for this term in comparison with 

the abstraction definition in art or philosophy.    

 

Let’s try to abstract in a sense, the idea of an object which is used for resting on it. 

More specifically, bring in mind the idea of a common chair. Each one has a different 

picture in their mind on how that chair might look like. For example color, material, 

shape, size, style are only a few of the chair’s attributes. However, each one has an 

understanding of what a chair is and how the concept of making a new chair is based 

upon simple rules. Instead of mentioning these rules as they are relevant to the way 

abstraction is being applied, let’s take into consideration the following process. Start 

removing all the attributes away from the picture you have in mind. Remove the 

special features this chair has, remove complicated shapes and the artistic style, take 

away different materials and use no color. What you left with is the concept of what a 

chair is, which consist of a few very basic principles. Knowing these basic principles 

it allows the recognition of other new objects to be categorized as a chair, or join this 

category as well. One may argue that different objects may rely on the same or similar 

principles. This is not untrue, but is certainly debatable taking under consideration 

work done by Sacerdoti in the hierarchy of abstraction spaces [Sacerdoti 1974]. 

However, depending on the area in which abstraction is performed along with the 
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means used, it is treated accordingly. In computer science, abstraction focuses on how 

a problem can be understood and eventually be solved while the solutions are going to 

be interpreted by the computer. Along the same lines intrusive behavior has attack 

patterns associated with it. Attack patterns are composed of network events, and the 

network events follow network protocol rules.  

 

As it is already been discussed in the previous chapter that the vast amount of data 

logs generated would provide information about the events took place, and by cross-

referencing them, a security expert may conclude in identifying a particular attack. 

Performing a ping event against a particular server is considered a simple example. 

However, if ping events are being logged by the network sensor a series of logs will 

take place. Firstly, the firewall will log this event, then the intrusion detection system 

is going to log it as well. In case the server is running upon Microsoft’s Windows 

platform, syslog might have been configured to log this event also. Furthermore, any 

other capable of logging mechanisms could report and log such event. Even though 

the cause triggered the logging sequence is the same in all cases, each mechanism has 

its own format and its own configuration on how the same event is going to be 

described. What really matters is the event that took place, which is a ping event. 

Despite the way it is being reported, or the data alteration within the ping packet, the 

ping event consists of two sub-events an echo request and an echo reply.   

 

Consequently, the previous example of abstraction it can be brought over to the 

example of the ping event and define the principles which classify it as a ping event. 

Effectively, more complicated events fall upon this abstractive approach, starting with 

login attempts, portscans and their variations, denial of service attacks, execution of 

malware and exploits.  

 

 

3.2.1 Abstraction in Realistic Terms 

The wide range of different systems, platforms, implementations and technologies 

used, generate a distinguishing large number of different logs. Abstraction is utilized 

in order to clear the scene from irrelevant information and allow them to be shared 

between different systems. Consequently, abstraction is used as a data filtering 

mechanism which removes in a sense irrelevant details. An example to that is the 
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Detection Message Exchange Format IDMEF [Debar, 2007] proposed by the 

Intrusion Detection Working Group IDWG for the sharing of information between 

IDS and response systems. Moreover, the Object Description and Exchange Format 

IODEF [Danyliw, 2007] which is based upon IDMEF, has further capabilities 

concerning the exchange of incidents information between Computer Security 

Incident Response Teams CRIRTs. More specifically, “The data model encodes 

information about hosts, networks, and the services running on these systems; attack 

methodology and associated forensic evidence; impact of the activity; and limited 

approaches for documenting workflow” [Danyliw, 2007]. However, the 

implementation of IODEF from IDMEF has also known problems.  

 

The second area deals with the actual interchange of information between IDS. It is 

worth mentioning the exchange of IDMEF messages in the Intrusion Detection 

Exchange Protocol IDXP for the exchange of data between IDS [Feinstein, 2001]. 

Being a little bit more specific, IDSs are categorized into two entities. These entities 

are the “Analyzers” and the “Managers”. The “Analyzers” are the ones existing at 

various points in a network gathering data, making intrusion determinations. The 

“Managers” on the other hand, gather data from the “Analyzers” in order to present 

them for evaluation. IDXP is their communication protocol for exchanging 

information. Along the same lines, removing unnecessary information, simplification 

is being achieved and consequently avoids the complexity. The primary example to 

this is the Packet Details Markup Language PDML and Packet Summary Markup 

Language PSML. More specifically, an abstracted approach into converting IP 

packets to abstracted events is presented by [Chang 2001] and [Wu 2001].  

 

One of the differences in the current approach is the use of abstraction in the way 

attack patterns or attack behavior is defined and not in the way network events are 

being described and reported. More specifically, having a snort rule for capturing a 

SYN scan [Figure 3.0], generates the relevant data which are being logged and 

reported.  

 

 

 

6 Figure 3.0 – SYN scan detection rule 

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN synscan 
portscan"; id: 39426; flags: SF;reference:arachnids,441; 
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:630; rev:1;) 
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A portscan is composed with fundamental elements which in this case they are 

characterized as a SYN scan. In general, the portscan is related with the actions 

performed in order to identify if a port is used in order to run a service.  

 

A legitimate TCP connection to a service is based on a specific routine which is 

known as a 3-way handshake (RFC 793). The routine of a TCP connection is very 

similar to the SYN scan routine. In more details, a synchronize packet (SYN) is being 

send, the other side a synchronize acknowledgement (SYN / ACK) packet is being 

constructed and send back. Finally an acknowledgement packet is send back (ACK) 

to complete the connection. The SYN scan on the other hand, follows a routine2 

which is based on a SYN – SYN / ACK – RST sequence. Until the last packet is sent 

it is not possible to identify at that stage if the events taking place are part of a 

portscan or part of a legitimate connection. Both routines are composed of reoccurring 

fundamental elements.  

 

Depending on the way these elements are put together, they may define a different 

type of a portscan. Elaborating upon that, the XMAS scan is a type of a portscan as 

well. The difference is that all flags within the packet have been raised. The common 

ground for all these cases is that they are executed using TCP packets. It is possible to 

perform various types of portscans using UDP packets. Structuring this kind of 

information in a hierarchy using the is type of rule could be easily concluded that a 

TCP scan is a type of portscan and a UDP scan is a type of portscan. Additionally, a 

SYN scan is a type of TCP scan along with an XMAS scan which is also a type of a 

TCP scan. The reported events contain information which can be abstracted in some 

sort and start building on how the information can be inherited through a structured 

diagram.  

 

Thus, having a portscan build upon fundamental elements, which can be used in 

combinations to describe different types of portscans, provides the ability to describe 

the concept of a portscan or in other words, the notion. The notion for these static 

events is “a mental image or representation; an idea or conception” based on 

definition. The word notion can be also used as “a vague idea or impression”. This is 

                                                 
2 Such attacks agains TCP, are discused by [Joncheray 1995]. 
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why the term Notional Understanding was introduced and discussed in section 3.1.1 

as it tries to assess this type of representation and conception of information.  

 

Up to now the detailed information contained in a packet’s level discussed as part of 

an event’s structure. The level of depth in which events are treated, is related to each 

developer’s desired solution. Performing the assessment in such level of depth is 

useful in cases where intrusion detection and reporting is performed at packet level 

where sophisticated unknown zero-day exploits need to be identified. One might 

argue, in what ways unknown zero-day exploits can be identified using this approach. 

It is beyond the scope of the current research to answer this question in depth. Along 

the same lines an attack pattern is detected, the Footprint approach provides the 

appropriate tools to model exploit patterns in such low levels. Following the same 

principles as previously, a detected network event is undeniably composed of lower 

level TCP events. However, ignoring the low level information, network events 

detected and reported by the IDS in place; illustrate a picture of the potential fore-

coming attack. Consider a computer worm, which performs a series of such events in 

a particular or similar manner in order to penetrate into systems. These series of 

events, or a particular pattern if it involves human interactions, can be described into a 

Footprint in order to build an idea (a concept, a notion) of the potential intrusion. 

Hence, the abstracted form of this attack sequences is composed of a number of 

events, sometimes reoccurring ones, which are performed in a particular interrelated 

in most cases way. Further details upon the design and on how Footprints are capable 

of presenting such state of information is discussed in 3.3, and the implementation of 

this is illustrated in Chapter 4 through an example.    

 

Hence, the idea of a port scan, a 3-way handshake and/or typical network events can 

be given to a computer system, by specifying only particular components. In a similar 

way the human brain has an idea of what a chair is and it recognize them, even if they 

are completely different one from each other. Effectively, the proposed approach tries 

to mimic this process and bring the system to a state where the concept of an attack is 

described and this concept can be processed effectively. This has as result the 

development of systems which can have an understanding of what they are processing 

and become clever to what they are detecting. Based upon that, it partially answers to 
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the inquiring mind which needs to know in what ways low level packet detection 

could be implemented using the principles of Footprints.  

 

 
7 Figure 3.1 – Simple XML abstraction example 
 

The example used in [Figure 3.1] is a simplistic version of representing abstraction in 

xml. In this example there are two people. Both of them are persons. One of them is a 

student, but this doesn’t mean he stops being a person. There are two classes in the 

XML code. One is named “person” and one is named “student”. Effectively, the first 

person is called Andrew and the second is called Greg. However, it is clear that the 

person Greg also belongs to the class student which has an extra attribute stating if he 

is a full-time or a part-time. This example represents a very simplistic form of the 

abstraction used later on in order to convert network events into a meaningful 

Footprint.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<abs> 
 <class name='person'> 
    <ATT>name</ATT> 
 </class> 
 <class name='student'> 
    <ATT>TYPE</ATT> 
 </class> 
 
 <person> 
    <name>Andrew</name> 
 </person> 
 <person> 
    <student> 
       <name>Greg</name> 
       <type>Full-time</type> 
    </student> 
 </person> 
</abs> 
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3.3 Footprints designed from Abstraction 

In the previous section the use of abstraction as part of breaking down network events 

was outlined. In the same way, attack patterns, composed of a sequence of events 

focusing on achieving a particular goal, can be abstracted to a simpler form. Using 

fundamental elements an attack pattern can be build up and described from 

abstraction. More specifically, footprints can be defined as a logical expression 

composed of a group of computer network events linked dynamically with each other, 

representing the concept of an intrusive behavior.  

 

The Footprint has a number of Action Nodes. Each Action Node has an Event Node. 

The Action Nodes specify how the information contained within the Event Nodes is 

linked together and the Footprint contains information on how the Action Nodes are 

linked together [Figure 3.2].  

 

 
8 Figure 3.2 – Generalization of a Footprint 
 

The Footprints approach describes the steps taken by someone in order to perform a 

particular attack. Assume the example of a computer worm which tries to exploit a 

specific service. This worm will try and perform a sequence of predefined events. 

Each event depends on the previous one by some specific rules. For example it won’t 

try to execute shellcode before it pings the actual target, or it won’t wait for more than 

a split second to exploit a service after a buffer overflow attempt was made. All this 
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kind of information is been described using the Footprint notation. A number of Event 

Nodes calibrated accordingly into Action Nodes to represent a sequence of events, 

form a Footprint. Depending on the developers needs, the Event Nodes could 

represent more generic forms of network activity instead of being strictly specific. 

However, there is a balance point to that. If the Footprints become too generic it will 

matched against most network actions [Figure 3.3] and eventually produce many false 

positives alerts.  

 
9 Figure 3.3 – Accuracy in respects of the number of items in a Footprint chain 
 

On the contrary, if the Footprint becomes very strict it will slightly increase the 

number of false negatives but also it won’t be able to detect anything else than just a 

very specific attack pattern.  

 

3.3.1 Hypothetical Attack Scenario for a Footprint 

It is easier to understand a schematic representation of a hypothetical attack scenario. 

In this example, this particular types of events build up to form an attack pattern that 

here will be called Snail Attack (due to its final representation which looks similar to 

a snail).  

 

 

 

 

10 Figure 3.4 – Progressing Snail Attack Scenario 
 

As it is illustrated, this attack is composed of six steps [Figure 3.4] which can be 

occurring sequential or pseudo parallel. The pseudo parallel occurs when an event has 

started occurring when the time to live (TTL) value of the previous event hasn’t 

expired yet. The length of each event represents the time period needed to be 

expected, to be completed and finally to live. As the snail attack is progressing, only 
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four transition states are shown here. These four states are marked with the letters a, b, 

c and d respectively. In state a, the event 1 could represent a simple ping event 

followed by event 2 which could be a TCP connect scan. Each of those two events 

can be represented by Event Nodes as explained earlier on. Similarly in state b, a third 

event took place which occurred very close to the start of the previous event. Again, 

in state c, a fourth event occurs right after event three. The next two events in state d, 

completes the illustration of the snail attack. 

 

 If the snail attack is a known attack, then the required Action Nodes that form the 

attack can be put together in order to be compiled into a Footprint. The final form or 

an attack sequence uses “calibrated” (a number of values are being specified which is 

explain in section 4.3.1) Action Nodes compiled into one XML document which is 

called Footprint [Figure 3.5].  

 

 
11 Figure 3.5 – A sequence of events transforming into XML Footprint 
 

This approach makes event nodes and action nodes very useful as they can be reused 

and reoccur as needed when needed. Each Action Node within the Footprint has been 

calibrated using the required attributes in order to represent the final form of the snail 

attack. Each Action Node specifies timing values, reoccurrences and the conditions in 

which each Event Node is linked to each other. [Figure 3.6]  

 

The second Node (N2) is linked to the first node (N1) which can be seen in the 

properties of (N2) which refers to (N1). More specifically, the (N2) node specifies to 

the threat assessment engine that it expect (N2) within two seconds after the N1 takes 

place. The time to live value for (N2) in this case is less than one hour. The third node 

(N3) is also linked to node (N2) in order to achieve parallel execution. Furthermore it 

is specified by (N3) that within five minutes after the (N1) occurred (N3) should be 

expected with a time to live equal to five minutes. 
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12 Figure 3.6 – Primarily Card Based design of a footprint 
 

All nodes have an x value attached to them. The x value represents the number of 

occurrences. In the case of (N1) the value is the symbol star (*) which represents the 

‘any number of times’ condition. Consequently, it doesn’t make a difference if an 

attacker pings a server once or n times before moves on onto commencing the next 

step of an actual attack. The (N2) node has an x value x > 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 Figure 3.7 – Building up from network events 
 

This means, that this particular event will be performed at least once in the sequence 

in order to be true. Obviously, events who have x = 1 must occur only once in a row. 

It seems that there is no need to specify the x = 1 as it is obvious, if an event is 

present, it is going to occur once or not. Specifying an event as x = 1 alters the way it 

is being treated by the Threat Assessment Engine (TAE). The TAE is forced to expect 

this event only once. Therefore, if the same event takes place for a second time, right 
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after the first occurrence, the loaded Footprint will be discarded as irrelevant. This 

small detail allows the analyst to be very strict in the design on a Footprint if needed.  

 

Meanwhile, none of the following nodes is linked to the second node (N2) as it is 

supposed to be according to the graphical representation of the attack sequence. The 

last three nodes (N4, N5, and N6) are linked respectively to their leading node. 

Effectively, each action node within that footprint that becomes true represents a state 

of the overall attack progression. Taking under consideration that this approach is not 

static, any variation to the specific snail attack will end up falling under the snail-

shape3 category [Figure 3.8] 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Figure 3.8 – Different Types of a snail based on single specie 
 

On the other hand, if the attack has significant differences [Figure 3.9] from the 

previous snail-shape, thus it can be considered as a different specie, then a different 

“snail attack footprint is required”.  

 

 

 

 

 

15 Figure 3.9 – Different snail species 
 

Due to the dynamic capabilities of the approach and the flexibility of XML when 

come to implementation it is possible to expand our original “snail-shape attack” 

footprint in such a way which will include all different versions (species) of a snail, if 

it feasible. Moreover, any possibly unknown or new snail species upraising would 

                                                 
3 From the graphical representation’s point of view, the different attributes of the network’s events, 
could end up being represented by altering the final shape’s components accordantly. For example, the 
time to live period of an action node, could be represented by altering the length of the lines. 
Furthermore, different event types and their respective attributes could be represented by altering the 
line’s direction, angle, thickness, colour etc. 
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have their core components belong to a large part of the snail footprint. Most 

significantly the mutations, thus, variations of an attack have a high possibility to be 

detected without altering the existing snail Footprint.  

16 Figure 3.10 – Expanded (mutated) version of the Snail Attack 
 

As it is already mentioned Event Nodes are written in XML. Any event which the 

analyst believes might take place while protecting an asset it needs to have its relevant 

Event Node representation. For example, the Ping event needs to have an Event Node 

representation file. 

 
17 Figure 3.11 – Representing a Ping in an Event Node 
 

Note the id field in the Event Node eN tag. The id uses a unique hexadecimal 

identifier for this particular Event Node. Thus, if the Ping event is needed to be used 

in a Footprint design the A1 XML representation is going to be used.  

 

3.3.2 Representing Network Traffic Information 

There are two XML formats that can be used in order to export network traffic 

information by describing the packets. These formats are called Packet Summary 

Mark-up Language (PSML) and Packet Detail Markup Language (PDML). The 

<eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_&_reply"> 
  <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
    <event ref="#1" que="1"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data>request</data> 
    </event> 
    <event ref="#2" que="2"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data>reply</data> 
    </event> 
  </traffic> 
</eN> 
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events sequence of a TCP Connect scan against port 23 [Figure 3.12] is used as an 

example. 

 

 
18 Figure 3.12 – Connect Scan to port 23 using nmap 
 

Exporting this simple port-scan into XML using the PDML model will produce a vast 

amount of information. The XML document will consist many pages that will 

describe thoroughly every single bit of information that exist in the network packets. 

It is a very analytical approach and useful for data mining network traffic to a 

tremendous point of detail. From the perspective of the current approach, a way of 

representing the events into a more streamlined and compact solution is needed. On 

the other hand, the PSML model is laconic. It is a generic synopsis of the network 

events with just the headers without a significant structure. The packet information 

has been included as raw data within a tag named ‘section’. Furthermore, the latter 

model also holds information about the origin and the destination of the network 

packet.  

 

The use of the Simple Network Markup Language (SNML v.0.3) which is a 

representation for alerts generated by Network Intrusion Detection Systems, can be 

considered one of the most comprehensive formats under development at the moment. 

It can expand snort’s capabilities as it can work as a plug-in and configure snort to log 

information into that format. However, in order to perform threat assessment to the 

data generated across a large networks, a more centralized and independent process is 

needed as it has been discussed in Chapter 2. The centralized repository is able to 

store information despite their point of origin. Consequently, the data need to be 

described in a per network event manner and not based on the network packets 

surrounding these events. The data transaction between the repository and the threat 

assessment engine has to be able to understand SQL. Thus, it is more useful to have 

 1. 10.0.0.1  10.0.0.2 TCP 32773 > telnet  
   [SYN] Seq=0 Len=0 MSS=1460 TSV=207267 TSER=0 WS=0 
 
2. 10.0.0.2  10.0.0.1 TCP telnet > 32773  
   [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=65535 Len=0 MSS=1460 WS=0 TSV=0 TSER=0 
 
3. 10.0.0.1  10.0.0.2 TCP 32773 > telnet  
   [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=5840 Len=0 TSV=207267 TSER=0 
 
4. 10.0.0.1  10.0.0.2 TCP 32773 > telnet  
   [RST, ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=5840 Len=0 TSV=207267 TSER=0 
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an engine that manipulates SQL to XML and vice versa than having an engine that 

has to convert an already unified and stored event to a packet based description using 

an XML standard. It is essential for the analyst to be able to describe the abstracted 

form of an event without having to specify complicated details that can be definitely 

omitted or assumed by the threat assessment engine.   

 

The final step in order to create an actual footprint is to have an action node or a 

collection of Action Nodes if possible, structured within some header information 

which are related to the footprint’s properties. Furthermore, the relations between a 

number of Event Nodes needs to be specified and reoccurring relations to be 

supported when needed [Figure 3.13].   

 

 
19 Figure 3.13 – Action Node containing an Event Node 
 

Taking a look closer to the XML output in Figure 3.13 there is a section where logical 

operands can be declared. These are the conditions in which nodes are related to each 

other based on the same principle IF statements are declared. More specifically, the 

following IF condition is represented in XML using the <pre> tags along with their 

respective logic operators, within the <conditions> tag.  

<aN aNid="N2" x_op="gtq" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="h"> 
  <t_time op="" t="2" unit="s">  
    <conditions> 
      <pre logicalop="OR"> 
        <pre logicalop="AND"> 
        <refNode>#N1</refNode> 
        <refNode>#N2</refNode> 
      </pre> 
        <refNode>#N3</refNode>    
      </pre> 
    </conditions> 
  </t_time> 
  <eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_&_reply"> 
    <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
      <event ref="#1" que="1"> 
        <pname>ICMP</pname> 
        <flag> </flag> 
        <category>ICMP</category> 
        <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
        <protocol> </protocol> 
        <data>request</data> 
      </event> 
      <event ref="#2" que="2"> 
        <pname>ICMP</pname> 
        <flag> </flag> 
        <category>ICMP</category> 
        <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
        <protocol> </protocol> 
        <data>reply</data> 
      </event> 
    </traffic> 
  </eN> 
</aN> 
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if ((N1 AND N2) OR N3) 

 

During the process of formalizing the data structure of a Footprint’s contents a 

database structure was used. A relational database becomes very complicated in 

design [Figure 3.14] in order to hold information about a footprint in abstracted form. 

It becomes even more complicated when condition such the alluded need to be stored 

in the overall design. This hypothetical database it could be expanded and altered in 

order to hold the information required. However, it would need extra tables and extra 

fields to store the reoccurring events and the existing raw data.  

 

 
20 Figure 3.14 – Test Relational Database to describe and store a Footprint 
 

Furthermore, validating a Footprint stored in that form was considered far more 

complicated than validating it against its XML format. Using XML in order to 

describe the Footprints and their abstracted information is a lot simpler. The dynamic 

reoccurrence of nodes, the non-static condition rules, the need for specifying points of 

interest, along with the various volumes of info needed to be described, makes the use 

of a database approach unsuitable. 
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The problem with the reoccurrence of the events and how they were linked with each 

other was a problem for the XML notation as well. However, since anyone can create 

any type of tag with any type of name and information, the W3C (World Wide Web 

Consortium) congregated to put forth a framework that would support the idea of a 

Semantic Web. This created the Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

[http://www.w3.org/RDF/] which provides a common vocabulary [Brickley, 2007] to 

facilitate data exchange in XML between many vendors. A language for defining 

structure based on the RDF lead to the implementation of technologies such as Web 

Ontology Language (OWL) and Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS). 

The OWL approach provided a solution as it uses the hash (#) symbol as a referencing 

mechanism within the XML code. This way the reoccurrence of events is simplified. 

A referencing point within the XML code allows further the creation of dynamic and 

flexible approaches when especially describing a particular Footprint. Thus, taking 

under consideration the advantages of the mentioned markup languages along with 

the referencing approach of OWL a streamlined solution composed of combined 

features has been created.  

 

Effectively, the description of the hypothetical Snail Attack as described earlier on 

has been converted in an actual Footprint based to the specifications. The example in 

[Appendix A] is the overview of a footprint. It is demonstrated how the Action Nodes 

are conditionally linked with each other and reoccur within the Footprint by reference, 

based on the hash symbol. There is also a section within the Footprint where points of 

interest have been declared with some information about the required action to be 

performed. This is the alarms section, where the threat assessment engine may use to 

raise pre-specified alarms or pass relative information to an external decision maker 

such as a countermeasures engine. 

 

3.3.3 Calculating attack steps based on timing of computational operations 

Assuming that the computational power available is one operation every millionth of 

a second and the algorithm processing the Footprints requires to perform 50 

operations in each run. Consequently, the required time needed for the n steps of a 

Footprint to be processed is:  

T =(n-1)!*50*10-6 
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A Footprint, it can only be as complicated as its computational requirements do not 

exceed realistic timeframes (based on the available processing power). 

 

3.3.4 Contributing to an Open Design  

The initiative stage where the Event Nodes are being created can be very time 

consuming. A number of Event Nodes representing very basic network events can be 

created and used as a common ground for each system, such as the Ping Event Node.  

 

One of the strong points of this approach is that once someone has developed an 

Event Node it can be shared among other systems which use this solution. 

Consequently, creating a new Footprint could end up using the footprint as is in a new 

system, or bring along its dependencies which are the Event Nodes this Footprint 

consists of. This solution calls for an open format were analysts can contribute 

effectively to the creation of complicated but very capable Footprints. Hence, an open 

repository can be created with the respective Event Nodes where can be found online. 

From an attackers point of view this is not something that can expose a system’s 

defensive capabilities as long as the actual Footprint implementation using these 

Event Nodes is not exposed. 

  

Another significant advantage of the Footprint approach based on their design is their 

capability of declaring Threat Alert Points (TAP). Referring back to the footprint’s 

schematic display (Fig. 6), it is noticeable that the fifth node (N5) has a threat alert 

point implied to it. In that case, a predefined action will take place when the 

progression of an attack reaches that point. This action can either be very straight 

forward by some kind of predefined direct action passed to the engine that performs 

the threat assessment or a state report signal passed to a countermeasures engine that 

runs independently and will deal with the incident. The way that a TAP is treated, 

depends on the way the threat assessment engine is programmed to deal with them.  

 

Having a known attack pattern or a conceptual one, using Footprints the potential 

sequence can be described. During that sequence, specific alerts could be pre-

programmed to occur when that specific threat point is reached. Due to the fact that 

XML is an open language the front end mechanism is capable of editing the file on-

the-fly when a new alert point needs to be added or the existing one to be modified. 
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This design, allows an analyst who is monitoring an undergoing attack to interact with 

it by taking custom decisions. More specifically, this way updated or reconfigured 

Footprints do need to be loaded again into the system. Any modified Footprints will 

be automatically adapted by the threat assessment engine.  

 

Towards to the protection of a specific asset as a start point, a number of generic or 

more specific footprints may put together in order to defend the system. These 

footprints can be static or dynamic, depending on the security analyst’s requirements. 

Footprints are further addressed in Chapter 4 where the complete implementation is 

presented.  
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3.4 The process of Threat Assessment 

The threat assessment is driven by a particular process. This process is metaphorically 

described here as thinking process as it is the one performing the required operations..  

 

3.4.1 Following the principle of the Set Theory 

The basic principles of set theory apply to the way Footprints should be considered 

and treated. Considering a Footprint as a set, it defines a set based on a common 

parameter. The parameter in this case is the type of the attack which is being 

described. The null set has no actual representation in Footprints, as it is a Footprint 

consisting of no events, thus a non existing Footprint (allow all traffic based on no 

conditions). Again the set of infinite number of events is not realistic.   

 

More specifically, a set A is a subset of B only if every element within A is also an 

element of B.  

 BA  Aa  is true that Ba  

 

Furthermore, two sets are equal with each other if and only if they have exactly the 

same elements.  

A = B  BA  and AB   

 

Intersection of two sets A, B is a new set which contains the common elements from 

both A and B.  

AxxBA  :{   and }Bx  

 

On the contrary, union of two sets A and B is the set which is composed of the 

elements belong to either set A or set B.  

 

AxxBA  :{  or }Bx  

 

These basic and simple operations were described in order to have a point of reference 

when dealing with the footprint. Using these principles it is easier to understand how 

the TAE is capable of processing the Footprints and under what conditions the 

Footprints can be considered valid.  
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Thus, the rules derive from the alluded are: 

a) Events contained within a Footprint must be a set of events which are different 

from any other existing set in another Footprint.  

b) If there are two Footprints having the exact same events, linked together using 

different parameters, it is then considered mandatory to represent those two 

Footprints in one, using the conditions parameters.  

c) If a Footprint is a subset of another Footprint then the subset has no reason to 

exist.  

d) Union of two Footprints may occur in order to specify similarities (mutation) 

of attack patterns. However, union is only performed to similar sets.  

e) Union to irrelevant sets is possible but useful only in rare occasions when a 

complex attack scenario is defined.  

f) Based on rule (e) it is preferable to break down a complex footprint. 

Especially if it is composed of more than one attack patterns.  

 

When new Footprints needed to be added in the system these rules allow some 

important decisions to be made. The TAE will not end up with a number of similar 

Footprints to process which deal with the same or similar attack pattern. 

 

3.4.2 Assessing Attacks 

In order to simplify the procedure it is assumed that the threat assessment engine 

(TAE) has only one Footprint to process during this example. As events arrive to the 

TAE are being matched against events which compose of the footprint [Figure 3.15]. 

The point or the points, in which these events exist, become true. Each event has some 

details attached to it, other more generic and other in more detail. If specific detailed 

data exist the occurring event is matched against these details. For example, if a 

Footprint has a portscan node and a SYN scan is performed, by definition the SYN 

scan is a type of a portscan. Thus, it can either been specified in the Footprint which 

type of portscan is required or any type of portscan by omitting the details.  
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21 Figure 3.15 – Overview of the process of the Threat Assessment Engine 
 

The TAE is responsible for checking what is to be expected after a point has become 

true. The next event or events which might take place have some attributes specified 

within the footprint. The timed attributes specify how long until a specific event takes 

place. If this timeframe is exceeded and no other points are still true, the specific 

Footprint is discarded from being a potential attack pattern. On the other hand if there 

are still active nodes where events are being expected, the Footprint remains active. 

The case of discarding a Footprint is as much useful as it is dangerous. It is useful to 

discard Footprints in which the timing between the events it is so great which can be 

considered unrealistic for these event to be related to each other. On the other hand it 

is dangerous as there might be a timing miss-configuration on a Footprint ending up 

in discarding it too early.  

 

There are cases where a more sophisticated attacker could modify his/her attack 

pattern and skip a step or steps. For that reason, the nodes which become true do not 

have to be followed by each other, but rather belong in the same Footprint. For known 

attacks or attack patterns there is a specific point in time where a pre-configured 

action could be performed in order to alert, prevent or defend against an attack. If 

such point has been reached the TAE could be configured to take any required 

actions. Each Footprint consists of a number of steps. In this case, the analyst needs to 

work through the nodes which declare the shortest path for a Footprint to be 
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completed. The Footprint used [Figure 3.16] has marked in red the it’s critical path 

which is specified the shortest route. 

   
22 Figure 3.16 – Critical path of a Footprint identifying 
 

This number is useful, as it gives a rough idea with an approximate numeric value the 

least number of steps to take place for a Footprint to complete even though it is not 

always possible to be performed in that order. Effectively, this number can also allow 

an analyst to take actions based on percentages. Instead of expecting an attack pattern 

to reach a specific point for an alert to be performed, an alert could be produced when 

the number of nodes which have become true, has reached the 80% of the overall 

Threat Steps. Transferring this 80% condition to the Footprint which has eight Threat 

Steps as critical path it would be: 

x = 8*80/100  x = 6.4 

Thus, when or if any six Event Nodes become true, then the TAE must perform a 

predefined action which will consist within the Footprint’s specifications. Decimal 

values are treated as integers, hence 6.4 or 6.9 are considered as six.  

 

 

3.4.3 States, Transitions and Footprints 

More than everything, the use of the Footprint approach is used to describe the 

behaviour and not just a few predefined steps which belong in an attack pattern. The 

use of coloured Petri-Nets in the initiative approach of designing the concept of 

Footprints was significant. Coloured Petri-Nets represent states and transition of states 

Footprint #1 
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in a similar way Footprints represent events and the transitions between those events. 

The Footprints also included the used of time values which until now were not part of 

any similar approach especially between the occurring events.  

 

To begin with the CPNs is a language for modelling systems through a graphical 

representation. The graphical representation is composed of circles, lines and 

directional arrows (called arcs), which are used to denote states, transition and how 

individual processes interact respectively. CPNs have a mathematical representation 

which is well defined and the use of CPNs requires a good understanding of their 

syntax and semantics. However, similar to a programming language which has syntax 

and semantics, CPNs can be applied by the users successfully without being familiar 

with the formal mathematical definitions.  

 

While the system is in a particular state is represented by the use of a circle which is 

known as place. When an event occurs, it results into a transition to the current state 

of the system as is. This transition is expressed by a line.  The connection between a 

state and a transition is expressed by the arc (arrow) which is also defines the 

direction [Figure 3.17]. 

 
23 Figure 3.17 – Coloured Petri nets example, computer user interactions 
 

Furthermore, the states are not allowed to be linked directly to each other by the use 

of an arc but only through the use of a transition. This simple representation is the 

definition of Petri nets. In addition to Petri nets, the use of colours allows more 

complex representations and conditions. CPNs may or may not make use of timed 

references. Usually, the CPNs models which do not use timing values are used to 
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validate the functions and logic of a system. The timed ones are used to evaluate the 

performance [Gomaa 2005] [Dahl 2006].  

 

The main reason why CPNs are explained is to illustrate the similarities with the 

creation of Footprints and especially their similarity with the Hierarchical Coloured 

Petri Nets (HCPNs). The theory of HCPNs elaborates upon the construction of large 

models, using smaller Petri nets. In that case, the creation depends on how well the 

links between the Petri nets have been defined. 

 

Following these guidelines a Footprint can be represented using the notation of CPNs 

and it can be assessed using states and transitions. The hypothetical attack scenario 

used earlier on to represent the snail attack can be converted into a model using CPNs 

[Figure 3.18].  

 
24 Figure 3.18 – Modelling a Footprint through Coloured Petri Nets 
 

Despite the fact this is not an example based on a real scenario, the logic behind it 

follows the same principles seen in actual attack patterns. Effectively, the design 

allow to specify re-occurring states through the use of loops (state A), asynchronous 

transitions (T2  D) and alert points if necessary (state L).  

 

Effectively, as a proof of concept, generating the Coloured Petri net model of a 

random complicated attack sequence it provides a good insight on how powerful this 
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design can be. Starting with a schematic approach of the Footprint [Figure 3.19] 

which contains OR conditions, a CPN has been created.  

 
25 Figure 3.19 – Schematic approach of a hypothetical Footprint 
 

Starting from the last state where node I is, it is easier to model. Consequently, each 

association to the previous nodes is based on the following associations: 

 

I:(H || J),  

J:(E || F || G),  

H:(E), 

E:(C), 

F:(C), 

G:(D), 

C:(A), 

D:(B) 

 

 

By replacing the values of the  I: (H || J) association: 

I: (H:(E) || J:(E || F || G))  

I: (H:(E:(C)) || (J:(E:(C) || F:(C) || G:(D))))  

I: (H:(E:(C:(A))) || (J:(E:(C:(A)) || F:(C:(A)) || G:(D:(B)))))  (1) 

 

The relations from (1) represent the schematic Footprint sequence in Figure 3.19 

which can be converted to a CPN model using a similar approach to Figure 3.18. Of 

course, the respective attributes or colours as they would be called under the CPNs are 

not specified in such schematic scenario but they will be present in a real attack 

representation. The reader will further understand the process in Chapter four where a 

real attack scenario is used in order to generate the respective Footprint.   
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The design needed a modelling process which could be followed and be able to 

translate the given network events into XML files. The CPNs have been brought into 

the picture for that specific reason. According to [Weber 2003] the PNML is an 

interchange format for Petri nets which has as an advantage its universability. Based 

upon that, the Author found the most suitable ground for converting states and 

transitions, to representative XML files. The use of CPNs allows generating a graph 

of raw network events [Figure 4.2] into the transition states of footprints [Figure 4.5].  

  

3.4.4 Modelling Vulnerabilities 

There are a set of vulnerabilities to be exploited in every computerised system. Before 

moving along, the reader would be pointed in familiarising himself/herself with the 

work done by Vidalis [Vidalis 2003] upon using “Vulnerability Trees for Decision 

Making in Threat Assessment” in order to build a stronger idea on how CPNs are 

used in a tree fashion to represent states of attacks focusing against vulnerabilities, 

limitations and/or weaknesses of systems or services. However in this section some of 

the vulnerabilities rely within the TCP/IP protocol are outlined. Under the ICMP 

vulnerabilities it is possible by using ICMP events to generate a Denial of Service 

attack known and as Ping of Death, against a host or a number of hosts. It is also 

possible to perform Network Mapping by including the RECORD_ROUTE option in 

the ECHO_REQUEST packet. On the other hand, the TCP protocol is vulnerable to 

attacks such as the predictability of the sequence numbers, as it was used successfully 

by Kevin Mitnick and SYN flooding by starting a number of TCP connections but 

never completing them. A far more sophisticated port mapping technique other that 

the SYN sequence discussed earlier on, is the FIN packet probe. Instead of generating 

three way handshakes which are more easy to detect a FIN packet can be send which 

is considered a lot harder to detect but the result are not very reliable.  

 

According to the description of these vulnerabilities they could be converted into the 

form of a Footprint. Thus, when or if an attack pattern might include a FIN packet 

scan it could be easier to construct the end Footprint that starting from the beginning 

each time. Consequently, the common Footprints discussed in the Open Design 

section could consist of a number of known intrusive behaviours which are based to 

similar known vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities could also have a predefined 

threat significance attached to them, which can be considered to what most people 
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refer as threat level. The Threat Alert Points are especially useful in this case when for 

a specific vulnerability the threat level is considerably high. Effectively, action 

needed to be taken or alerts to be generated will be already specified.  
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3.5 Communicating with the Data Repository 

Attaching the overall design to an external architecture has both advantages and 

disadvantages. The advantage is that while the architecture is still under research 

custom solutions can be proposed and utilised in order perform communication. On 

the other hand the disadvantage is that in some ways the design may allow only a few 

adjustments and might have some limitations. In the beginning of the current system’s 

design some steps where made in order to decide how this communication will be 

achieved despite the further communication protocols developed for a particular 

database schema. Consequently, keeping in mind that despite the tables and 

relationships used what will be the necessary tools in order to keep a generic 

communication which will be able to expand and evolved if needed.  

 

As discussed already in Chapter 2, XML and SQL at that point were making 

significant steps. Effectively, the author worked in this area and tried to simplify a 

solution capable of acting as the communications protocol between the data repository 

and the external interfaces. In any case the actions needed to be performed are 

INSERT and SELECT statements expressed through XML files. Both INSERT and 

SELECT XML files describe procedures based on the same ethos. The <MANDATORY> 

tag describes the static part of a database. The dynamic part of the database (e.g. the 

extensible) can be described in the <EXT> tag. The <RN> tag, which stands for Raw 

Node, describes an entity and the <TAG> tag describes attributes/conditions of an 

entity. Based on the tree structure of the XML documents it is possible to be described 

the relation between parent and child entities. For example the entity COMPUTER (e.g. 

<RN name=”computer”>) refers directly to the table OBSERVER when it is placed 

within the entity <RN name=”observer”> in the XML file. Therefore the entity 

COMPUTER can exist as child entity within other entities like REPORTER (e.g. <RN 

name=”reporter”>) etc. 

 

INSERT: Based on the above instructions, the construction of an XML document that 

contains all the required information that is suitable to be converted into a valid SQL 

INSERT statement it cannot be considered very difficult. A tool, having a limited 

knowledge of the database architecture but knowing a little bit about the database 

construction it could generate valid XML files to be treated as INSERT statements. 
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For example, inserting a computer into the database that should be characterized as an 

OBSERVER can be described by the following XML definitions:  

 
26 Figure 3.20 – XML database relations 
 
As it can be easily seen it is that the above structure is capable of describing more 

child elements of the particular entity. In case of not having any information about the 

PROCESS or USER GROUP of an event the information can be omitted. The 

following example demonstrates this: 

 
27 Figure 3.21 – Reporter and omission of data fields 
 

In the previous example there is an element that contains no data. In this case the 

element can be omitted or be described by the ‘single tag rule’ which includes the 

forward slash at the end of the element (i.e. <TAG att="comp_os"/> ) 

 

SELECT: The XML representation of a SELECT statement can be very complicated 

issue. In order for a tool to execute specific queries to the database should able to 

specify WHERE statements. The ability of a tool to describe WHERE conditions 

reside on the fact that has understanding of the database and it is aware of the 

database architecture. The tools cannot be aware of the database architecture and the 
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tools should not have any form of intelligence while interacting with the database 

(This is due to the fact that the tools should be kept generic in any manner, in order to 

be easy to replace them in the future and will provide a much more plug and play 

database). Thus, the analysis and design of the XML representation of the SELECT 

statements follows a similar ethos to the design of the XML representation of the 

INSERT statements as shown previously. 

 

Based on the ethos of the XML representation of an INSERT statement it is possible 

to describe a QUERY and consequently a SELECT statement. In this case the <RN> 

tags include a couple of more attributers like “val” and “op”. The first can take any of 

these three different values: null, not_null, any. The latter describes the operator 

to be used for this element and these are and, or, not. In order to simplify things and 

not asking from the tools to be very intelligent the “op” attribute can be omitted and 

always the “AND” logical operator can be assumed. 

 

For the “val” attribute the null value declares that no element need to be retrieved for 

this element (will be rarely used). The ANY value declares that as many as possible 

fields of this element will be retrieved form the database paying attention to retrieve 

the ones specified. Using the “not_null” value the select will try to concentrate and 

retrieve the values specified in the child tags.  

 

 
28 Figure 3.22 – XML attributes 
 

The above example demonstrates that ANY field within the OBSERVER entity should be 

retrieved. On the other hand, from the entity COMPUTER only three entities are 

requested (comp_ip, comp_hostname, comp_domain). The “op” attribute of the <RN> 

element describes how the SELECT statement will manipulate the WHERE statements. 

Having an “and” operator in a tag declares how it should be manipulated this entity 

along with its parent entities. Again, according to the previous example the tag <RN 
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name="computer" val="not_null" op="and"> should be taken as an “and” 

condition with its parent entity which is the tag <RN name="observer" val="ANY" 

op="and">. On the other hand, the “op” attribute of the <TAG> element provides a 

simple way to describe the desirable logical condition of the actual values. 

 

 
 29 Figure 3.23 – XML logical operators 
 

As it can be easily seen, it is that the above example provides a logical operator for 

the data described by the <TAG> element. In other words, the system requested 

information about a computer stored into the database, which has an IP address equal 

to 193.63.129.189 (<TAG name="comp_ip" op="eq">193.63.129.189</TAG>) 

and the computer hostname is equal to j4-itrl-08 (<TAG name="comp_hostname" 

op="eq">j4-itrl-08</TAG>). In order for the system to be able to specify 

conditions that will allow it to retrieve data the “op” attribute supports the following 

values. 

 

 
1 Table 3.1 – Index of the operators supported by the “op” attribute.  

 
 
N    |  Expr  |  Description | Example  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
lt   |  <     |  Less Than                 | [date] < '2004-12-18 18:57:06'  
ltq  |  <=    |  Less Than or Equal        | [date] <= '2004-12-18 18:57:06'  
gt   |  >     |  Greater Than              | [date] > '2004-12-18 18:57:06'  
gtq  |  >=    |  Greater Than or Equal     | [date] >= '2004-12-18 18:57:06'  
eq   |  ==    |  Equal                     | [date] = '2004-12-18 18:57:06'  
neq  |  !=    |  Not Equal                 | [date] not '2004-12-18 18:57:06  
lk   |  %     |  Like                      | [value] like '%string%'  
slk  |  ..%   |  Starting Like             | [value] like 'string%'  
elk  |  %..   |  Ending Like               | [value] like '%string'  
nlk  |  !%    |  Not Like                  | [value] not like '%string%'  
nslk |  !..%  |  Not Starting Like         | [value] not like 'string%'  
nelk |  !%..  |  Not Ending Like           | [value] not like '%string' 

 
 

The use of “like” is for the comparison of alphanumerical values and “equal” for 

numerical values.  
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According to the approach presented an example of a QUERY in XML format 

requesting data retrieval from the data repository will look like the following 

document [Fragkos 2004b]. 

 

 

 

30 Figure 3.23 – XML QUERY 
 

The idea and design of XML-SQL representation have been picked up and used by 

[Xynos 2009] which have done extensive work upon this design. Furthermore, for 

intrusion data visualisation purposes, [Read 2009a] [Read 2009b] used this design and 

worked upon this model to expand it in order to perform within a far more 

sophisticated interactive framework. According to the publications and the work 

which has been undertaken, upon the original design, the proposed data representation 

solution it is proven capable and very promising for such usage. In the meantime, as it 

will be demonstrated in Chapter 4, the author developed a test application which is 
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capable of generating hypothetical intrusive events in the aforementioned format. 

These events where sent to the data repository using the specified SOAP interface as 

described by [Xynos 2009] and they where stored with in the database. Effectively, 

using this custom made technique it was easier to insert test data concerning specific 

attack patterns into the database, for further threat assessment testing. Additionally, 

the aforementioned solution is implemented with abstraction in mind. Consequently, 

it serves any future purposes of omitting given parts of data provided when needed, 

or, describe data in a “a type of” manner, if it is required.  
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3.6 The System’s Design 

Learn all you can from the mistakes of others, you won't have time to make them all 

yourself. Alfred P. Sheinwold 

 

Working upon the literature review and by looking into the technologies developed in 

the SIEM product family [section 5.6.1], the design phase is completed.   

 

In the area of near real-time intrusion detection there have been a number of ideas put 

forward. In most of these ideas work around probabilistic correlation using special 

designed filters, simulators, and threaded balancers [Chapter 2]. In this case, as 

explained in Chapter 1, the thesis focuses in the near real-time approach taking 

advantage several existing technologies along with the aforementioned researched 

areas. The design of the Footprints along with the system’s design in the way data are 

being processed, took the ongoing research toward the right direction. This is further 

supported by similar systems which have been developed and work on this remote 

correlation of data trying to perform threat assessment within acceptable timeframes. 

Systems such as EMC from RSA, and the Open Source Security Information 

Management (OSSIM) mostly funded by QinetiQ and CESG.  

 

The Real-time Inter-network Defence (RID) focuses upon the communication layer 

between the computer security incident response teams and the network usage. More 

specifically, it deals with the ways network security incident information can be 

shared and be also capable of detecting, tracing and creating a report for applying a 

solution. The use of XML, following the IODEF format and wrapped in SOAP to 

travel across HTTP is being used as one of the mechanism for exchange security 

related information. However, RID is used as an inter-network solution. Basically, at 

this current state it is performing all these tasks just to exchange intrusion related 

information between heterogeneous participants within the same network. Effectively, 

the problem which tries to overcome is vital to the network defence community, 

however, it is not necessary if the network events have been unified into a single 

database schema when can be shared or requested on demand by the participant 

interfaces. In other words, the centralised database is accessible by four basic 

interface components. The first component is the visualisation interface where the 
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data stored are presented in several ways according to the tools used to query the data. 

The second component is where the unified information can be exchanged with other 

similar systems over different protocols. The forth is the input to the database which 

goes through the unification process. And last but not least, is the threat assessment 

which makes use of the stored unified data.  

 

Effectively, the threat assessment process has to deal with the information already 

logged to the database and needs to be assessed against intrusive behaviour.  

 

 
31 Figure 3.24 – The system’s design as part of a large-scale project 
 

The Threat Assessment Engine (TAE) has two outputs in the schematic. The first 

output it the standard interface and the second one is called Alerts. The output for the 

generated alerts and corresponding threat levels can be also passed on to the 

appropriate system acting as a decision making mechanism in order to identify and/or 

perform the appropriate countermeasures. Furthermore, the Interface has a 

bidirectional arrow as it denoted that is feasible to interact with the TAE and 

especially by adding Threat Alert Point to a progressing Footprint on the fly. 
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3.6.1 In conclusion to the above 

In this chapter the project’s design was thoroughly discussed. One of the key points 

addressed was the method with which the Threat Assessment Engine was developed 

to perform detection of potential malicious activity. The detection method was 

developed by making a clear distinction between two factors. The first factor was the 

way with which network events represent malicious activity and the second factor was 

the process with which such network events are being assessed by the TAE. Research 

in the area of data abstraction helped significantly towards the design and 

development of footprints. Research showed that none of the state of the art detection 

signatures had timing values introduced within them. This addition to the detection 

signatures developed, and referred as ‘footprints’, allowed for the holistic description 

of an attack behaviour. Furthermore, the ‘footprints’ model allows the use of a more 

distributed approach to the problem of zero day threats, by providing the ability to  

different security experts to develop the entity (footprint) and share the threat 

information within the CND community. 
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 Chapter 4  
 

 Architecture & Implementation 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Summary 

The technical specifications concerning the system’s implementaion are being 

discussed in this chapter. More specifically it addresses the involved components 

along with their communication interfaces. The use of various programming 

languages, data representation in XML format, the implementation of the core 

components and the parsing of information are part of the key elements presented 

during this phase. The syntax of the various components is explained as well. An 

example is used, in order to elaborate in detail upon the implementation of a footprint 

based on a scenario derived from an actual attack. Screenshots which illustrate 

components such as the Footprints’ compiler are used, and diagrams when/where 
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needed, in order to explain further the operations taking place. The XML notation 

regarding the inner referencing feature and the resulting outcome is discussed. The 

threat assessment engine which is responsible to perform all the centralized operations 

is linked to the data repository and the Footprints. The logic behind the assessment 

mechanism and the steps to be followed in order to achieve the desirable results are 

explained. Last but not least, the chapter illustrates on how the use of the Notional 

Understanding approach is being utilised by the overall design.   
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T he Intrusion Detection community has been constantly proposing new 

solutions and techniques as discussed in Chapter 2. The common grounds in 

these proposed approaches rely upon some agreed standards and more specifically, 

their proposed architectures that conform to the Common Intrusion Detection 

Framework (CIDF).  Effectively, the proposed solution has similar components as the 

CIDF defines which are being discussed in this chapter in detail. These components 

are the origins of the generated events, the mechanism which perform the analysis, 

facilitating a storage mechanism, and a way of performing counteractions. Mapping 

this framework across, the events are being generated by any system which is capable 

of producing logs. The analysis mechanism is the Threat Assessment Engine which 

acts as the core component. The purpose of a storage mechanism is trivial in this case 

as it can be used for saving the systems state and effectively make it fail safe. On the 

other hand, a repository is used in the outer layer of the architecture which is capable, 

according to the CIDF, to store data for future analysis. Having the data stored in the 

outer layer allows the overall design to be attached easier to existing systems.  Also, 

the countermeasures component is partially build within the Footprint’s design for 

proactive measures. Of course, it is extended through the TAE to pass this 

information further, to external systems and/or decision making mechanisms.  

 

The overall architecture and implementation of the system rotates around a particular 

logic. Events are being generated by a number of IDSs which are configured to log 

the information in a central repository or database. However, the generated data need 

to go through a unification process before being stored, which is no other than sorting 

out the contained information to the relevant database tables. At the same time, the 

database is triggered to send the captured unified and logged event, across to the 

Threat Assessment Engine. The TAE starts comparing the event against the existing 

Footprints. While more events arrive in the TAE, some Footprints will start being in 

higher level of completion and others may expire. When specific levels have been 

reached as specified within the Footprints the TAE is expected to generate the 

appropriate alerts and or notify other systems to perform any appropriate 

countermeasures.  

  

The reader needs to bear in mind that the current thesis is not proposing yet another 

Intrusion Detection System, based on some novel features. It is rather a system which 
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identifies threat levels of potential intrusions by assessing the generated data by a 

number of existing heterogeneous IDSs.  
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4.2 Constructing a Footprint 

The process in which a Footprint is generated is of significant importance to the 

overall design. The network events presented in this example [Figure 4.1] are related 

to each other, as they form a network attack against a specific computer system. The 

overall impression coming out of these network events, is that there is some type of 

“worm” which tries to execute some shell code. Eventually tries to take advantage of 

some kind of buffer overflow vulnerability against NetBIOS. Such an attack can be 

understood by security analysts when they go through the various audit logs. 

However, the existing IDS system will only report individually the events generated 

as shown here. The example of a worm is preferred to be used as it is more static. The 

scope is to illustrate the transition state when an attack pattern is converted over to a 

representative Footprint.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
32 Figure 4.1 – Network Events Sequence as Reported from Snort. 
 
 
This sequence of events needs to be described in an xml Footprint in order for the 

Threat Assessment Engine to be aware of this specific type of attack. Each event in 

this sequence has been given a number for referencing purposes. These events are 

going to be converted to Event Nodes as discussed in Chapter 3. Before that, a closer 

look at the events will allow a better sort listing. The analyst needs to identify and 

1) Apr  4 03:29:55 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:384:5] ICMP PING  
[Classification: Misc activity] [Priority: 3]: {ICMP} 24.78.240.80 ‐> 193.63.130.134  
 
 2) Apr  4 03:31:21 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/2039 dst inside:BigEars05/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"  
  
 3) Apr  4 03:31:21 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/2039 dst inside:BigEars05/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"   
 
 4) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1394:8] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3362 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 5) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:7250:8] NETBIOS SMB‐DS srvsvc NetrPathCanonicalize WriteAndX little endian overflow attempt  
[Classification: Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3362 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 6) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:648:9] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 7) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:3987:5] NETBIOS SMB‐DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt  
[Classification: Generic Protocol Command Decode] [Priority: 3]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 8) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:3995:4] NETBIOS SMB‐DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList little endian attempt  
[Classification: Generic Protocol Command Decode] [Priority: 3]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 9) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1394:8] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
10) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:12710:1] SPECIFIC‐THREATS ASN.1 constructed bit string  
[Classification: Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
11) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1390:6] SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
12) Apr  4 03:31:29 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/2915 dst inside:BigEars06/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"   
 
13) Apr  4 03:31:29 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/3272 dst inside:BigEars05/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"   
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exclude any unnecessary duplicates from the list of events. Events numbered with two 

and three are identical and appear one after the other. Due to the fact that the design of 

Footprints allows to specify the number of expecting reoccurrences, such events are 

not needed during the sort listing process. In other words, any immediate reoccurrence 

of events that took place can be excluded from the list making a note to specify that 

within the Footprint. Similarly, events twelve and thirteen fall under that rule as well. 

Consequently, events numbered as three and thirteen can be excluded. By excluding 

these events, the existing numbered order has changed. The updated numbered order 

is illustrated in [Figure 4.2].  

 

Looking a little bit closer within the events that took place, it is easy to spot 

reoccurrences of specific events. The analyst at this point should check for any event 

patterns in the way these events have been logged and displayed here. This process 

can provide a far more robust and intelligent representation of the attack sequence in 

the form of a Footprint later on when the analyst decides to represent it as such.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
33 Figure 4.2 – Network Events Sequence cleared from repeated events. 
 

In this example [Figure 4.2], the events numbered with three, five, and eight refer to 

the same network event. These eleven events as they appear here are the core of a 

Footprint, in this exact order, one followed by the other. Starting from event one and 

1) Apr  4 03:29:55 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:384:5] ICMP PING  
[Classification: Misc activity] [Priority: 3]: {ICMP} 24.78.240.80 ‐> 193.63.130.134  
 
 2) Apr  4 03:31:21 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/2039 dst inside:BigEars05/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"  
  
 3) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1394:8] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3362 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 4) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:7250:8] NETBIOS SMB‐DS srvsvc NetrPathCanonicalize WriteAndX little endian overflow attempt  
[Classification: Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3362 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 5) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:648:9] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 6) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:3987:5] NETBIOS SMB‐DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt  
[Classification: Generic Protocol Command Decode] [Priority: 3]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 7) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:3995:4] NETBIOS SMB‐DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList little endian attempt  
[Classification: Generic Protocol Command Decode] [Priority: 3]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:2644 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 8) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1394:8] SHELLCODE x86 NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
 9) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:12710:1] SPECIFIC‐THREATS ASN.1 constructed bit string  
[Classification: Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 
10) Apr  4 03:31:25 192.168.204.26 J4‐BE06 NT: [1:1390:6] SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP  
[Classification: Executable code was detected] [Priority: 1]: {TCP} 24.78.240.80:3005 ‐> 193.63.130.134:445  
 

11) Apr  4 03:31:29 192.168.204.24 %PIX‐4‐106023: Deny tcp src outside:24.78.240.80/2915 dst inside:BigEars06/139 by access‐group "out_in_all_out"   
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keep building up the event sequence by following this exact order until reached the 

last event which is numbered with eleven.  

 

 
34 Figure 4.3 – Network Events in Sequential Order 
 

This is where the intelligence of understanding an attack pattern from a human is 

needed to be converted into a Footprint. The events numbered as three, five and eight, 

are the same event which took place three times. After each one of these three events 

another event took place which is different is all three cases. Thus, if these three 

identical events are assumed to be the same event for a second, the following events 

are related to the previous one by different time values as when they occurred. This is 

the second significant advantage in the implementation of Footprints. Being able to 

specify timing related values to events, such optimisation becomes feasible.   

 

Effectively, despite the previous simple approach of having the events in a queue, 

based on the order of appearance in the log file, each unique event is assigned a 

unique identification hexadecimal number. The hexadecimal values used for assigning 

numbers may take values from 0000h up to FFFFh which translates into 65536 unique 

identification numbers.  

 

4.2.1 Naming the reusable XML components of the Footprint 

In the event sequence under discussion, the first event represents an ICMP PING 

which is assigned the hexadecimal number A1. Usually a hexadecimal value such as 

A1 in this case is represented as 0xA1 or as A1h. The second event is assigned the 

number C01. Along the same lines, each unique event of the remaining ones is 

assigned a unique identifier [Table 4.1]. The naming process is this case is chosen for 

the convenience of the example. Referring back to Chapter 3 in section 3.3, these 

numbers follow a standard formatting and naming condition in order to be used in the 

open design. Effectively, there is no need for an analyst to create each time the Event 

Node of ICMP PING from scratch. Once it has been created in its generic form 

(named as A1) it can be reused. Consequently, other kind of network attacks may 

consist of one or more network events already seen in this particular sequence. Once 

1  2  3  4  5  6 7 8 9 10  11 
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an identifier is given to a particular type of network event there is no need for another 

identifier to be assigned again in the future as long as there are no alterations to the 

Event Node’s code. Having in mind that the A1 identifier belongs to the ICMP PING 

network event, the A1 refers to an XML file which within its code describes/specifies 

what, how, and which are the fundamental elements that build up an ICMP PING 

event. Consequently, any network attack which has an ICMP PING event also has a 

0xA1 Event Node. 

 
 
2 Table 4.1 – Network Events along with their Unique Hexadecimal Identifiers 

 

Event Name 
Hexadecimal
Identifiers. 

ICMP PING A1 
Deny tcp src/139 C01 

SHELLCODE x86 NOOP 0F01 
NETBIOS SMB-DS srvsvc NetrPathCanonicalize WriteAndX little endian overflow attempt 0FA1 

NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt 0FA2 
NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP_QueryResConfList little endian attempt 0FA3 

SPECIFIC-THREATS ASN.1 constructed bit string 0FA4 
SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP 0F02 

  

 
 
The network event “SHELLCODE x86 NOOP” which has been given the identifier 0F01 

[Table 4.1], appears in the events list multiple times in a repeatable manner. This kind 

of a pattern reoccurrence, of this particular event, should be taken under consideration 

by the analyst. The analyst needs to focus on identifying if the events three, five and 

eight can be treated as one instance. Thus, the events four, six and nine that took place 

could be linked back onto one of the instances of event 0F01. However, the analyst 

needs to keep in mind that the merging of identical events into a single instance of 

them occurs at the point in time when the first appearance of these events took place 

initially. In this case, the first appearance of the event “SHELLCODE x86 NOOP” was 

the event with the number three. Consequently, event numbered as three, is going to 

be linked to all other events which had a “SHELLCODE x86 NOOP” occurring before 

them. These events are events four, six and nine in this particular example.  

 

This solution simplifies things, especially when dealing with footprints that have a 

large number of events taking place or most importantly, when dynamic behaviour of 

an attack needs to be represented as a Footprint. Moreover, the events in this state are 

assessed in a parallel manner by the threat assessment engine without the need to 
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execute in a particular order. Thus, the appearance of a new and slightly different 

version of this worm, which executes events three and six e(3,6) before three and four 

e(3,4), is covered by this Footprint’s specification and no further amendments are 

needed. In addition, a mutation of this worm where the transition between the events 

three and four e(3,4) is composed of different events having the rest of the events 

being the same is also covered by this Footprint. Effectively, two more strong points 

of the current design are the parallel assessment of the occurring events and the 

understanding of attack which differentiate from the original expected pattern up to an 

acceptable percentage. 

 

 
 
35 Figure 4.4 – Event Sequence Diagram 
 
 

In this event sequence diagram [Figure 4.4], it is illustrated how each event is linked 

to the previous and next one based on the list of events from [Figure 4.2]. Event three 

is linked as a prerequisite for events four, six and nine. Event ten takes place after 

event nine and event seven after event six. Event eleven is the last event in the list. 

Even though it takes place directly after event ten, events seven and four are 

notionally linked to it as eleven is the last action performed, thus, the attack finishes 

when event eleven takes place. This is the reason why the link between event seven 

and event four at the event sequence diagram [Figure 4.4] has a dashed arrow.   

 

4.2.2 Alert Points, Assembly Points and Transition states 

Each event that took place in the network attack has a significant start point and a 

significant end point. In order to be able to convert all these events to a valid digital 

Footprint the Event Sequence Diagram needs to be converted to the appropriate form 

of representation [Figure 4.5]. Each event from the Event Sequence Diagram need to 

be converted into an Event Node that has a transition state, usually from an event to 

1  2  3 4

6 7

9 10

11
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another event, and assembly points which define transparent transition states and/or 

alert points.  

 
 

36 Figure 4.5 – Converting an Event Sequence Diagram into interrelated Event Nodes 
 
 
Each event is a transition from an initial state to an end state. This transition is 

represented by a one way arrow which starts from an assembly point that defines pre-

required conditions and ends in another assembly point that contains the finalising 

conditions for this event. Schematically, an assembly point is represented by a circle. 

However, it should be considered as two halves of a circle, which have been put 

together to form a whole circle. This is the reason why the first assembly point in 

[Figure 4.5], which denotes the start of the first event, is half a circle as there are no 

conditions related to this point before the first event takes place. Respectively, the last 

assembly point is half black to clearly represent that there are no further data included 

for any other ongoing events.  

 

The assembly points are also responsible to contain any other information needed on a 

Footprint in order to set alert points between transitions of events. Consequently, 

when event two becomes true (active) and before even event three is true an alert in 

the form of a warning will occur [Figure 4.7]. The alert types are also defined using 

XML documents. The root tag is defined as <at> which stands for Alert Type. The 

aNode parameter which stands for “after Node” is used to accept referenced values to 

the footprint’s Nodes using the hash (#) symbol. The “warning alert” is the simplest 

type of an alert and it is defined as a parameter of the <at> tag. [Figure 4.6].  

 

 
37 Figure 4.6 – XML Document, Alert Warning 
 

 

N1  N2 N3
N4

N5

N6
N7

N8

N9

 
<at aNode=”#N4” type=”Warning”> 
  <dmesg>Message to Display</dmesg> 
  <logas>Log this Warning as..</logas> 
</at> 
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The alert conditions that can be set on an assembly point can be any of three types 

which are; Warning (A:W), Action (A:A), Reaction (A:R).  

 The alert “Warning” can be considered as the type of alert that only informs 

the system for a particular activity. 

 The alert “Action” is where the system can be configured to perform a default 

action which can be considered essential when this point in time is reached. 

 The alert “Reaction” is where the system is appointed to perform actions 

assuming a successful attack has just taken place, thus these are treated as 

higher priority alerts.   

From a developer’s point of view, the number of maximum alert points that can be set 

within a footprint is given by the formula: ∑AlertPoints = ∑AssembyPoints - 1 

 

 

 
38 Figure 4.7 – Interrelated Event Nodes and Alert Points 

 

The alert conditions can only be set at assembly points. These conditions are the ones 

that specify within the XML code after which particular event(s) the alert needs to 

take place. It is not possible to set up a condition that will trigger an alert based on an 

event that will probably or might take place next. There are two reason why this is 

true and why should not be considered as a limitation of the system. a) There is no 

need to specify an alert before the first node of the Footprint.  It is not logical to 

specify an alert to take place when this particular Footprint hasn’t been active yet. b) 

Setting an alert point based on an event which just took place, is similar to setting an 

alert before the next possible event in the Footprint. Furthermore, when an event takes 

place it is straight forward what kind of alert needs to be generated at this point 

instead of producing or taking proactive measures to events that might never happen. 

Finally, this approach forces the analyst to attach and set the alert point based on the 

event occurred, thus one step ahead, and not based on an event which in case of a 

differentiation may never follow the assumed path.   

N1  N2 N3
N4

N5

N6
N7

N8

N9

A:W

A:A
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4.3 Implementing a Footprint 

In this stage, the interrelated Event Nodes forming a Footprint [Figure 4.7] should be 

given values which specify them in more detail. These values, among others, are the 

timeframes (t and T) along with the number of expected reoccurrences (x). This (x) 

value specifies how many identical events on a specific Event Node should be ignored 

by the system when they belong to a footprint. In other words, considering that Ping 

event can take place n (n N) number of times against a target before an actual attack 

takes place. These duplicates of these identical events should be discarded as they are 

not providing any further knowledge about the type or state of the potential attack. 

Furthermore, as it was noted earlier, the analyst made a note about the reoccurrence of 

the events numbered as three and eleven which were excluded from the sequence. 

 

 

 

A graphical representation of a footprint [Figure 4.7], should be displayed in a second 

level of depth which contains further details about the Action Nodes. The variables t 

and T for each node have been given specific values [Figure 4.8]. The values given 
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39 Figure 4.8 – Overview of a Footprint in a second level of depth 
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along with the respective operators are part of the Action Node and stored within the 

XML document that forms the footprint. Each abbreviation used for the mathematical 

operators is shown in the following table [Table 4.2].  

 

3 Table 4.2 – Logical Operators and respective Abbreviations used for the XML  
 
Abbreviation Expression Description Example 

lt < Less than ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" 

ltq   Less than or equal ttl_op="ltq" ttl_num="2" 

gt > Greater than ttl_op="gt" ttl_num="0" 

gtq   Greater than or equal ttl_op="gtq" ttl_num="0" 

eq = Equal ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" 

neq != Not equal ttl_op="neq" ttl_num="1" 

 

The lower case t variable is part of the parameters set within the <t_time> tag. The 

upper case T variable is part of the parameters set with in the <aN> tag. [Figure 4.9] 

 
40 Figure 4.9 – The T and t variables as set within the Action Node 
 

The actual value of the T variable is set in the ttl_num parameter; the logical operator 

is set in the ttl_op and the time metric unit in the ttl_unit. The t variable is set 

using a parameter which has the exact name as the variable that it represents. 

Similarly the op parameter is for specifying the mathematical operator and the unit 

parameter for the time metric unit. 

 

Except for first node in a footprint, all the others have a condition which links them to 

previous one(s). This condition is specified along with the t variable. This time value 

t along with the nodes used as prerequisites for this particular event are providing the 

footprints with dynamic capabilities. In this case, these capabilities fall under two 

main categories which are: a) No event starts before the previous one has ended and 

b) Events which start before the previous node has completed. However, any footprint 

  <aN aNid="N2" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="5" ttl_unit="s"> 
   <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N1</refNode>   
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="AC" nodename="portscan" desc="portscan_80">
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may contain Event Nodes that fall under both categories but in this stage explaining 

them separately provides a clearer view and better understanding.  

 

a) No event starts before the previous has ended 

In the first category, each node knows its time to live value (T) and for how long 

it should be expected (t) after a specific event has taken place. When two nodes 

are expected to take place one after the other, if and only if, the leading one has 

been completed, then the T value from the leading node should be the same as 

the t value from the tailing node [Fig. 10]. 

 
41                          Figure 4.10 – Footprint where no event start before the previous has ended  

 

This category of a footprint is being given the name synchronous. Thus, a 

synchronous footprint is the footprint that its Action Nodes have been adjusted 

to be active only after the previous Action Node has been completed. 

 

b) Events that start before the previous has ended 

In the second category, the footprints need to be able to represent events that 

take place before the leading event has been completed. In this case the t value 

in the tailing node is of vital importance [Fig. 11].  

 
42                         Figure 4.11 – Footprint where some event start before the previous has ended  

 
These types of footprints are named as asynchronous as they have Action Nodes 

becoming active before the previous Action Node has been completed.  

 

Having those two categories (Synchronous & Asynchronous Footprints) in mind, the 

following clarifications need to be given for the reader to understand how important 

these are and in what ways a footprint can be used to provide maximum flexibility. 

Consider two footprints that fall under the first category. An attack against a computer 

system may not start from the initiative node of the specified footprint but from some 
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step further. Having this in mind, the footprint needs to be able to be treated in a 

dynamic way when events are occurring. Thus, a particular event that exists in a 

footprint (Footprint A) at step two, may also be part of another footprint at step six 

(Footprint B). Assuming that only step one has occurred from Footprint A as a 

network event, Footprint B is not currently active as part of any attack pattern taking 

place in the network. When step two has been reached, Footprint A has its first two 

Action Nodes confirmed. However, the system should be aware that Footprint B 

should be taken under consideration, as it contains the same Event Node in step six. 

Assuming that Footprint B at step six has a single link to the next Action Node, the 

system should be responsible into identifying the next step and be aware of how long 

and what kind of Event Node is been expected for this footprint to start becoming 

further active. Similarly, the Action Nodes in the second footprint (Footprint B) could 

be set as specified in the second category, earlier on. Assuming in this case Footprint 

B is represented by the previous figure [Figure 4.11], it is clear that Action Node (N5) 

starts before (N3) is completed. Consequently, while Footprint A is becoming active, 

Footprint B will become active if and only if the condition set by the time value t in 

Footprint B is satisfied. Thus, any footprint that do not fall under that specific rule 

should be discarded by the system, and most particularly by the threat assessment 

engine, as they are not part of the forthcoming attack.  

 
43 Figure 4.12 – Footprint scaled based on timing values 
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The graph that represents the second level of depth of a footprint has in purpose been 

given values that include both categories. Consequently, trying to represent the 

footprint from [Figure 4.11] by taking under consideration the values given in [Figure 

4.8], produces a footprint similar to [Figure 4.12]. This schematic is created based on 

vectors which have assigned direction, angle and length. This example only serves the 

purpose of demonstrating the dynamic capabilities of footprints when trying to 

represent attack patterns and data sequences. Effectively, the difference between two 

identical Footprints which are composed of different timing and reoccurrence values 

can only be clearly represented schematically using the vectors design. In further 

implementation of the current system matching a large number of Footprints in order 

to identify similarities of duplicates could be done more efficiently by matching their 

respective vector schematic. Thus, two analysts could exchange information about 

existing Footprints in their systems using their vector substance.  
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4.3.1 Converting into XML representation 
 
In this section the overall structure of the footprint’s XML representation is explained 

along with defining the individual elements contained within. In order to describe 

each tag and its respective attributes in the most convenient way possible, each 

section has been summarised in a table. Each table contains the name of the main tag, 

the name of its attributes and the different type or range of values that can be given. 

Moreover, the child tag elements for each particular parent tag are mentioned.  

 

The metric units used throughout the footprint are based on the International System 

of Units (SI). Consequently, in order to specify the metric unit for a timeframe value 

the characters h, m, s have been used which refer to hours, minutes and seconds 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

44 Figure 4.13 – Footprint’s XML representation 
 

The XML document of a footprint [Figure 4.13] starts with the <footprint> tag 

which contains the attributes fname, steps, info, misc and v [Table 4.3]. The child 

elements of the root element <footprint> are the tags <alarms> and <seq> which are 

used for setting alert points and specifying the sequence of the nodes.  
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4 Table 4.3 – The root element <footprint> and its attributes 
 

<footprint> 

 

Parent Element: - 

Child Elements: alarms, seq 

Attributes 
Abbreviation 

refers to 
Description 

Value(s) OR 

Range 

fname footprint name The filename of this footprint Text.xml 

steps steps The total number of Action Nodes used   1 

info information 
Any additional information need to be 

specified 
Text 

misc miscellaneous 
Any further miscellaneous details need 

to be included & specified 
Text 

v version 
The version number of the XML document 

for compatibility purposes 
i.e. 1.0 

 

The <alarms> tag has been discussed earlier on [Figure 4.6] giving an outline how it 

is being used and what its purpose. It contains no attributes. Its child element <at> 

has the attributes aNode and type. The child elements to be included depend on the 

type of each particular alarm. Consequently, an alert that its type is warning may have 

different child elements than an alert that its type is action. In this case, the alert type 

of a warning message [Table 4.4] has as child elements <dmesg> and the <logas> 

tags. The first stands for message to display and the latter how to log as this particular 

alert.  

 

5 Table 4.4 – The element <at> and its attributes 
 

<at> 

[alert type] 

Parent Element: alarms 

Child Elements: differentiate 

Attributes 
Abbreviation 

refers to 
Description 

Value(s) OR 

Range 

aNode after node 

A value referring when this alert should 

take place and most particulary after 

which Node 

#[Node Num] 

type type What type of alert to be raised 

Warning 

Action 

Reaction 

 

Within the <seq> tag all the Action Nodes composing this particular footprint exist. 

Each Action Node is specified by the <aN> tag [Table 4.5] which has several 

attributes and two child elements. These attributes are the aNid, x_op, x_occur, 

ttl_op, ttl_num and the ttl_unit. The child elements are the <t_time> and <eN> 

tags. 
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6 Table 4.5 – The element <aN> and its attributes 
 

<aN> 

[Action Node] 

Parent Element: seq 

Child Elements: t_time, eN 

Attributes 
Abbreviation 

refers to 
Description 

Value(s) OR 

Range 

aNid 
action node 

identification 

The identifier for this particular 

Action Node 
i.e. N1 

x_op operand for x Specify the operand, see Table 2 gt, lt, etc 

x_occur 
occurrences  

of x 
Number of occurrences expected Integer 

ttl_op 
time to live 

operand 
Specify the operand, see Table 2 gt, lt, etc 

ttl_num 
time to live 

number 

A numeric time value for the time to 

live 
Integer 

ttl_unit 
time to live 

metric unit 
The metric unit that refers to time H, m, s 

 

The <t_time> tag has attributes similar to the <aN> tag. These attributes are the op, t, 

and unit, which refer to the operand, the numeric time value and the metric unit 

respectively. However, the nested child element of <t_time> within the 

<conditions> tag, is named <pre>, which stands for prerequisites. In here the 

connections to previous nodes are specified, as illustrated in previous diagrams [Fig 

7] [Fig 10].  

 

The attribute <logicalop> of the <pre> tag, which stands for logical operand, can 

accept values such as eq and AND depending on how many child elements it has to 

specify a connection to. In other words, if an Action Nodes has a single connection 

from a previous Action Node (N3 to N4) then the logical operand will be specified as 

eq. On the other hand, if it has multiple connection from different previous Action 

Nodes (N8, N4, N7 to N9) it will be defined as AND [Fig 14]. 

 

 
45 Figure 4.14 – Explaining the attribute logicalop 
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The child elements of the <pre> tag are reference tags (referring to other Action 

Nodes within the footprint) named <refNode>.  

 

The <eN>, as it is obvious up to that point, stand for Event Node. It has attributes such 

as id, nodename, and desc which they stand for identification, the Node’s name and 

description respectively.  

 

7 Table 4.6 – The element <eN> and its attributes 
 

<eN> 

[Event Node] 

Parent Element: aN 

Child Elements: traffic 

Attributes 
Abbreviation 

refers to 
Description 

Value(s) OR 

Range 

id identification 
A unique hexadecimal value to identify 

this particular Event Node, see Table 1 
i.e. FFFF 

nodename 
event Node’s 

name 
A name that characterises this Event Text 

desc description 
An Alternative description for this 

Event Node 
Text 

 

The child element <traffic> of <eN> tag, has the attribute altdesc which stands for 

alternative description. This attribute is there to provide an alternative way of 

describing a group of events that compose of an Event Node. Usually, attributes of tag 

elements are not given text values that contain spaces. For that reason any text 

specified as an attribute’s value is written with spaces replaced by underscores. 

However, it should be a responsibility of the user’s interface to make that 

interpretation from/to the user to/from the stored value.  

 

The <event> tag which is a child element of the <traffic> tag, has two attributes 

defined. These attributes are the ref and the que, which stand for reference and queue 

number respectively. Each queue number (arithmetic progression of 1) is there to 

ensure that the correct event sequence has been specified within the Event Node. It is 

mandatory to be able to identify the actual order that events take place within the 

Event Node. Effectively, the Event Node ICMP Ping is composed of an echo 

request event and an echo reply event in that order. Those two events must be at 

this order to describe the actual ICMP Ping event. Despite the actual order that the 

<event> tags have been placed within the XML code the queue attribute will ensure 

that the individual events will be processed as required in the correct order.   
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Based on the same principle of using the hash key (#), to refer to different parts of the 

XML code, the ref attribute is used along the same lines. However, the ref attribute 

is used to reference to similar events within the same Event Node. The word similar at 

this point has a significant meaning. In other cases, the hash symbol just points to 

another part of the code e.g. another Action Node. In this case, the ref can be 

considered as a reserved attribute not only to point to a particular event but to be 

treated as a mechanism to inherit properties. In other words, in order for the capability 

to be there when things need to be simplified if needed the ref value can be assigned 

to point to an event tag within the same Event Node and requires only the exceptions 

to be defined. This acts only as a further consideration upon the design and it is not 

vital at this point of implementation. However, in a future expansion of the current 

implementation such solution could simplify and optimise the creation of the footprint 

minimising the length of the needed code to describe one. Effectively, despite the 

unlimited number of hardware resources one could use to utilise this technique in 

realistic term it is needed to be kept resource friendly. Thus, having less data needed 

to be loaded into the memory is a step forward to better computation times when 

looking the bigger picture.  

 

4.3.2. Footprint Generator 

The actual creation of a Footprint based on its theory can be a time consuming task 

especially when involves large XML files. In this section the creation and use of a 

Footprint’s generator is illustrated for that particular purpose. This generator acts as a 

Footprint compiler. It is actually a mini compiler which allows the user to add or 

remove Event Node instances, load Event Node xml files with a click of a button, it 

includes a mini editor for the Event Nodes and right click drop down menu to choose 

and add alert types. Different XML files representing Event Nodes similar to [section 

3.3 Figure 3.11] can be linked together using this generator [Figure 4.15] in order to 

form an actual Footprint. After the user has specified the Footprints parameters, the 

compile button can be clicked. Then, the engine behind the compiler performs error 

checking and if any errors are found, they are reported in the debugger window. The 

user can then clearly understand what should be corrected and after that thry can hit 
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compile again. If all parameters meet the Footprint’s specifications the xml file is 

generated in the current working directory.  

 

More specifically, Each Action Node, added to the compiler’s GUI has blank fields 

with some default values as the most common ones. These fields are used for the 

various parameters needed for each Event Node in order to be linked to the previous 

and next Node. Consequently, these alphanumeric parameters along with their 

respective operands construct the Action Nodes. When all parameters have been set, 

and all Nodes have been linked according to specification, the generator may validate 

and construct the XML output file. More specifically, in order to create the Footprint 

under question, nine Action Nodes are needed in the overall design as seen in [Figure 

4.8] earlier on.  

 

 
46 Figure 4.15 – Footprint Compiler, Debugger window  
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As it can be seen in Figure 4.15, each Action Node at the top right corner has two 

small icons. The top icon opens the common dialog window to allow the user to 

choose and load an Event Node xml file. The icon directly beneath it is the mini editor 

button. Action Node 1 has the 00A1 Event Node loaded. By clicking the edit button 

the mini editor pops up allowing the used to edit the Event Node. 

 

  
47 Figure 4.16 – Editing an Event Node on the fly 
 

In order to specify an alert point, according to the Footprint’s specifications, the user 

needs to right click on the bottom right corner of the respective Action Node where it 

says “Add Alert:”. Automatically a drop down menu appears to choose an alert type. 
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48 Figure 4.17 – Right click drop down menu to add Alert Type 
 

 

The GUI of the compiler is totally dynamic. In a large screen more and more Action 

Nodes can be added and worked upon.  

 
49 Figure 4.18 – Dynamic GUI of the Footprints Compiler 
 

Using this generator an existing Footprint may be loaded and edited instead of 

regenerating it from scratch. Effectively the output of the generator in this case will be 

an XML file representing the shell code attack [Appendix B]. The source code of the 

Compiler can be found in [Appendix ]. 
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4.4 Data Repository and Network Events  

In the previous Chapter, an overview of the design principles surrounding the 

communication between the Threat Assessment Engine and the data repository was 

given. In this section, the implementation of such a repository is being discussed, and 

the specifications are being enumerated. 

 

The Threat Assessment Engine due to its design principles, needed to be kept as 

independent as possible from the data repositories used in each case. The test case of a 

data repository was created using a database. The database was implemented using 

PostgreSQL. The creation of the tables using SQL commands is given in [Appendix 

C] and test data inserted into the database are given in [Appendix I]. The database 

architecture used is based on the tables and relations illustrated in [Figure 4.19]. 

 
50 Figure 4.19 – Database design 
 

The tables, field names, data types and the relations using primary and secondary keys 

are defined by SQL statements. However, the author experimentally converted the 
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SQL create statements into an XML document, which it can be parsed and produce 

the SQL create file automatically [Appendix G].  

 

The reporting mechanism from the database (or some kind of data repository) to the 

Threat Assessment Engine needed to be kept system independent and also to be kept 

simple and dynamic. For that purpose, the system worked upon two considerations 

which were used and compared, as the most suitable ones. The first solution was to 

introduce a trigger mechanism which would be activated each time a new event has 

been stored into the database. Using this method, the system ended up having to 

perform an SQL query to the database and report all the relevant information about 

the last event entered and send it over to the TAE. Event though this approach was the 

most easy one to implement by adding a simple trigger to the existing database 

design, it acts as a bottleneck especially when an increased number of events were 

stored into the database at the same time. Overloading the database with a time 

consuming Select query each time an event was stored, could be avoided. Thus, 

during the implementation phase it was suggested as a most appropriate solution to 

program the server which handles the events to notify the TAE as well. In other 

words, the service which is responsible for unifying and/or inserting the generated 

events into the database can also be programmed to send this kind of information to 

the TAE as well. Thus, there is no need to wait for the Insert process to finish and no 

need to perform a select query in order to get the relevant information. On the other 

hand this approach is possible only when no information is required concerning the 

way this information is stored within the database (such as primary keys, etc). 

Depending on the way the system is applied and if there is a need for redundancy or 

not, different ways of reporting the events can be used. Effectively, this can act as 

positive feature to the system as it tried to adapt to the existing mechanism instead of 

trying to enforce a new one. Furthermore, the presence of a data repository or a 

database is essential but not mandatory, keeping the overall design database 

independent.  

 

Having a database design for storing events, a hypothetical attacker was simulated to 

demonstrate how these events can be constructed and inserted into the database. 

Using the Python programming language a number of applications were created. 

These applications were able to communicate with each other and generate some 
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valuable test data to be used by the system. The first application [Appendix D] 

responsible for generating a number of random network events, which supposedly 

have intrusive behavior, was created. Each network event generated was constructed 

in XML format [Appendix E] automatically. Each XML file was representing a 

particular network event which was wrapped using SOAP [Appendix F]. Effectively, 

a reported network event in such form can be sent to a database management service 

where the event related information are extracted and stored into the schema and also 

be sent to the TAE for further analysis as well.  

 

 
51 Figure 4.20 – The system’s design as part of a large-scale project 
 

Effectively, the implementation allows different sources to report events, so long as 

they can represent the generated data in XML format following the appropriate 

Definition Type Document (DTD). In [Figure 4.20] it can be seen how data may 

follow alternative paths (routes) in order to reach the TAE. These routes can be either 

directly to the TAE, going through the database (storing and querying), or directly 

from a database service (or trigger) to the TAE. It is also illustrated how the Soap 

Server may use spawned threads in order to send directly to the TAE any reported 

events when they are being also stored to the database.   

 

The insert statement XML representation files [Appendix F] contain information 

which is not going to be used during the assessment process as it stands at the 

moment. However, working on this data file the assessment engine has the 

opportunity to perform some sort of data mining in order to make use of additional 
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information when needed. Effectively, the data stored or to be stored into the database 

can be further used in future implementations of the assessment process or any 

relevant information needed to be taken under consideration can be extracted from the 

XML file(s) directly. Consequently, data visualisation of the Threat Assessment 

process can be far more representative and understandable to any level of detail. For 

example, progressive monitoring [Figure 4.21] as the reported events build up a 

particular Footprint or in a more colourful representation, for network monitoring 

without the technical details [Figure 4.22]. The schematic in this case tries to produce 

a rough idea on how it could be represented a Footprint’s progression in combination 

with the computers acting as the intrusion’s destination.  In order to simulate the real 

time monitoring, consider the output display sliding to the left each second in a 

similar way the task manager displays the usage of CPU. Effectively, events 

concerning a particular destination or a group of destinations would be easier to be 

seen. Consider a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack or a horizontal4 

portscan. A large number of destinations would be instantly highlighted which would 

identify the level of the ongoing threat.  

                                                 
4 Identifying a specific service running upon a specific port across a large infrastructure 
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52 Figure 4.21 – Footprint monitoring in combination with the network’s computers 
 

In a higher level of representation the analyst is concerned of having a generic idea of 

what is the network status regarding intrusion attempts. Effectively, the destination IP 

addresses may be reported to the appropriate services and thus creating a graphical 

output such as in the following figure.  
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53 Figure 4.22 – Visualising the relevant information from generated events. 
 

If possible, the source IP related to an event may or may not contain relevant 

information about the potential attacker such as OS type, MAC address, reverse DNS 

information, etc. On the other hand, relevant information about a particular 

destination could be included as well. Thus, the construction of a threat level 

environment similar to the one presented in [Figure 4.22] could be generated. In other 

words the TAE will be able to perform the tasks which are responsible for and also 

provide a level of visual monitoring capabilities to analysts.  
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4.5 Implementing Detection 

The Threat Assessment Engine is the key component of the system’s design. This 

section deals with the detection mechanism and how the assessment process is 

performed. Great detail has been given to the design and implementation of Footprint. 

The reason for that is due to the fact that the threat assessment process was developed 

according to the capabilities that a Footprint could provide. In other words, building 

upon the concept described in Chapter 3 where the description of knowledge is 

distinguished from the thinking process.  

 

The components attached to the Threat Assessment Engine have been described 

earlier on. Also, the data input concerning generated network events and the ways 

which they can be reported, the Footprint compiler and the design of Footprints 

including alert points, the repository for existing Event Nodes and how these can be 

reused when needed, and interface capabilities were presented. Finally, the fact that 

the detection process is the implementation of the system’s thinking process, has been 

analyzed.  

 

4.5.1 Addressing issues concerning existing technologies 

Before breaking down the Threat Assessment Engine (TAE) and the way that it 

works, it is considered suitable to understand how advances in technology and 

especially in hardware have affected the system’s implementation. In the beginning, 

the assessment process in order to achieve near real time execution technologies such 

as Beowulf clusters (e.g. Chaos Clustering with ClusterKnoppix and by the use of 

openMosix) were taken under consideration and multi-CPU systems where proposed 

as a possible solution. The emerging model of Grid Computing brought into the 

picture for consideration as well. Meanwhile, multi-threading CPUs where very 

popular back then, but they only offered pseudo parallel processing. The main reason 

for that was the cost in increasing the clocking mechanism for higher processing 

power and also, a physical limitation of narrowing the timeframe between the CPU 

clocks. Noticeably, work done in this area by SCYLD computing states that high 

performance computing is too costly and can be only done with supercomputers at the 

time from a small number of skilled programmers able to write High Performance 

Computing (HPC) code. Later on, computer units which had up to four CPUs where 
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slowly introduced in the market but the overall cost were significant, especially the 

motherboard implementation, which also had to able to support more RAM in higher 

speeds. From software’s point of view there was limited support for such systems. 

UNIX based and Microsoft™ based Operating Systems had different limitations to 

the number of CPUs they could utilise and in the amount of memory they could use. 

Programmers had already implemented parallel processing in various programming 

languages but there were only very few actual implementations and less support by 

the programming community. Python is one of the most promising rapid development 

languages out there with a large community supporting multi-threaded programming 

but not without limitations. As Guido van Rossum, the creator of Python said, 

"Unfortunately, for most mortals, thread programming is just Too Hard to get right.... 

Even in Python -- every time someone gets into serious thread programming, they 

send me tons of bug reports, and half of them are subtle bugs in the Python 

interpreter, half of them are subtle problems in their own understanding of the 

consequences of multiple threads....". It is not that straightforward how to program 

multiple threads and have them working together. It requires good programming skills 

and programming experience.  

 

Nowadays, the Operating Systems have become robust in supporting threaded 

programming, and the creation of real duo core CPUs allows real parallel scheduling 

and implementation. Even though the CPUs have reached a top speed limitation they 

are affordable and in general twice as fast as they used to be. All that resulted into 

more and more programming languages support threaded programming. Having that 

in mind, the system’s threat assessment was designed to run based on parallel threads 

in order to significantly minimise the amount of time needed to perform detection. 

Over the years higher bus speeds and larger amounts of RAM memory were 

introduced in the marker while they were getting cheaper. All these available 

resources are key elements to allows a modern or future computer system to perform 

faster and more efficient. 

 

4.5.2 – Detection Internals  

The use of a threaded approach as explained earlier was considered the most 

appropriate solution for the system’s Threat Assessment Engine (TAE). The detection 

structure is based upon the spawn of a thread which deals with each existing 
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Footprint. Having for example a repository of ten Footprints, the system will create 

ten different threads running in parallel. The responsibility of each thread is to 

examine the Footprint’s specification and gather the required data needed in order to 

be matched against ongoing network traffic. The system is composed of an event 

queue layer responsible for reading the XML representation of the reported events. 

The required information is being extracted from the XML document and data 

streams are being created which are published within the working memory space of 

the system. The Event Queue [Figure 4.23] pushes each incoming event to all Thread 

Queues (TQ) in a race to keep its queue empty if possible and all child threads 

informed about the last occurring event. The XML file instead of being parsed upon 

arrival to the external queue it could be passed as is to each thread allowing it to 

perform the parsing it self. However, performing the parsing of n number of times 

was proven unnecessary, as the system performed faster under workload compared to 

normal use.  

 

 
54 Figure 4.23 – Detection Engine Structure 
 

Each thread, acquires the event or event(s) in a FIFO (First In First Out) order for 

processing. If this particular event, that popped out from the stack, is part of the 

Footprints Action Nodes it is being highlighted and the conditions concerning it 

Action Nodes are being activated. The conditions specify timing values for the next 

occurring event in the Footprints sequence. Each thread when a Footprint is loaded is 

considered as in stand-by mode. When the first or one of the events is being 
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confirmed the thread goes from stand-by mode to active mode. The thread keeps the 

Footprint active until a timing condition attached to the Action Node expires. In that 

case the Thread resets itself and returns to off mode and to stand-by mode again. The 

off mode is reached when no Footprint is loaded onto a thread. Thus, the loop of 

going through the off mode and to stand-by mode again allows new footprints to be 

loaded. More specifically, the running Thread asks the Footprint Manager to check for 

alterations to this particular Footprint. If the Footprint hasn’t been removed by the 

analyst the thread continues by keeping the same Footprint details. If the Footprint has 

been removed as it is not needed any more the Ft Managers notifies the specific 

thread that is not needed anymore and it can be terminated. In case the Footprint has 

been updated, thus it is different from the one loaded onto the thread the Ft Manager 

notifies the thread to load the new Footprint version. The Ft Manager is the state 

manager between Footprints and threads. For that reason, in case there is a need for 

introducing or altering an alert of an existing Footprint it can only be done through the 

Ft Manager. That way, the respective thread is notified and only the alerts are being 

updated while the Footprint remains active. Effectively, the analyst has the 

opportunity to interact in real time against a progressing attack, by introducing or 

specifying different alert types [see 4.2.2]. Consequently, the existing Footprints can 

be added, altered, or deleted on the fly while the system is still active performing 

threat assessment. Furthermore, the FT Manager has the responsibility to check for 

newly introduced Footprints. In that case the Thread Manager is being notified in 

order to spawn a new thread. This new thread will load the new Footprint and start 

performing assessment.  

 

This approach allows the operating system to handle the execution of threads. Instead 

of following route of one thread per processor it is possible now to have a number of 

threads running upon the same processor. However, the system is designed with 

multiple cores in mind. Thus, modern Operating Systems will assign a thread to the 

most available core (or processor). Allowing the OS to spread the threads across cores 

utilises the processing power of the system to the maximum making it able to deal 

with a larger number of threads rather than just one per core as it would be suggested 

under a pseudo hyper threading CPU. However, depending upon the system in which 

the Threat Assessment Engine is running, it has an effect upon the number of threads 

to be run. Hence, as the number of threads is equal to the number of available 
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Footprints, it affects the number of Footprints being used for this particular purpose. 

This is why since the beginning of the system’s implementation the author focused 

upon identifying the asset being protected. Effectively, a number of Footprints created 

for protecting a specific asset is significantly smaller that the number of Footprints 

used in total for protecting every asset in the infrastructure. This is where the dynamic 

nature of the system’s design and implementation becomes particularly useful. There 

is no need of running just one instance of the Threat Assessment process. Another 

instance may be run at another location dealing with another set of Footprints which 

are focusing upon some other asset or different types of attack patterns. Hence, the 

overall Threat Assessment process may have distributed characteristics.  

 

Each thread is responsible for monitoring the percentage of completion of each 

footprint. It follows the transition states required for a Footprint to be completed 

having in mind the percentage value of completion if present [see 4.2.2]. If a Threat 

Alert Point (TAP) is reached the thread notifies the Threat Manager. Depending upon 

the type of TAP raised the output displays the required notification and it also passed 

to the Alert Notification service where further action could be programmed to be 

performed if necessary.  

 

Each event matched from the TQ by its respective thread, is also removed from the 

stack. In order to make the detection perform in a strict way its threads can be 

programmed to expect only the following event specified by the Footprint instead of 

matching it against any Event Node available. This decision is upon the analyst who 

is responsible to apply the system.  

 

Despite the complexity of an attack described within a Footprint, it all comes down to 

specific rules and transition states similar to the CPNs [see 3.4.3]. Simple steps have 

been put together representing the idea of an intrusive behaviour. The detection 

engine following steps which are being surrounded by conditions, matches the 

occurring events to the ones expected according to the specification. When a 

Footprint is close to completion necessary actions as described within the Footprint 

are being performed in order to deal with such an attack. If the Footprint fully 

completed it goes to off mode and back to stand by mode after it has check with the Ft 

Manager that there are no alterations to the existing one.  
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4.5.3 – In conclusion to the above  

In this chapter the project’s implementation was thoroughly covered. Initially, a 

detailed description of how a ‘footprint’ is generated from network events was 

presented. More specifically, the rules and methodology needed in order to generate a 

footprint, were presented in detail. Furthermore, all the information related to the 

XML specifications regarding the footprints’ design was covered as well, along with 

the footprints’ compiler that was developed for the purpose of testing and validating 

of the Thesis. Additionally, the database design used to store network events is an 

abstracted form was presented. Last but not least, the architecture of the TAE was 

illustrated and its individual components were explained along with the process used 

to perform detection over a computer network 
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 Chapter 5  
 

 Evaluation and Experiments 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the proposed system by proving the aims 

and objectives put forward. Furthermore, findings are being produced based upon test 

cases. The test cases chosen are considered most suitable to illustrate how the threat 

assessment process was implemented. The tests were conducted in an isolated 

environment. The current system implementation focuses upon proving that it 

primarily deals with performance issues up to an acceptable level in order to achieve 

the near real-time goal and performs threat assessment keeping the rate of false 

positives and false negatives at a minimum level.  
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T his chapter tries to support the assumptions and statements made earlier, in 

the previous chapters concerning this proof of concept development. During 

software development, the testing and evaluation stage is part of a looping process. 

Systems are designed based on specific requirements, implemented based on 

specifications and tested according what is needed to be achieved following specific 

industry standards. The test results are evaluated and compared to the expected 

results. In case the outcome does not conform to the expected results, the developers 

go back to the drawing board trying to identify the cause of the problem. Especially, 

when dealing with highly reliable systems things are far more strict, and various 

parameters are put to the test during the projects lifecycle in order to produce a final 

product. Thus, it is clear enough how important this stage is to the overall health and 

successful implementation of a specific project. However, this thesis is dealing with a 

research area which tries to propose an alternative possible solution to a known 

problem. Effectively, the degree of testing and evaluating this project is different from 

an industry product. Furthermore, there is a specific amount of time associated with 

the completion of this project and the luxurity of producing a robust solution up to 

industry standards is obviously beyond the scope of the current research.  

 

The evaluation and experiment stage of the project focuses on proving that the 

intended capabilities set forth in the beginning have been achieved and the outcome 

functions as intended. More specifically, the scope of the project is to highlight 

sections such as:  

 

 The use of the current threat assessment process across existing computer 

infrastructure needs to be further safeguarded.  

 An abstracted approach in representing suspicious and/or malicious activity.  

 Investigate the ability of representing attack data in a more sensible manner 

(than simple network events) which can be considered meaningful enough (as 

attack data are organised and structured within an XML document) to be 

processed by less complicated software implementations.  
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 To check up to what point the introduced Footprint implementation has the 

capability of representing meaningful5 information (at what depth an attack 

pattern can be described using a footprint).  

 The investigation upon the near real-time concept and how such a design is 

most suitable to be implemented at the current state of the art.  

 In what ways can the system deal with complex attacks deriving from 

heterogeneous sources.  

 

Benchmarking the outcome of the project against the robustness of commercial 

solutions is beyond the scope of the thesis. The tests were designed to highlight a 

number of implementation aspects of the project. Furthermore, to show how the 

literature review and the design of the system were put together in order to achieve 

the aims and objectives set forth. Starting from the database design, this allows the 

system to be kept database independent in order to be able to communicate with 

different types of data repositories. However, the idea of having an external database 

and how the current solution attaches to it has been discussed in Chapter 4 section 4. 

The project’s implementation focused upon being database independent in order to 

keep a more generic nature to the source of the incoming events. In the meanwhile the 

author has worked along with the Information Security Research Group (I.S.R.G.)6 on 

how a database design will be capable of storing events through a unification process 

[see Chapter 4 section 4]. Despite the database design the author has researched and 

designed how the concept of Footprints would be able to achieve a meaningful 

representation in order to provide the Threat Assessment Engine with the appropriate 

Notional Understanding, as it was discussed in Chapter 3 section 1.  

 

During the research, the ideas put forward were discussed in a number of 

publications, and presentations of these were given in conferences, workshops and 

summits. All these provided the opportunity for a valuable feedback upon the 

project’s design and implementation. Rapid Application Development languages like 

Python and Visual Basic were used. The proposed solution in this thesis is evaluated 

based upon the solutions proposed by this architecture in order to achieve the aims 

and prove the objectives set forth.  

                                                 
5 See section 3.1.1 
6 http://security.research.glam.ac.uk/about/ 
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5.2 Proving the Aims and Objectives 

During the first chapter the aims and objectives of the current project where presented 

to the reader, in order to have a better understanding upon the thesis goals. Starting 

from the title of the thesis “Near Real-Time Threat Assessment using IDS data” the 

aims of the project where identified as being able to; a) Perform Threat Assessment 

on a constantly increasing amount of data which originate from heterogeneous 

sources. b) Performing Threat Assessment during the progression of an attack in near 

real-time. c) Be able to interact or even interrupt an ongoing attack when possible 

which it is still progressing.  

 

Through the various components implemented for this project and the research 

conducted the objectives were met. The proposed architecture can be considered as 

flexible, dynamic and expandable as possible due to the fact that it can be attached to 

existing security assessment systems such as a number of IDSs. Furthermore, the 

design and implementation of Footprints in the current specific manner makes them 

able to represent any type of potential threats and by the use of abstraction be able to 

detect variations or in some cases novel attacks. Another objective is the amount of 

time required for executing these tasks in order to be able to perform Threat 

Assessment in near real-time. Research undertaken upon existing and emerging 

technologies lead the way towards the use of the proposed architecture as the most 

suitable to deal with the near real-time problem. Additionally, the design of Footprints 

was driven by this goal, in order to achieve the upmost acceptable level. Last but not 

least, the analysts’ or security experts’ interaction with the system was taken under 

consideration. By having predefined alert points within the Footprints and also being 

able to modify their TAP on-the-fly, while an attack is progressing, could lead the 

security experts to be a step ahead when a system is under attack.  

 

In pragmatic terms the interaction with the system on-the-fly is not always feasible. 

That depends mostly upon the nature of the commencing attack. Even though the 

functionality is built in, it is not always feasible to interact with attacks within the 

time available as some attacks are performed in a very short timeframe. Thus, the 

analyst does not have enough time to introduce custom TAPs into the active 

Footprint. Furthermore, it is not feasible to have someone constantly monitoring the 
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ongoing threats for introducing custom TAPs. This is why alert points were 

introduced within the Footprints in order to deal with such problem in an automated 

way.  On the other hand, the use of Footprints and their timing parameters are capable 

of identifying intrusive behavior in general. Hence, an attacker which has to perform a 

series of events in order to achieve information gathering will produce network 

traffic. This traffic is likely to be part of an existing Footprint acting in a long term 

basis and also, it provides further knowledge to the analysts when creating more 

sophisticated Footprints.   
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5.3 Structuring an Experiment 

Choosing a number of the most common actions performed during an attack or 

intrusive behaviour it is not as easy as it sounds. However, for test purposes it was 

decided to perform some basic cases such as a ping of death, different types of 

portscans, and a hypothetical attack scenario. Footprints have been constructed using 

the Footprint generator in order to deal with such attacks. The Footprints are based 

upon the specific goal trying to be achieve in this test phase and are not expanded 

beyond the point of covering the commencing test case. Thus, they are strictly 

indented for this particular test phase.  

 

Firstly, a ping of death attempt will be conducted and the results will be recorded, 

followed by a portscan. During the hypothetical attack scenario the type of the 

portscan is not going to be specified. This is due to further evaluating the role of 

abstraction within the Footprints representation.  

 

As it is already mentioned the experiment takes place in an isolated environment 

specifically tuned upon the test requirements. The equipment used resides upon a 

computer acting as the event generator in XML format. The event generator 

constructs events, simulating events originating from different parts of a network 

setup. The XML files constructed are assumed to have gone through a unification 

process in order to have the form of an Insert XML file as seen in [Appendix F]. The 

reason for that is because at this case it is not evaluated up to what level a system is 

capable of constructing such document through unification, but the effect of this kind 

of information to the Threat Assessment process. These events contain information 

about the actions performed over the network originating in this case from the 

Internet. The attack generator sends the XML description of the performed events to 

the computer which runs the Threat Assessment Engine, containing a set of Footprints 

as well. The aim of this setup is to focus upon the architecture’s capabilities in 

performing the assessment without any network noise from irrelevant sources and/or 

implementation delays from external components.  

 

For referencing purposes the experimental environment is composed of computers 

falling under the following characteristics. The attack generation machine is a 
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Windows XP professional box with SP3, having an Intel 1.70 GHz Pentium 4 

processor with 1 GB of RAM, a 3com 10/100 Ethernet card and a 7200 rpm IDE hard 

disk.  The computer running the TAE is a Windows XP professional box with SP3 as 

well, having an Intel 3.00 GHz  Pentium 4 Duo Core processor with 2 GB of RAM, a 

3com 10/100 Ethernet card and a 7200 rpm SATA hard disk drive. The Internet 

connection is present through an ADSL modem/router. The network connection 

between the components participating in the experiment is achieved through a 3com 8 

port 10/100 switch. More specifically the following schematic illustrates the network 

topology.  

 

 
55 Figure 5.1 – Experiment’s Topology 
 

In order for the experiment not to be affected by compatibility issues performance 

wise it was assumed appropriate to use as mush as possible similar components. For 

that reason both OS chosen are the same, and the Ethernet cards used of the same 

make. Moreover the switch is the also the same make as the Ethernet cards used. Of 

course this can not be considered at the best setup as other product may have an effect 

upon performance in later implementation. However, the use of identical components 

provides a reference point for any further experimentations needs to be done in the 

future, concerning alternative setups.  
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5.3.1 Experimental Scenario  

The level of difficultly regarding a particular intrusive behaviour to be detected is 

related to available resources and the knowledge level of an attacker. However, one of 

the most common practices from the attacker’s point of view is to try covering their 

tracks, especially during their information gathering phase. Attackers perform 

targeted and untargeted attacks [Fragkos 2007b], each for various reasons. The easiest 

way to penetrate into systems is the lack of proper configuration in the first place. 

Maybe the following example seem simplified to an expert but their core idea applies 

to more complicated attacks and in some cases, they are part of more sophisticated 

attacks.  

 

Bear in mind, that not all businesses, companies or SME have the ability or the 

resources, to employ an expert in the field in order to deal with malicious activity in 

daily basis. Furthermore, it is common practice to see limited budget available for the 

security assessment and penetration testing. The current implementation is build upon 

a number of monitored events which may derive from any kind detection system 

already existing in the computing infrastructure. More importantly, each detection 

system may be configured in a different way. However, having these detection 

systems reporting to a specific centralised point such as a database or directly to the 

TAE it allows any type of infrastructure to have its own security expert regarding the 

detection of attacks.   

 

The information gathering phase is composed of tasks. The attackers usually refer to 

that stage as intelligence gathering also. It is assumed that the attacker has completed 

this stage and now is about to perform a series of actions. It is also assumed that tasks 

which gather information without accessing any of the infrastructure’s resources are 

irrelevant in this case. These tasks may include information gathered from search 

engines, DNS names etc. Eventually, the attacker will ping a host to check if it is alive 

in case they need to initiate an attack. A simple ping event is not of any use but a 

number of ping events or a ping of death attack is of significant importance. 

Discovering live host is another task. This can be done with less intrusive behaviour 

such as the use of ping sweeps or by using portscanning. This process is known as 

horizontal scan. The next stage is the discovery of services running or in a case of a 

targeted attack trying to identify a specific service across a number of hosts. By 
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vertical scan it is meant when all open ports and services running are being scanned 

against a specific host.  Identifying a specific service might reveal associated known 

vulnerabilities to it. In that case the attacker can make use of the relevant exploit in 

order to compromise the vulnerable system.  In the current scenario it is assumed that 

the targeted server is running a Telnet service. This service has been targeted for 

exploitation by the attacker. The attacker can also try to brute force the specific 

service in order to identify some week password instead of executing an exploit.  

 
56 Figure 5.2 – Visualising the steps of an attack scenario 
 

Using the schematic representation in [Figure 5.2] it is clearer how this resembles to 

the Footprint outline. The ping is allowed by the firewall to go through and discovers 

if the targeted host is live or not. A stealth scan using a portscanning tool will reveal if 

port 23 is open.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57 Figure 5.3 – Stealth scan to against port 23 
 

In order for the attacker to cover their tracks, they could perform the next event from 

another already compromised machine. In this step the attacker uses a tool called 

netcat in order to reveal the true service running on port 23 and any relevant 

ping portscan 

Brute force

exploit
TCP session 

TCP session 

netcat

 
1 
0.000000   10.0.0.1   10.0.0.2    
TCP   52092 > telnet [SYN] Seq=0 Len=0 
Src: DellComp_e8:78:a7 (00:08:74:e8:78:a7), Dst: Intel_fa:57:fb (00:03:47:fa:57:fb) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1), Dst: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2) 
Src Port: 52092 (52092), Dst Port: telnet (23), Seq: 0, Len: 0 
 
2  
0.000259   10.0.0.2   10.0.0.1    
TCP   telnet > 52092 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=65535 Len=0 MSS=1460 
Src: Intel_fa:57:fb (00:03:47:fa:57:fb), Dst: DellComp_e8:78:a7 (00:08:74:e8:78:a7) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2), Dst: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1) 
Src Port: telnet (23), Dst Port: 52092 (52092), Seq: 0, Ack: 1, Len: 0 
 
3  
0.000278   10.0.0.1   10.0.0.2 
TCP   52092 > telnet [RST] Seq=1 Len=0 
Src: DellComp_e8:78:a7 (00:08:74:e8:78:a7), Dst: Intel_fa:57:fb (00:03:47:fa:57:fb) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1), Dst: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2) 
Src Port: 52092 (52092), Dst Port: telnet (23), Seq: 1, Len: 0 
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information concerning the version and/or implementation of this specific service. 

Having identified the service running the attacker could either execute a specific 

exploit or start brute forcing this service until a successful connection is established.  

 

During the first step a number of pings could be initiated. The number of ping events 

distinguishes a simple echo request echo reply event from a malicious ping of death 

attack. Each step of this process individually can be represented in its related form 

using the Footprint notation. The number of ping events performed for this Footprint 

to progress can be set using the x parameter as explained in Chapter 3. Hence it can be 

set to any number of ping events, up to a specific number or more than a specific 

number. The portscan Footprint can be created concerning the specified targeted port 

and the flags used within the packet. However, the attacker could always use another 

type of portscan instead of a SYN scan as illustrated earlier. Thus, the portscan must 

remain in its generic form including all types, despite the fact if it is a SYN scan, a 

XMAS scan, etc.  

 

Up to this point the example used highlights the multiple occurrences of similar 

events and the capability of asking the system to detect an event which is “such as” a 

portscan. On purpose the netcat event is going to be omitted from the Footprint. The 

reason for that is to demonstrate how the system will progress the attack when an 

event was not expected. In other words, this step could always be avoided by the 

attacker if considered not necessary. The next two events do run in a parallel manner. 

They can both be true, or just one of them can only be true. Consider the attacker 

commencing a brute force attack and from another source executes a relevant 

exploit7. Firstly, let us look upon the brute force attack. There are a number of 

connections made to the server, being reset each time the password fails. Effectively, 

a number of identical events are waiting to occur for a significant amount of times8. 

Thus, it falls under a similar rule used for the ping event. On the other hand the 

exploit is far more complicated, as there are different types of exploits and they 

cannot be all modelled in one Footprint. However, using the abstracted form of the 

Footprint under question the relative events can be defined. More specifically, based 

on the specific asset being protected, which in this case is the Telnet service, the 

                                                 
7 Hoping it won’t crash the service and not be able to continue the brute force 
8 Especially when strong passwords are used 
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exploit tries to perform a buffer overflow operation. Assuming that the individual 

events concerning this buffer overflow are not known at this point, the analyst 

deploying the system can learn about the way buffer overflows are being reported by 

the detection systems being used already. Furthermore, the open design of the system 

could provide the creation of Footprints from different buffer overflow attempts by 

other analysts to be used. Effectively the end Footprint may not only have a one 

transition state from a portscan to the execution of an exploit but also a number of 

routes concerning several exploits.  

 

Summarizing from the alluded, the case scenario chosen to be used cover all aspects 

of the Footprint’s design. In the second part the omitted event of netcat was used, 

another reoccurring event which was the brute force attack and an exploit which could 

either represented in abstracted form or add more nodes to expand the detection range.  

 

Following the principles of set theory and the design principles of CPN as described 

in Chapter 3 section 4 a Footprint can be created following the rules set forth in 

Chapter 3 section 3. Individually, each aforementioned event is being presented in its 

actual Event Node format. 

 

 
58 Figure 5.4 – Representing a Ping Event 
 

Starting with the Ping Event Node [Figure 5.4] where it can also be seen how the echo 

request and echo reply packets have been specified. The following figure [Figure 5.5] 

has the generic form of a portscan, which is part of a TCP event. This portscan has no 

 <eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_n_reply"> 
  <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
   <event ref="#1" que="1"> 
    <pname>ICMP</pname> 
    <flag> </flag> 
    <category>ICMP</category> 
    <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
    <protocol> </protocol> 
    <data>request</data> 
   </event> 
   <event ref="#2" que="2"> 
    <pname>ICMP</pname> 
    <flag> </flag> 
    <category>ICMP</category> 
    <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
    <protocol> </protocol> 
    <data>reply</data> 
   </event> 
  </traffic> 
 </eN>   
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flags specified, which means all occurring flags set this transition state as active when 

captured.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

59 Figure 5.5 – Representing a generic portscan  
 

The next two events are the brute force and the exploit. The brute force event may 

occur several times but this will not be specified until the Event Node is wrapped in 

an Action Node.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60 Figure 5.6 – Representing an instance of a brute force attempt   
 

The brute force connection session is given in [Figure 5.6]. Usually services such as 

FTP and Telnet maintain the connection until three unsuccessful login attempt 

performed. If the Telenet service is configured to be reset after each unsuccessful 

  
<eN id="C01" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 

  <traffic altdesc="portscan_generic"> 
   <event ref="1" que="1"> 
    <pname>TCP</pname> 
    <flag>ANY</flag> 
    <category>TCP</category> 
    <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
    <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
    <data>23</data> 
   </event> 
  </traffic> 
 </eN>   

 
 <eN id="C02" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 
  <traffic altdesc="connect"> 
   <event ref="1" que="1"> 
    <pname>TCP</pname> 
    <flag>SYN</flag> 
    <category>TCP</category> 
    <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
    <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
    <data>23</data> 
   </event> 
   <event ref="2" que="2"> 
    <pname>TCP</pname> 
    <flag>SYN,ACK</flag> 
    <category>TCP</category> 
    <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
    <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
    <data>23</data> 
   </event> 
   <event ref="3" que="3"> 
    <pname>TCP</pname> 
    <flag>RST,ACK</flag> 
    <category>TCP</category> 
    <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
    <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
    <data>23</data> 
   </event> 
  </traffic> 
 </eN>   
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login the current Event Node is fully activated. The next step concerns the exploit 

used. Bear in mind that this is only an example of a specific execution of executable 

code [Figure 5.7].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

61 Figure 5.7 – Representing execution of shell code 
 

Having created the appropriate Event Nodes it is time to generate the respective 

Footprint where all conditions are specified on how these events are related to each 

other. Furthermore, timing condition will be specified as well, along with any 

required values to specify reoccurrence of events when needed.  

 

 
62 Figure 5.8 – Interrelated Event Nodes forming up a Footprint  
 

In order to have a schematic idea of the Footprint being generated, [Figure 5.8] 

illustrates the first level of depth diagram. Furthermore, the second level of depth is 

given in [Figure 5.9] along with its respective conditions.  

 

Let’s also introduce Alert Points within this footprint. An A:W alarm and a A:A alarm 

is used. The warning alarm is placed at the assembly point of N3 and the action alarm 

is placed at the assembly point of N4. The third node represents the brute force attack. 

Thus, after the first time an attempt is made the assessment engine will produce the 

relevant warning message. The forth node represents the buffer overflow attempt 

which will only occur once. Regardless of being successful or not, the Footprint 

instructs the assessment engine to perform an action alert. It is the analyst’s 

responsibility to specify what each alert will do. 

N1 N2

N3

N4

 
<eN id="0F01" nodename="SHELLCODE" desc=""> 
 <traffic altdesc=""> 
  <event ref="1" que="1"> 
   <pname>Shellcode x86 NOOP</pname> 
   <flag></flag> 
   <category></category> 
   <abstract_of>Executable Code was Detected</abstract_of> 
   <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
   <data></data> 
  </event> 
 </traffic> 
</eN>    
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63 Figure 5.9 – Second level of depth, Footprint generator 
 

Consequently, the generation of the respective Footprint is shown in [Figure 5.10].  

The highlighted parts demonstrate how nodes three and four are linked back to node 

two.  

 

<footprint fname="telnetattack.xml" steps="4" info="" misc="" v="1"> 
 <alarms> 
  <at aNode="#N3" type="W">Brute Force Detected or Failing Logging Attempts</at> 
  <at aNode="#N4" type="A">Intrusion Attempt using Shellcode</at> 
 </alarms> 
 <seq> 
  <aN aNid="N1" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
   <t_time op="eq" t="0" unit="s">  
    <conditions> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_n_reply"> 
    <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
     <event ref="#1" que="1"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data>request</data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="#2" que="2"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data>reply</data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>  
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  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N2" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="5" ttl_unit="m"> 
   <t_time op="lt" t="1" unit="m"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N1</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="C01" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 
    <traffic altdesc="portscan_generic"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname>TCP</pname> 
      <flag>ANY</flag> 
      <category>TCP</category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
      <data>23</data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N3" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="3" ttl_unit="s"> 
   <t_time op="gt" t="0" unit="s">  
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N2</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="C02" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 
    <traffic altdesc="connect"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname>TCP</pname> 
      <flag>SYN</flag> 
      <category>TCP</category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
      <data>23</data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname>TCP</pname> 
      <flag>SYN,ACK</flag> 
      <category>TCP</category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
      <data>23</data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="3" que="3"> 
      <pname>TCP</pname> 
      <flag>RST,ACK</flag> 
      <category>TCP</category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
      <data>23</data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N4" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
   <t_time op="gt" t="0" unit="s"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N2</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
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64 Figure 5.10 – The telnet attack Footprint 
 
Summarizing from the above, an actual attack scenario has been converted into a 

footprint. In the next section this footprint is going to be loaded into the Threat 

Assessment Engine and perform detection to an ongoing attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   </t_time> 
   <eN id="0F01" nodename="SHELLCODE" desc=""> 
    <traffic altdesc=""> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname>Shellcode x86 NOOP</pname> 
      <flag></flag> 
      <category></category> 
      <abstract_of>Executable Code Detected</abstract_of> 
      <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>  
  </aN> 
 </seq> 
</footprint> 
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5.4 Commencing the Attack 

At this stage the attack sequence described in the previous section is performed. The 

screenshot illustrate the steps. The events generated are picked up by the 

infrastructure’s detection system and being reported to the TAE.  

 

 

65 Figure 5.11 – Discovering a live host 
 

Next, the attacker performs a portscan against the targeted host. For demonstration 

purposes the portscan was performed against port 21 and 22 as well. The command 

used in this case was nmap –v –sS –p 21,22,23 –P0 

 

 
66 Figure 5.12 – Discovering open ports 
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At this stage a network event is created which is not expected by the footprint’s 

specifications. This event is generated using netcat [Figure 5.13]. No further 

information is revealed such as the name of the running daemon or the version 

number. However the negotiation was answered with a password prompt.  

 

 
67 Figure 5.13 – netcat service discovery 
 

The brute force attack may consist of a few attempts trying to guess the password. 

More sophisticated tools are available such as Brutus for Windows platform 

(especially for GUI users), THC-Hydra which works under UNIX platform, etc.  

 

 

 
68 Figure 5.14 – Simulating brute force attack with password guessing 
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There are a number of security related issues concerning the Telnet daemon. The most 

common ones among others is to try buffer overflow the session with a very large 

login name sometime with more that 300, 3090 or even 23870 characters long, a very 

large password or overflow the negotiation sequence depending upon the Telnet 

daemon (service) implementation and the platform in which they are running. An 

actual exploit executed against Telnet will be picked up by the network sensors as 

Executable Code Detected. Consequently, this information representing such intrusive 

behaviour along with the events recorder by the network monitors are put into the 

Footprint for the TAE to detect. The XML representation of the files can be seen at 

[Appendix F].  
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5.5 Commencing Detection 

All the generated events are sent to the Threat Assessment Engine for processing. The 

generated output of the TAE is kept to a minimum for two specific reasons. Firstly, 

the author wanted to avoid having logged to the screen every single operation 

performed behind the scenes in order to keep the output clear enough. The second 

important reason is for the minimum utilisation of the available processing power to 

be achieved. It might seem a small factor but to the overall design the less the visual 

output is utilised the faster specific tasks are being executed. A small benchmark in 

the beginning of the application development showed that utilising the output 

constantly, due to the massive log file produced after a few days of uptime the 

application began to clear the log file in order to continue. Furthermore, the 

visualisation will not effect the processing time required for analysing events as they 

are running upon individual threads. The application main screen is displayed in the 

following figure [Figure 5.15].  

 

 
69 Figure 5.15 – Application’s main screen (nRTTA9) 

                                                 
9 The abbreviation for the “near Real Time Threat Assessment” application  
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When the application is launched it checks for available Footprints within the working 

directory. For each Footprint found a thread is generated. Each thread is responsible 

for this particular Footprint. Each thread has a horizontal bar associated with it. 

Depending upon the number of steps a Footprint is composed of the bar which is 

notionally divided into equal parts. When an Event Node becomes active the bar fills 

up to the respective point. In other words, if the Footprint is composed of four steps 

and one has been activated the bar is fill up to ¼ of its length. The bottom side is the 

log window. The application window can be maximised to any size, thus, making it 

suitable for large monitoring screens. The amount of bars being displayed on the 

screen, is designated by the amount of Footprints that exist in the directory, and are 

presented one next to the other in a horizontal manner. After the application has 

finished loading the respective thread the analyst must press the start button. Each 

time text is introduced to the system’s log a timestamp is attached at the beginning. 

 

The events previously described in section 5.4 are performed along with a number of 

other network events.  

 

 
70 Figure 5.16 – System’s output from the detection engine 
 

[30/Jun/2011-18:08:32]Near Real-Time Threat Assessment - (c) Grigorios Fragkos 
 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:32]Looking for Footprints... (4) Found -> Loading Threads... 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:32]Ft101031194014.xml loaded in 15ms 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:33]Ft101031510316.xml loaded in 16ms 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:33]Ft101101295404.xml loaded in 0ms 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:33]shellcode.xml loaded in 16ms 
[Done] 
 
[30/Jun/2011-18:08:33]Program Operational ..click START to begin 
 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:42] >>> Threat Assessment initiated  
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:42][Thread 3] - Node Activated (#N3 NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP 
QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt Generic Protocol Command Decode 
TCP 445) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:43][Thread 1] - Node Activated (#N6 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP 
Executable Code was Detected TCP 445) (16ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:43][Thread 3] - Node Activated (#N6 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP 
Executable Code was Detected TCP 445) (16ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:46][Thread 3] - Node Activated (#N3 SPECIFIC-THREATS ASN.1 
constructed bit string Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain TCP 445) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:47][Thread 0] - Node Activated (ICMP PING request Misc Activity 
ICMP ICMP PING reply Misc Activity ICMP) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:47][Thread 1] - Node Activated (ICMP PING request Misc Activity 
ICMP ICMP PING reply Misc Activity ICMP) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:47][Thread 2] - Node Activated (ICMP PING request Misc Activity 
ICMP ICMP PING reply Misc Activity ICMP) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:47][Thread 3] - Node Activated (ICMP PING request Misc Activity 
ICMP ICMP PING reply Misc Activity ICMP) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:09:47][Thread 1] - Node Activated (#N1 Short UDP packet, length 
field TCP 139) (0ms) 
[30/Jun/2011-18:10:00][Thread 1] - Node Activated (#N3 NT AUTHORITY\ANONYMOUS 
LOGON) (0ms) 
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Each time a network event is matched against a node of a thread, a log message is 

generated. The TAE populates the incoming network events to the running threads 

and each thread performs checks against each respective footprint. Each time a thread 

matched a node to the incoming event the horizontal bar is raised. When all steps in a  

the Footprint have been activated the respective thread resets and goes back to stand-

by mode [Figure 5.17].  

 

 
71 Figure 5.17 – Main screen display while threads are running 
 

 

As time passes and new events arrive to the TAE. Each time some of the events is 

matched against a footprint the respective bar is raised even further. [Figure 5.18]  
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72 Figure 5.18 – Main screen display while threads are running 
 

When all steps of a footprint have been activated, the thread resets itself. [Figure 5.19] 

 
73 Figure 5.19 – Main screen display while thread 0 is reseting 
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In order to address the system’s performance and scalability, the source code was 

slightly altered and a series of experiments were performed. The Microsoft’s kernel 

library GetTickCount was used for that purpose. The return value of this kernel 

library is the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since the system was started. 

Thus, by requesting the value (T1) before a specific algorithm is executed and the 

value (T2) after the algorithm is completed, the total running time of this algorithm 

can be calculated. More specifically, subtracting the two values (T1 – T2 = Tx), the 

time elapsed while running this algorithm is given in milliseconds (Tx).  

 

This performance measurement technique is used to calculate how long does it take to 

initiate the XML footprints when the system starts. Running repeatedly this 

experiment the processing time for initiating the XML footprints was approximately 

0ms to 16ms for each footprint [Figure 5.15]. The Kernel library GetTickCount was 

also used for measuring the processing time required by each thread to process 

incoming events. For that reason, each time a network event is matched against a 

footprint event, the elapsed time during this process is displayed as well. This can be 

seen in [Figure 5.17]. It is very interesting to note that the processing time required to 

perform the threat assessment on each event returned mostly zero milliseconds 

[Figure 5.16]. In this case scenario, four footprints are being processed by the TAE in 

parallel and each thread is calibrated to check its queue for new data every one 

millisecond. The network events arrive to the TAE in a high rate which is 

approximate one events every ten milliseconds. In order to test the performance, the 

rate of the events was increased to one event every millisecond. This high rate arrival 

and processing of events did not have a significant effect upon the system 

performance. The average processing time was raised from zero milliseconds to 0.7 

milliseconds per event, as the majority of the events are processed within a zero 

milliseconds timeframe.  

 

The next step was to increase the footprints to twelve, which is three times the number 

of footprints used in the previous example, and check the performance. This case 

scenario slightly increased the average processing time, in which it became seventeen 

milliseconds.  
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74 Figure 5.19 – Main screen display running twelve threads 
 

 

The experiments can be reproduced by using the source code of the TAE. The results 

depend upon the processing capabilities of the computer system running the TAE. 

Running the near Real-Time Threat Assessment (nRTTA) application, a researcher is 

capable of reproducing the alluded experiments. The TAE prototype along with the 

prototype compiler of the footprints and any other data required can be found in the 

attached CD of the thesis. The source code of the TAE can be found in [Appendix H].   
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5.6 Discussion upon Results 

No system, especially the ones concerning security, comes without limitations or 

failings at some points in time. The experiment performed in the previous section was 

specifically generated to illustrate the capabilities of the system’s design and highlight 

key features. Alteration to the Footprint’s code will lead in miss configuration of the 

detection performed in this example. It is obvious that Footprints at this stage need to 

be tested before deployed onto a live system. The main reason for that is because they 

are based upon the human factor and effectively are vulnerable to human error. The 

fewer mistakes an analyst can make when generating a Footprint the better chances 

he/she has to create the desirable outcome. However, having the human factor into the 

game can result in creating very sophisticated Footprints which may be possible to 

deal with complex attacks.   

 

A few key points where highlighted as well concerning the systems execution. The 

reset phase of a Footprint and returning back to stand by is more time-consuming than 

expected. Accessing the system’s hard disk and parsing the document into memory 

again could cause some delay problems when more Footprints are being processed. 

Furthermore, when an attacker’s behaviour is altered in a major degree to what is 

expected the detection process will not be successful. It will detect a threat up to a 

specific level. Furthermore, if the attacker tries to commence an attack during a large 

period in time, the activated Footprints will return to stand by mode. This raises two 

concerns. Firstly, what is the balance point between the expected time of events to 

occur and the number of footprints remaining active? Secondly, what will be the 

results of overstretching the expectation time of a Footprint? From a first view, it 

seems that unrelated event could start building up Footprints resulting in an increase 

of false positive alerts. Effectively, narrowing the expectation time will increase false 

negative alerts. Identifying that balance point requires further testing and a significant 

amount of time for the test to be performed and the results to be analysed.  

 

Eventually, the length of the Footprint will have an effect in the detection process. 

Not in a performance manner but rather upon the complexity of the detection. Bear in 

mind the capability of specifying the depth in each Event Node. Increasing the depth 

results into more details needed in order to be processed. The further the Event Node 
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is described in depth, the more it becomes specific to a particular event. For example 

introducing the packet size into a ping event when a generic ping event need to be 

captured will have the opposite effect.  

 

Introducing smaller Footprints allows the analyst to be more specific to what is being 

assessed. Of course, this must be relevant to the infrastructure’s capabilities and more 

specifically to the computer system where the TAE is running. Any number of extra 

threads generated will produce multiplies of processing load and this will have an 

effect upon the near real-time detection. The use of a single Footprint in the current 

experiment had its purpose speed wise. Calculating the amount of time required to 

perform these operation was measured using time functions. The results showed that 

the matching process required a few milliseconds.  

 

The strong points regarding this implementation rely upon the way it is being used by 

the analyst. The design provides the security expert with a set of tools which can be 

combined and used in the best way possible in order to achieve the required results. 

Another strong point is the capability of the system to be attached to an existing 

network setup which has a number of sensors. By configuring the sensors of the 

centralised repository to also divert the traffic to the TAE the system can be applied in 

parallel. Most importantly, the design will have zero effect upon the existing setup 

from performance point of view. However, increased traffic from the existing setup is 

capable of affecting the rate of the events being passed on to the TAE.  

 

Similar existing systems trying to perform in a near real-time environment utilising 

pattern matching approaches have limited effect. The proposed system managed to 

perform according to the specifications and different implementation of parts of the 

algorithm and the languages used can result into increasing performance.  

 

Last but not least, the implementation included the capability of specifying alerts 

which can be further passed and used by a countermeasures engine. More specifically, 

the countermeasures engine can be a system which deals with the ongoing attacks the 

best possible way by making the most appropriate decisions. Consequently, in cases 

where an attack has progress beyond the expected behaviour or the last stages of 
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penetration have been achieved, these systems will be able to manage the 

consequences and minimise the exposure.  

 

5.6.1 Evaluating against the real world – State of the Art 

At the moment of conducting the current research the industry market leaders on the 

SIEM10 product family (similar to the holistic picture of the project) are the Open 

Source Security Information Management (OSSIM)11, RSA (EMC), Cisco, Symantec 

and ArcSight12. All of these systems work based on event correlation, originating 

from a number of sources. The open source tool is up to very good standards and it 

has a number of visualisation tools for the analyst to perform information 

management.  

 
75 Figure 5.20 - Magic Quadrant for Sec. Information & Event Management [Gartner 2009] 
 

The market overview by Gartner13 is illustrated in [Figure 5.20], as it was published 

in the Magic Quadrant for Security Information and Event Management research 

report by Mark Nicolett and Kelly M. Kavanagh (May 2009). In other words, as far to 

the top right corner the system is presented, the better. The leading solution in the 

graph is ArcSight. 

                                                 
10 Security Information and Event Management solution 
11 [www.alienvault.com/community.php?section=Home] 
12 [www.arcsight.com] 
13 [http://www.gartner.com/DisplayDocument?doc_cd=212454] 
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76 Figure 5.21 - Magic Quadrant for Sec. Information & Event Management [Gartner 2010] 
 

In Figure 5.21 the comparison amongst the solutions in the SIEM family puts 

ArcSight into the leading position for the year 2010 as well.  

 

 

 
77 Figure 5.22 - Magic Quadrant for Sec. Information & Event Management [Gartner 2011] 
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The year 2011 report from Gartner finds ArcSight in the leading position again. As it 

is presented in the quadrant the ArcSight solution maintains its leading position with a 

tendency to evolve were the rest of the relevant solutions fall behind compacted to the 

center of the graph. Thus, the ArcSight product acts as the most representative 

solution to be used in order to perform comparative evaluation 

 

The author, during the research, familiarised himself with the commercial product 

ArcSight while interviewing Mr. Yiannis Koukouras, Officer of the Security 

Operations Centre of Obrela Security Industries; an information security services 

company that utilizes the aforementioned product in order to provide SIEM (Security 

Information Event Management) managed services to its clients. ArcSight includes 

OS logs, network devices (routers, switches), network analyzers (network monitors 

and traffic analyzers, NAC, NBA), security solutions (IPS/IDS, Firewall, VPNs, 

vulnerability scanners) as well as logs from applications, databases, identity 

management solutions and web servers/web-based applications [ArcSight Product 

brief]. The data collected go through a normalisation process (converting all incoming 

logs to a common format) in order to be processed by the system’s core. There, the 

ArcSight works with two different levels of analysts (“level one” L1 and “level two” 

L2). The “level one” analysts monitor the system constantly (in a 24/7 shift coverage). 

The ArcSight engine is configured, accessed and maintained by trained staff. 

ArcSight agents are installed within the boundaries of the clients’ monitored networks 

either in a central architecture – where all agents are installed on a single system that 

communicates with all the monitored systems or in decentralized architecture – where 

each agent is installed on each system in scope. These agents act as reporters and 

report everything back to the main system. The normalisation process can either take 

place at the agents’ side before the data are sent back to the core system or it can be 

performed by the core system – depending on resources usage policy. The security 

analyst has introduced into the system some signatures which are in the form of 

incoming events. Thus, if 3 firewall events occur within 1 minute with the same 

source and destination IP address with different destination TCP ports, a port scan is 

detected and a correlated event is created. Compared to the proposed system it lacks 

the ability to specify a “a type of” portscan which includes its variations. If 

complicated correlation of data arrives the L1 analyst is required to go through the 

logs within a specific timeframe and take an action if needed. In case the data arrived 
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are too complex for the L1 analyst to deal with the L2 analyst is called for assistance. 

The aforementioned process is illustrated to demonstrate how much the existing 

systems are based on human interaction. Another strong point of the current design is 

the on-the-fly interaction of the security expert with the Footprints. While an attack is 

progressing, the analyst is allowed to modify existing Footprints and more specifically 

to add14 new nodes within a Footprint or modify existing ones. Additionally alert 

points can be modified or added. This on-the-fly functionality is something that does 

not exist in ArcSight or the other currently available implementations. At this point it 

needs to be pointed out that the ability of interacting with the Footprints on-the-fly 

while an attack is active, has received significantly positive feedback.   

 

In few words at this point the whole system is capable of providing a centralised 

monitoring console where data from a number of source are been merged and 

analysed together. The proposed system extends that in many aspects. Firstly and 

most importantly the conception and implementation of footprints, is a far more 

dynamic representation for known or variations of known attacks. Secondly, the 

ArcSight system hasn’t taken under consideration one basic element which actually 

drove the design of the proposed system in the first place. That is the available 

resources to the attacker.  A few years back the only attacks which originated from 

different source IPs where DDoS attacks. Nowadays and in the near future this case is 

not going to be true any more. Hardware is very cheap and an attacker may have a 

number of sources available to work with. Thus, the proposed system is capable of 

performing threat assessment to source-independent events.   

 

The design of digital Footprints includes types of alert points. In realistic terms 

compared to the ArcSight implementation means that no constant monitoring by an 

L1 analyst is required. The ability of the proposed system to pass on information to a 

future implementation of a countermeasures engine makes that statement even 

stronger. The knowledge and training of the L2 analyst can be put inside the 

Footprint, thus the system reacts automatically similar or identical to what the analyst 

would do. Moreover, in the ArcSight example the real-time timeframe is brought 

forth. As it is mentioned there is a specific amount of time available for the L1 or L2 

                                                 
14 The add process is subject to the TA engine implementation 
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analyst to validate any potential threat and take any relevant actions. In most cases, 

companies like Obrela Security Industries which offer SIEM services to customers, 

specify that this timeframe is acceptable up to 15 minutes. This statement also 

validates the discussion done upon the relativity of the near real-time approach, see 

2.5.2. Additionally, the use of ArcSight requires to be operated by experts in the field 

of information security in a 24h shift as stated earlier on (each analyst runs a 4 hour 

shift, thus, 6 employees are needed to a 24h run, if it is assumed that one set of eyes 

every four hours is good enough and none of them can take any annual leave), and in 

a room dedicated for that manner which includes large screens and the relevant 

equipment. Consequently, the use of such system by an organisation, company or 

SME, is not an easy task as it needs specialised man power and has installation 

requirements. The idea behind the scenes for such system follows the Security 

Information Management Systems (SIMS) model [Garg 2005]. In a short evaluation 

article Bruce Schneier states that the lack of these systems as well, is human 

intelligence, which he specifies as the essential ingredient. More specifically, he 

states: 

 

 “SIMS don’t live up to the hype, because they are missing the essential 

ingredient that so many computer security products lack: human intelligence. 

Firewalls often fail because they are configured and maintained improperly. IDSs 

are often useless because there is no one to respond to their alerts or to separate 

the real attacks from the false alarms. SIMS have the same problem: unless 

there’s a human expert monitoring them, they are not defending anything. The 

tools are only as effective as the people using them.”   Bruce Schneier, SIMS: 

Solution, or Part of the Problem?, IEEE Security & Privacy  

 

The monitoring required by the proposed system is as less as possible. The human 

intelligence in the sense described by Bruce Schneier, has been put in the description 

of the knowledge which builds up Footprints. Effectively, the security expert not only 

has the tools to specify the Footprints related to the asset protected but also the means 

to describe intelligence within them. Moreover, the idea of creating Footprints which 

are asset-specific minimizes the threat assessments’ workload and allows the analyst 

to work in a narrower environment when it comes to protecting that asset.  
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Having outlined the proposed solution to the information security expert acting as the 

officer for SIEM services in Obrela Security Industries, and after extensive 

discussions about the strengths and weaknesses of both systems, it is worth 

mentioning that the outcome was positive. More specifically, the information security 

expert who is more familiar with the technical aspect of the ArcSight and understands 

in depth the technical concepts of designing and implementing such systems stated 

that:  

..the proposed system is a strong candidate that could act as an update concept 

for ArcSight as it stands at the moment. It would be really interesting to see how 

such a system would react in real life and of course under pressure. Having the 

ability to specify behavioural triggers (the Footprints) which include actions 

needed to be taken by L1 or L2 analysts in an automated manner, including as the 

attack progresses, can be very promising and of course it will minimise our 

response time. From where I stand, it really stands out the work put forth dealing 

with the unpredictable human factor and how the system’s threat assessment 

process is build around that.  Yiannis Koukouras, Information Security Expert, 

Obrela Security Industries.    

 

The comparison and outcome of these systems illustrates the level in which the 

industry standard is currently, when it comes to protecting clients using a centralised 

correlation of event logs. The following table illustrates as a summary of features and 

capabilities with comparison between the proposed system developed, for the current 

research, against similar systems currently implying correlation intrusion detection 

monitoring, such as ArcSight and OSSIM.  

 

8 Table 5.1 – State of the Art systems vs. Researched Proposed Solution 

 State of the Art 

Systems 

Researched 

Proposed Solution 

Heterogeneous Desperate Sources √ √ 

Using Normalisation √  

Using Unification  √? 

No need of data configuration in order to log events  √ 

Supports XML √ √ 
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Correlation of Data √ √ 

Events assessed against a source IP (attacker) √ √ 

Events assessed from an attacker which generates events 

originating from different IPs   √ 

Detection Rules √ √ 

Easy to specify / build √ √? 

Specify a series of network events √ √ 

Specify a combination of events √? √ 

Specify events which describe human behaviour  √ 

Specify known attacks, including variations √? √ 

Specify a generic “a type of” attack  √? 

Modify rules On-the-fly   √ 

Predefined alert – reaction point within the rule  √ 

Intrusion Prevention √ √ 

Edit Rules on-the-fly  √ 

Countermeasures Engine  √? 

Long-term suspicious list  √  

Decision making mechanism √?  

Visualisation Output √ √ 

Visualisation Tools √ √? 

Open Design √? √ 

Easily expanded / Components to be added √? √ 

 

√? – Limited functionality exists OR prerequisites apply 

 

The table outlines the project’s most important design features in comparison the 

current state of the art SIMS which employ similar technologies. In some cases the 

functionality is there but it is limited or some prerequisites apply. These have been 

discussed earlier on in the chapter and further discussed in the next chapter under the 

future implementations section.  
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Within the table [Table 5.1] there are points where the √? symbol were used and for 

that reason some clarifications is given below.  

 

Using Unification – The current project is designed to accept the data generated in an 

XML format. This XML format is similar to the format generated by the unification 

engine. As long as the data arriving follow the specifications the Threat Assessment 

engine is flexible to process them.  

 

Easy to specify / Build – The Footprint due to its XML design it is not easy to write by 

hand. Due to their reusable design, as time passes it easier and faster to specify and 

build up one of them.  

 

Specify combination of events – Rule based systems can specify different conditions 

within one signature but it is complicated or not possible to describe an attack 

behaviour.  

 

Specify known attacks, including variations – Similarly to the previous point given in 

this one it is also included attack patterns, known attack paths and possible variations 

of them within one Footprint.  

 

Specify a generic “a type of” attack – Having described a potential attack scenario, 

the Footprint design allows automatically including or excluding similar types of such 

attack. More specifically, if an attack scenario includes a FYN scan, an in some cases 

a SYN scan, using the generic idea of the portscan includes both cases.  

 

Countermeasures engine – As an attack progresses and a Footprint becomes true, the 

progression/state of the attack could be passed on to another systems for further 

analysis. Thus, there is a big difference between having simple rules capable of just 

blocking an external IP address on some firewall, instead of passing the whole 

knowledge of an active attack to a countermeasures engine, and let it decide what is 

the most suitable action(s)/reaction(s) to be taken in this particular case.  
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Decision making mechanism – The actions taken are blindfolded decisions acting as a 

defence mechanism against a single or group of events. The attacker’s level or 

expertise based on the events generated it is not affecting the decisions. More 

specifically, if an IP address is blocked for thirty minutes, the attacker can always 

come back later.  

 

Visualisation tools – No extensive visualisation tools were developed for this project 

as it was beyond the scope of the research. However the main interface was designed 

for generating Footprints and the GUI for interacting with the TA engine.  

 

Open design / Easily Expanded / Components to be added – Except cases where 

similar systems are open source, such as the OSSIM, the opportunity for developing 

additional components, expand the current design, and/or debug existing features, it is 

limited.  

 

For the evaluation process the current state of the art was taken under consideration; 

not only the current research’s state, but the industry’s point of view as well. This is 

the reason for investigating the use of similar systems in real world examples. Having 

said that, it is proven that the hypothesis of the project set forth addresses the current 

state of the art in this particular area of computer security and more specifically the 

threat assessment using IDS data. The correlation of data originating from desperate 

sources is where the research currently undertaken by the ID community is pointed 

[Roozbahani 2010]. The threat assessment process needs to take place in a specific 

timeframe. This timeframe can be considered as real-time response, as long as it does 

not exceed a predefined amount of time.  Additionally, the hypothesis takes the 

current state of the art a step forward by introducing solutions or by proposing ideas, 

on how current problems in the ID community or limitations can be addressed by the 

proposed solution.  

 

Consequently, summarising from the alluded and based on the experiments 

performed, the current research and proposed solution have a clear contribution to 

science as they provide another stepping stone towards the evolution of computer 

security and more specifically the near real-time threat assessment using Intrusion 

Detection System’s data.  
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5.6.2 In conclusion to the above 

In this chapter the project’s evaluation is covered, through a number of comparisons 

against state of the art systems, by addressing the aims and objectives set forth at the 

commencing of the Thesis, and based on the results of the experiments performed. 

The experiments highlighted the implementation aspects of the project, as they were 

presented in chapter 3. Moreover, during the process of producing the experiments, 

that validated the findings of the research, the performance of the system was 

measured using the average time needed for the TAE to process the loaded footprints. 

By having a number of footprints loaded into the TAE, the detection process was also 

illustrated. The chapter concluded with the comparison of the system’s design and 

implementation against the industry’s market leaders of the SIEM product family.
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 Chapter 6  
 

 Conclusions 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Summary 

This chapter summarises in essence the overall work undertaken in order to provide 

the reader with a clear idea of the thesis outcome and how this was initiated. The aims 

and objectives set forth along with the experiment findings are being discussed. It also 

reflects upon the contribution to science and the gathered knowledge throughout the 
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lifecycle of the thesis. Moreover, this chapter suggest alternative paths and future 

solutions concerning the current system design and implementation.  
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E ach year larger and larger quantities of financial resources and man-hours 

are spent on setting security frameworks in enterprises and organizations. 

However, this has never been a stopping point for attackers as seen in statistics 

[Goodwin 2002]. The presence of the human factor to the intrusion detection process 

is inevitable. Intrusive behavior is performed by humans and the end analysis has 

been done by humans as well in order to be as effective as possible. Taking under 

consideration the state of the art related to intrusion detection systems a wide range of 

detection models and techniques have been implemented. Their limitation and/or 

failings have been discussed in Chapter 2. By the use of correlation of data [Cuppens 

2002], [McIntyre 2003], [Garg 2005], [Soojin 2006] the ID community has tried to 

approach this human factor in order to develop more effective solutions towards the 

analysis and report. A common overlooked parameter is the way the human factor is 

approach trying to strictly model it under specific rules. Thus, systems which 

incorporate a statistical approach to the problem, or others that incorporate some  

probabilistic [Gowadia 2005] outcomes were developed. One of the latest additions is 

the implementation of threat formulas known as priority formulas. Starting very 

promising by making use of data originating from heterogeneous sources, which end 

up defying numbering values (0-10) to given events denoting which is more critical, 

thus which events pose a more severe threat when performed. Solving a human 

behavioral problem can be considered one of the most difficult tasks to be achieved. 

Working towards a solution to this area requires seeing things from different 

perspectives as well, instead of only a programmer’s point of view. Maybe it is time 

for the computer science community to broaden its horizons and include Maslow’s 

[Maslow 1970] motivational theories and physiological profiling.   

 

Referring back to Chapter 1 is now making a lot more sense why the author took 

under consideration the uncertainty of the human factor (the attacker’s activity) 

through behavioral examples and relationships between unstructured sets. It was 

considered mandatory to go back and understand how heterogeneous network activity 

should be treated. As discussed in Chapter 3 Artificial Intelligence uses insights from 

a number of scientific fields. At that point many questions started arising, concerning 

a different perspective for looking towards the threat assessment process. Thus, 

instead of trying to propose another solution to fit with the bigger picture, the little 

components were investigated according to the existing intrusion detection failings. In 
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other words, having strong foundations allows to experiment to a greater degree upon 

alternative methods.  

 

On the other hand, during the research identifying the most strong points from 

different detection models and techniques allowed the author to build up a rough idea 

on how the design needs to be conducted. Furthermore, it leads towards the separation 

of what represents the thinking process in computing terms and how knowledge can 

be represented in a structure and at the same time also, in a loose form. Hence, the 

“idea” of representing a state was named as Notional Understanding. The term has 

routes to the concept of intelligence as discussed in Chapter 1. From a human’s point 

of view, intelligence starts when he/she is able to communicate, express ideas though 

the use of language. However, valid this statement seems to be, going back to the first 

humanoid, one wonders what the criteria for identifying the existence of intelligence 

were. It is not the communication skill or their instinctive need to eat by killing their 

pray. What actually denoted a form of intelligence begins when the stone used to kill 

their pray was kept as the most suitable weapon (because it was somehow sharp) in 

order to be used again. Through this example it can be seen how intelligence may 

exist in different states and can sometimes be easily overlooked. The system’s design 

focused on the natural language used by an analyst to describe an attack to another 

analyst. In more detail, during the process of describing the attack, the analysts would 

have to break the incident down to smaller pieces of information, that would provide 

an insight on “the means” and “how’s”  of the attack performed. This natural way of 

expressing the attack was the goal to be achieved by the inspiration of the Footprints 

design. Thus, the word “intelligent” applies due to the way natural language has been 

utilized in order to describe the idea of an attack in a Footprint’s format. 

 

At this point the individual components need to be defined which compose an attack. 

Research upon the area of abstraction was one of the key points of this project. It 

leads towards specifying the individual elements which compose a larger set. 

Similarly, in intrusion detection an event is composed of a number of smaller 

elements.  If a system learns how to identify a larger element by looking into the set 

of smaller elements which compose it, then the system will end up with an idea of 

what is being looked for.  
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6.2 Aims and Objectives vs. Findings  

To support the evaluation of the system in Chapter 5, the aims and objectives initially 

outline in Chapter 1 where discussed. It was also illustrated in what ways the research 

undertaken in the previous chapters elaborates upon them. Based on the experimental 

findings in the previous chapter, the aims and objectives can be compared to the 

actual outcome.  

 

The aims and objectives of the project are being covered by the experimental findings 

produced during the test case presented, in the previous chapter. The system under 

question was developed, and individual components covering different aspects of the 

problem statement were produced. It was proven that the system is in a position to 

perform threat assessment to data originating from heterogeneous sources. 

Furthermore, the use of abstraction made the system able to detect correctly the 

commenced attacks while they were progressing. Also, it was capable in detecting 

loosely specified events in order to detect similar attacks without specifying each one 

individually. The near real-time approach was covered by the experiment while 

detecting the attack. Last but not least, the analyst’s interaction with the system 

through alert points was demonstrated and how further usage of such alerts could be 

utilized was discussed.  

 

In Chapter 2 section 4 a long discussion about the strong points and limitation of 

existing implementation in the area of intrusion detection takes place. Having that in 

mind and according to the end results from the previous chapter, it is believed that the 

developed solution covers most aspects set forth. In particular, the system is able to 

deal with the rate of false positives and false negatives alarms, introduce the use of 

abstraction as the key element of representing attack sequences, process 

heterogeneous data despite their origin, perform threat assessment in near real-time, 

making it feasible to detect variations of attacks, a dynamic approach for external 

contribution to the Footprints’ implementation and alert types of on-the-fly interaction 

to the analyst.  
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Concluding from the alluded, the developed system targeted on covering a wide range 

of requirements set as aims. It is strongly believed that the scope has been achieved in 

the best possible way, especially within limited time constrains.  

 

Lastly, the concept of applying the system across a larger environment should be 

brought in to the picture. Critical or non-critical computing infrastructures could 

benefit from the proposed system in essence. The collaborative intrusion detection 

strengthens the computer network defenses [Zhou 2010]. At the moment steps are 

needed to be made towards an open design which will be able to share detection 

footprints in order to be proactive againsts global network attacks.  

 

 
78 Figure 6.1 – Security Threat Assessment across large computing infrastructures.  
 

 

The aims and objectives set forth could be considered as part of a greater picture 

where cooperation between universities, corporations, organizations, etc, could 

contribute to the Threat Assessment process, mostly for notifying fellow participant 

against recent attacks or newly discovered ones. Furthermore, following the open 

design of sharing Event Nodes secure channels can be created for sharing the actual 

footprint implementation, thus becoming immune to attacks as a whole.  
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6.3 Contribution to Science 

The developed architecture of the thesis proposes an automated way of performing 

security threat assessment to generally “chaotic” amounts of data generated among 

heterogeneous systems. The system performs near real-time threat assessment based 

on the abstracted form of potential attacks using the design of digital footprints. The 

footprints where specifically designed to allow security experts and security analysts 

to describe an attack behavior and/or attack patters in a way which will be suitable for 

performing threat assessment near real-time. The result of this project will therefore 

be, that for the first time an automated computer engine is capable of processing 

distributed security related network events in order to analyze and detect to a 

computer attack which deals with an attack behavior as a whole. In order to support 

the contribution to science for this project six publications have been written and 

published over the years by the author. 
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6.4 Future Implementations and Concerns 

There are several aspects of the project which could be further improved and in 

addition take the functionality up to the next level. In such a complicated system, it is 

obvious that bottlenecks in the implementation were dealt with and experienced 

coding had to be used in order to eliminate occurring bugs.  

 

During the period specified for a research project, there is little time available for 

formal specifications to be used, concerning strict software engineering techniques 

and as such, even months spend upon designing diagrams and drawing DFDs 

introduces small bugs within the implementation. The author agrees with the common 

practice that in order to build a robust and fault tolerant implementation the project 

should go first through the stage of formal specifications. However, issues concerning 

the existing design can be expanded and support further capabilities where 

appropriate.  

 

 The algorithm’s performance can be enhanced through code optimization or 

the use of other software modules.  

 

 Also the visual output produced can be enhanced as well, following the design 

principles of GUI interfaces [Sommerville 2004]. Likewise, additional features 

could be introduced to the system. The support of multiple sources upon the 

same screen would be very beneficial for an analyst. This would allow the 

rearrange of progressing Footprints to be order by the service they are 

protecting or grouped by department where they have been deployed.  

 

 Setting alert points is important for a series of reasons. Firstly, the logs of 

these alerts can be used further for statistical analysis or even as input to other 

software tools that are able to visualize potential network attacks based on the 

amount and type of the alerts. Secondly, depending on the information 

contained within the alert message and the design architecture of the system, 

an additional system could be responsible for processing the alerts. This 

additional system can be a dedicated engine to deploy countermeasures by 

performing decision-making tasks. Furthermore, a decision making 
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mechanism able to deploy countermeasures would be ideal. As an attached 

component or implemented as a thread into the existing design such an 

addition would be ideal. As it was briefly mentioned in Chapter 2, an ideal 

service would be the automated generation of Footprints based upon 

descriptive XML documents concerning vulnerabilities, attacks, and exchange 

of IDS data. Effectively, the automated and instant creation of a Footprint 

could take the systems’ capabilities a step further. Along the same lines, 

NIST15 published a document in 2010 [NIST Special Publication 800-137 

Draft, December 2010)] which expands the role of constant monitoring to 

include threat analysis, risk management and monitoring of vulnerabilities.  

 

 Last but not least, the deployment and test platform created for the system 

were build into an isolated environment. It would be an interesting and a 

challenging process to deploy the system in a more exposed environment and 

see how it would evolve in a long-term basis. The information gathered from 

such an experiment would be valuable and useful to any further expansion or 

improvement performed.  

 

Finally, through the previous section 5.6, where the experiment results are being 

discussed, along with its effect to the State of the Art and how it contributes to the 

science, it can be argued that the hypothesis set forth in section 1.6 was met 

successfully. Additionally, based on the comparison data provided by Gartner16 

(Figure 5.18), it is also illustrated what is the current state of the art is in the area of 

CND which broadly adapts solutions based on the SIEM model. Effectively, that 

strengthens the statement that the contribution to science as described in the early 

stages of the research (section 1.8) was also met, by proving the aims and objectives 

in section 5.2 as they were set forth in section 1.7 and as they were discussed after the 

findings in the current chapter, section 6.2.  

 

 

 
 

                                                 
15 National Institute of Standards and Technology, www.nist.gov 
16 The world’s leading Information Technology Research and Advisory Company 
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Appendix A – Overview of the Hypothetical SnailAttack Footprint  

 

<footprint fname="SnailAttack.xml" steps="6" info="" misc="" v="1"> 
 <alarms> 
  <at aNode="#N4">WARNING</at> 
  <at aNode="#N5">ACTION</at> 
  <at aNode="#N6">REACTION</at> 
 </alarms> 
 <seq> 
  <aN aNid="N1" x_op="gtq" x_occur="0" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
   <t_time op="gtq" t="0" unit="s">  
    <conditions> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_n_reply"> 
    <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
     <event ref="#1" que="1"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="#2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N2" x_op="gt" x_occur="1" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="h"> 
   <t_time op="eq" t="2" unit="s"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N1</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="AC" nodename="portscan" desc="portscan_80"> 
    <traffic altdesc="XMAS"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname></pname> 
      <flag></flag> 
      <category></category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol></protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="3" que="3"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="4" que="4"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 

<abstract of> </abstract of>
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      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN>  
  <aN aNid="N3" x_op="gt" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="5" ttl_unit="m"> 
   <t_time op="lt" t="5" unit="m"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N1</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="3F" nodename="connectRQ" desc="connect_request"> 
    <traffic altdesc="handshake"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname></pname> 
      <flag></flag> 
      <category></category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol></protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N4" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="5" ttl_unit="m"> 
   <t_time op="eq" t="5" unit="m"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N3</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="6D" nodename="nc_H_RQ" desc="netcat_header_request"> 
    <traffic altdesc="header_grabbing"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname></pname> 
      <flag></flag> 
      <category></category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol></protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N5" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="5" ttl_unit="m"> 
   <t_time op="lt" t="5" unit="m"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N4</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 

</t time>
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   <eN id="3F" nodename="connectRQ" desc="connect_request"> 
    <traffic altdesc="handshake"> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname></pname> 
      <flag></flag> 
      <category></category> 
      <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
      <protocol></protocol> 
      <data></data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
  <aN aNid="N6" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="h"> 
   <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
    <conditions> 
     <pre logicalop="eq"> 
      <refNode>#N5</refNode>    
     </pre> 
    </conditions> 
   </t_time> 
   <eN id="0A" nodename="Exploit0A" desc="A_simple_exploit_to_80"> 
    <traffic altdesc=""> 
     <event ref="1" que="1"> 
      <pname>ICMP</pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category>ICMP</category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="2" que="2"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
     <event ref="3" que="3"> 
      <pname> </pname> 
      <flag> </flag> 
      <category> </category> 
      <abstract_of> </abstract_of> 
      <protocol> </protocol> 
      <data> </data> 
     </event> 
    </traffic> 
   </eN>   
  </aN> 
 </seq> 
</footprint> 
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Appendix B – ShellCode attack Footprint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<footprint fname="SQLshellcode.xml" steps="11" info="" misc="" v="1"> 
  <alarms> 
    <at aNode="#N3">WARNING</at> 
    <at aNode="#N4">ACTION</at> 
    <at aNode="#N5">REACTION</at> 
  </alarms> 
  <seq> 
    <aN aNid="N1" x_op="gtq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="gtq" t="0" unit="s">  
        <conditions> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="A1" nodename="Ping" desc="A_simple_icmp_request_n_reply"> 
        <traffic altdesc="ICMP"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>ICMP PING</pname> 
            <flag> </flag> 
            <category>request</category> 
            <abstract_of>Misc Activity</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>ICMP</protocol> 
            <data></data> 
          </event> 
          <event ref="2" que="2"> 
            <pname>ICMP PING</pname> 
            <flag> </flag> 
            <category>reply</category> 
            <abstract_of>Misc Activity</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>ICMP</protocol> 
            <data></data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N2" x_op="gtq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="ltq" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N1</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="C01" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>TCP</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>139</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN>   
    <aN aNid="N3" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="m"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="5" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N2</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0F01" nodename="SHELLCODE" desc=""> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>Shellcode x86 NOOP</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Executable Code was Detected</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data></data> 

</event>
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        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N4" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="m"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA1" nodename="NETBIOS" desc="overflow attempt"> 
        <traffic altdesc="SMB"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>NETBIOS SMB-DS srvsvc NetrPathCanonicalize WriteAndX little endian overflow attempt</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category>Buffer Overflow</category> 
            <abstract_of>Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N5" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA2" nodename="NETBIOS" desc=""> 
        <traffic altdesc="PNP"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Generic Protocol Command Decode</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N6" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA4" nodename="THREATS" desc="overflow"> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>SPECIFIC-THREATS ASN.1 constructed bit string</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N7" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N6</refNode>       

</pre>
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        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N4" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="m"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA1" nodename="NETBIOS" desc="overflow attempt"> 
        <traffic altdesc="SMB"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>NETBIOS SMB-DS srvsvc NetrPathCanonicalize WriteAndX little endian overflow attempt</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category>Buffer Overflow</category> 
            <abstract_of>Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N5" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA2" nodename="NETBIOS" desc=""> 
        <traffic altdesc="PNP"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP QueryResConfList WriteAndX little endian attempt</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Generic Protocol Command Decode</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N6" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="2" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N3</refNode>       
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA4" nodename="THREATS" desc="overflow"> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>SPECIFIC-THREATS ASN.1 constructed bit string</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N7" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N6</refNode>       

</pre>
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        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0F02" nodename="SHELLCODE" desc=""> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Executable Code was Detected</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N8" x_op="gt" x_occur="0" ttl_op="lt" ttl_num="1" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="2" unit="s"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="eq"> 
            <refNode>#N5</refNode> 
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="0FA3" nodename="NETBIOS" desc=""> 
        <traffic altdesc="PNP"> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>NETBIOS SMB-DS umpnpmgr PNP QueryResConfList little endian attempt</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of>Executable Code was Detected</abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>445</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN> 
    <aN aNid="N9" x_op="eq" x_occur="1" ttl_op="eq" ttl_num="0" ttl_unit="s"> 
      <t_time op="lt" t="1" unit="m"> 
        <conditions> 
          <pre logicalop="AND"> 
            <refNode>#N4</refNode>       
            <refNode>#N8</refNode> 
            <refNode>#N7</refNode> 
          </pre> 
        </conditions> 
      </t_time> 
      <eN id="C01" nodename="TCP" desc="Unspecified_TCP_event"> 
        <traffic altdesc=""> 
          <event ref="1" que="1"> 
            <pname>TCP</pname> 
            <flag></flag> 
            <category></category> 
            <abstract_of></abstract_of> 
            <protocol>TCP</protocol> 
            <data>139</data> 
          </event> 
        </traffic> 
      </eN>     
    </aN>   
  </seq> 
</footprint> 
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Appendix C – Create Test Database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-- COMPUTER TYPE 
CREATE TABLE comp_type (comp_type_id serial NOT NULL, 
   comp_type_name text, 
   PRIMARY KEY (comp_type_id)); 
-- 
-- COMPUTER 
CREATE TABLE computer (comp_id   bigserial NOT NULL, 
         comp_hostname  text, 
         comp_os   text, 
         comp_ip   cidr NOT NULL, 
         comp_mac   macaddr, 
         comp_domain text, 
         comp_type_id int8, 
         PRIMARY KEY (comp_id), 
         FOREIGN KEY (comp_type_id) REFERENCES comp_type); 
-- 
-- USER GROUP 
CREATE TABLE usr_group (usr_group_id serial NOT NULL, 
   usr_group_name text, 
   PRIMARY KEY (usr_group_id)); 
-- 
-- USER 
CREATE TABLE usr (usr_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
    usr_name text, 
    usr_domain text, 
    usr_group_id int8, 
    PRIMARY KEY (usr_id), 
    FOREIGN KEY (usr_group_id) REFERENCES usr_group); 
-- 
-- PROCESS TYPE 
CREATE TABLE prcss_type (prcss_type_id  serial NOT NULL, 
    prcss_type_name text, 
    PRIMARY KEY (prcss_type_id)); 
INSERT INTO prcss_type (prcss_type_name) VALUES ('user'); 
INSERT INTO prcss_type (prcss_type_name) VALUES ('system'); 
INSERT INTO prcss_type (prcss_type_name) VALUES ('zombie'); 
-- 
-- PROCESS 
CREATE TABLE process (prcss_id  bigserial NOT NULL, 
        prcss_name text, 
        prcss_pid  int2, 
        prcss_type_id int8, 
        comp_id  int8, 
        usr_id  int8, 
        PRIMARY KEY (prcss_id), 
        FOREIGN KEY (prcss_type_id) REFERENCES prcss_type, 
        FOREIGN KEY (comp_id) REFERENCES computer, 
        FOREIGN KEY (usr_id) REFERENCES usr); 
-- 
-- AGENT CLASS 
CREATE TABLE agent_class (agent_class_id serial NOT NULL, 
     agent_class_name varchar(3) NOT NULL, 
     agent_class_dscr text NOT NULL, 
     PRIMARY KEY (agent_class_id)); 
INSERT INTO agent_class (agent_class_name, agent_class_dscr) VALUES ('c00', 'computer'); 
INSERT INTO agent_class (agent_class_name, agent_class_dscr) VALUES ('cp0', 'process running on computer'); 
INSERT INTO agent_class (agent_class_name, agent_class_dscr) VALUES ('cpu', 'user logged & running process on computer'); 
-- 
-- AGENT 
CREATE TABLE agent (agent_id  bigserial NOT NULL, 
      agent_name  text NOT NULL, 
      agent_class_id int8 NOT NULL, 
      comp_id  int8 NOT NULL, 
       PRIMARY KEY (agent_id), 
      FOREIGN KEY (agent_class_id) REFERENCES agent_class); 
-- 
-- 
-- OBSERVER 
CREATE TABLE observer  (obsrv_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
   obsrv_name text, 
   agent_id int8 NOT NULL, 

PRIMARY KEY (obsrv id)
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   FOREIGN KEY (agent_id) REFERENCES agent); 
-- 
-- REPORTER 
CREATE TABLE reporter  (rprt_id  bigserial NOT NULL, 
   rprt_name text, 
   agent_id int8 NOT NULL, 
   PRIMARY KEY (rprt_id), 
   FOREIGN KEY (agent_id) REFERENCES agent); 
-- 
-- SOURCE 
CREATE TABLE source (src_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
       src_name text, 
       agent_id int8 NOT NULL, 
       PRIMARY KEY (src_id), 
       FOREIGN KEY (agent_id) REFERENCES agent); 
-- 
-- DESTINATION 
CREATE TABLE destination (dstn_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
     dstn_name text NOT NULL, 
     agent_id int8 NOT NULL, 
     PRIMARY KEY (dstn_id), 
     FOREIGN KEY (agent_id) REFERENCES agent); 
-- 
-- SIGNATURE 
CREATE TABLE signature (sig_id  bigserial NOT NULL, 
   sig_name text, 
   sig_type varchar(7), 
   PRIMARY KEY (sig_id)); 
-- 
-- DATA 
CREATE TABLE data (data_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
     data_text text NOT NULL, 
     PRIMARY KEY (data_id)); 
-- 
-- EVENT 
CREATE TABLE event (event_id bigserial NOT NULL, 
      timestamp timestamp NOT NULL, 
      obsrv_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES observer, 
      rprt_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES reporter, 
      src_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES source, 
      dstn_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES destination, 
      sig_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES signature, 
      data_id int8 NOT NULL REFERENCES data, 
      PRIMARY KEY (event_id), 
      FOREIGN KEY (obsrv_id) REFERENCES observer, 
      FOREIGN KEY (rprt_id) REFERENCES reporter, 
      FOREIGN KEY (src_id) REFERENCES source, 
      FOREIGN KEY (dstn_id) REFERENCES destination, 
      FOREIGN KEY (sig_id) REFERENCES signature, 
      FOREIGN KEY (data_id) REFERENCES data); 
-- 
-- 
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#!/usr/bin/python 
 
# include<libraries> 
# ------------------ 
# 
import os 
import sys 
import time 
import string 
import getopt 
import random 
from optparse import OptionParser 
from xml.dom.minidom import parse 
 
 
def credits(): 
    print""" 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 *       University of Glamorgan - Information Security Research Group        * 
 *  | AATACK.py | - Generation of Computer Network Events by using xmlQ2b.py  * 
 *                  tool in XML format according the SoapSy interface         * 
 *                      --------------------------                            * 
 *  Commencing Date     :  Thu 29nd Nov 2006                                  * 
 *  Due to              :  Thu 29nd Nov 2006                                  * 
 *  Copyrights          :  (C) Grigorios J C Fragkos                          * 
 *  Email               :  gfragkos@glam.ac.uk                                * 
 *  Supervisor          :  Dr. Andrew J C Blyth                               * 
 *                                                                            * 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 
 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 *                                                                            * 
 *   This program is a free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify   * 
 *   it under the terms of the  GNU General Public Licence  as published by   * 
 *   the Free Software Foundation;  either version 2 of the Licence, or (at   * 
 *   your opinion) any later version.                                         * 
 *                                                                            * 
 ****************************************************************************** 
""" 
 
 
def examples(): 
    print""" 
Votre Examples: 
 
Provide a 'Number of Events' using the -N option. 
This will generate N number of XML files to be inserted 
into the database according the SoapSy interface 
 
Provide the IP address of the Database in the Source Code 
 
""" 
 
 
def utctime(): 
    return time.asctime(time.localtime(time.time())) 
 
def genTime(): 
    return time.strftime('%Y-%b-%d;%H:%M:%S', time.localtime()) 
 
 
def clrscr(): 
    if os.name == 'nt': 
        os.system("cls") 
    elif os.name == 'posix': 
 os.system("clear") 
    else: 
 print os.name 
        os.system("clear") 
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def choiceMenu(stringos, insert, exmple, cred): 
        if cred == True: 
            clrscr() 
            credits() 
            sys.exit() 
 
        if exmple == True: 
            examples() 
            sys.exit() 
 
 if stringos == "" or stringos == None or stringos < 1: 
            stringos = raw_input("You must specify a valid Number: ") 
     if stringos == "" or stringos == None or stringos < 1: 
  print "..no input; ..no output mate! ..exiting" 
  sys.exit() 
 
 if insert != "" and insert != None: 
            varInsert = True 
        else: 
            varInsert = False 
 
 
 for x in range(1,int(stringos)+1,1): 
            imerom = genTime() 
            CMD='"' + str(x) + ";" + imerom + ";" + "Random;" + "Random;" + 
"Random" +'"' 
            print "xmlQ2B.py -s " + CMD 
            #Td = random.random() 
            #print "%.1f" % (Td) 
     Td = random.randint(1,5) 
     print Td 
            time.sleep(Td) 
            os.system("python xmlQ2B.py -s " + str(CMD)) 
            if varInsert == True: 
                os.system("python soapClient.py -a 192.168.204.2 -i " + 
"insert_event_" + str(x) + ".xml") 
                ##print varInsert 
 
 
 
 
## main() 
## ------------------ 
## 
 
usage = "usage: <program> [options] [arguments]" 
parser = OptionParser(usage) 
parser.add_option("-N", dest="stringos", 
                  help="Number of Events") 
parser.add_option("-i", action="store_true", dest="insert", 
                  help="use this to also INSERT the output ") 
parser.add_option("-e", action="store_true", dest="exmple", 
                  help="display example") 
parser.add_option("-c", action="store_true", dest="cred", 
                  help="display credits") 
(options, args) = parser.parse_args() 
 
# check numbers of arguments 
#if len(args) != 0: 
# parser.error("incorrect number of arguments")     
 
stringos = options.stringos 
insert = options.insert 
exmple = options.exmple 
cred = options.cred 
 
choiceMenu(stringos, insert, exmple, cred) 
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#!/usr/bin/python 
 
# include<libraries> 
# ------------------ 
# 
import os 
import sys 
import time 
import string 
import getopt 
import random 
from optparse import OptionParser 
from xml.dom.minidom import parse 
 
 
# Use of Functions: 
# ------------------ 
#  credits();           - Display credits of the application 
#  examples();          - Display examples of usage 
#  clrscr();            - Clear the screen on any OS type 
#  utctime();           - Return the Universal Time Coordinated time 
#  genTime();           - Return Formated Day Month Year 
#  choiceMenu();        - Manipulate the incoming arguments 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
def credits(): 
    print""" 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 *       University of Glamorgan - Information Security Research Group        * 
 *  | xmlQ2b.py | - XML formation of an SQL insert, given as stream of values * 
 *                  Output is accordint the SoapSy interface                  * 
 *                      --------------------------                            * 
 *  Commencing Date     :  Thu 22nd Jun 2006                                  * 
 *  Due to              :  Thu 22nd Jun 2006 - Reviced: 29nd Dec 2006         * 
 *  Copyrights          :  (C) Grigorios J C Fragkos                          * 
 *  Email               :  gfragkos@glam.ac.uk                                * 
 *  Supervisor          :  Dr. Andrew J C Blyth                               * 
 *                                                                            * 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 
 
 ****************************************************************************** 
 *                                                                            * 
 *   This program is a free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify   * 
 *   it under the terms of the  GNU General Public Licence  as published by   * 
 *   the Free Software Foundation;  either version 2 of the Licence, or (at   * 
 *   your opinion) any later version.                                         * 
 *                                                                            * 
 ****************************************************************************** 
""" 
 
def examples(): 
    print""" 
Votre Examples: 
 
ID;Date;Time;Description;Attacker;Destination 
--------------------------------------------- 
4;2004-06-07;11:20:42;ICMP echo reply;Z;E 
 
OR 
 
30;2004-06-11;8:35:22;TCP connect scan 21;X;D 
etc... 
 
(Description;Attacker;Destination -> can be set to 'Random') 
(This tool assumes that the Destination is also the Observer) 
 
""" 
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def data01(imerom, comp): 
 
    data1 = """<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<RELATIONS command="INSERT" datatype="postgresv8"> 
   <REL name="event"> 
      <ATT name="timestmp" type="timestamp">{DATE}</ATT> 
      <!-- Observer --> 
      <REL name="observer"> 
         <ATT name="obsrv_name" type="text">Observer comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Snort comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">952</ATT> 
               <REL name="prcss_type"> 
                  <ATT name="prcss_type_name" type="text">user</ATT> 
               </REL> 
               <REL name="usr"> 
                  <ATT name="usr_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
                  <REL name="usr_group"> 
                     <ATT name="usr_group_name" type="text">users</ATT> 
                     <ATT name="usr_group_domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
                  </REL> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
 
    data1 = string.replace(data1, "{DATE}", imerom) 
    data1 = string.replace(data1, "{COMP}", comp) 
 
    return data1 
 
 
def data02(pcLetter, ipd): 
    dataA = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-01</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.1</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Windows Server</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B1:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
    dataB = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-02</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B2:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
    dataC = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-03</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.3</data1 = string.replace(data1, 
"{DATE}", imerom)ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B3:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
    dataE = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-04</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.4</ATT> 
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               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B4:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
    dataD = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-05</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.5</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B5:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Router</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
    dataRandom = """ 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">UoG</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">{IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B6:88:88</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL>""" 
 
    dataChoice = 1 
    if pcLetter == 'A': 
        dataChoice = dataA 
    elif pcLetter == 'B': 
        dataChoice = dataB 
    elif pcLetter == 'C': 
        dataChoice = dataC 
    elif pcLetter == 'E': 
        dataChoice = dataE 
    elif pcLetter == 'D': 
        dataChoice = dataD 
    elif pcLetter == 'Random': 
        dataChoice = dataRandom 
        dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ipd) 
 
    tail = """ 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
 
    dataChoice = dataChoice + tail 
     
     
    return dataChoice 
 
 
def data03(dest, date, sourc, ipd, ips): 
    dataZ = """ 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">titan</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">81.106.200.99</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">attacker.ntl.com</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process">dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", 
ipd) 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 

<ATT name="prcss pid" type="bigint">0</ATT>
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            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataX = """ 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">attacker X</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.15</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL>dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ipd) 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataRandom = """ 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">attacker {IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">{IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    if sourc == 'Z': 
        dataChoice = dataZ 
    elif sourc == 'X': 
        dataChoice = dataX 
    elif sourc == 'Random': 
        dataChoice = dataRandom 
        dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ips) 
         
 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{DATE}', date) 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{COMP}', dest) 
 
    return dataChoice 
 
 
def data04(dest, date, ipd): 
    dataA = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-01</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.1</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Windows Server</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B1:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 

</REL>
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            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataX = """ 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">attacker X</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.15</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL>dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ipd) 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataRandom = """ 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">attacker {IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">{IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    if sourc == 'Z': 
        dataChoice = dataZ 
    elif sourc == 'X': 
        dataChoice = dataX 
    elif sourc == 'Random': 
        dataChoice = dataRandom 
        dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ips) 
         
 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{DATE}', date) 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{COMP}', dest) 
 
    return dataChoice 
 
 
def data04(dest, date, ipd): 
    dataA = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-01</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.1</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Windows Server</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B1:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 

</REL>
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            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataB = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-02</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B2:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataC = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-03</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.3</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B3:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataD = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-05</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.5</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B5:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Router</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 

dataE = """
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      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-04</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.4</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B4:77:E2</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    dataRandom = """ 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">UoG</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">{IP}</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B6:88:88</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL>""" 
    if dest == 'A': 
        dataChoice = dataA 
    elif dest == 'B': 
        dataChoice = dataB 
    elif dest == 'C': 
        dataChoice = dataC 
    elif dest == 'D': 
        dataChoice = dataD 
    elif dest == 'E': 
        dataChoice = dataE 
    elif dest == 'Random': 
        dataChoice = dataRandom 
        dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, "{IP}", ipd) 
 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{DATE}', date) 
    dataChoice = string.replace(dataChoice, '{COMP}', dest) 
 
    return dataChoice     
 
 
def data05(dta, date, dest): 
    data1 = """ 
      <!-- Reporter --> 
      <REL name="reporter"> 
         <ATT name="rprt_name" type="text">Reporter for comp {COMP} {DATE}</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Reporter for comp {COMP} 
{DATE}</ATT> 
            <REL name="process"> 

<ATT name="prcss name" type="text">syslog</ATT>
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               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">5678</ATT> 
               <REL name="prcss_type"> 
                  <ATT name="prcss_type_name" type="text">system</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-04</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.4</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B1:77:E4</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!--Data--> 
      <REL name="data"> 
         <ATT name="data_text" type="text">{DATA}</ATT> 
         <REL name="encoding"> 
            <ATT name="encoding_type" type="varchar(8)">ASCII</ATT> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!--Event Type--> 
      <REL name="event_type"> 
         <ATT name="event_type_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
      </REL> 
   </REL> 
</RELATIONS> 
""" 
    data1 = string.replace(data1, '{DATE}', date) 
    data1 = string.replace(data1, '{COMP}', dest) 
    data1 = string.replace(data1, '{DATA}', dta) 
 
    return data1 
 
 
 
def clrscr(): 
    if os.name == 'nt': 
        os.system("cls") 
    elif os.name == 'posix': 
 os.system("clear") 
    else: 
 print os.name 
        os.system("clear") 
 
def utctime(): 
    return time.asctime(time.localtime(time.time())) 
 
       
def choiceMenu(stringos, xmlnm, exmple, cred): 
        if cred == True: 
            clrscr() 
            credits() 
            sys.exit() 
 
        if exmple == True: 
            examples() 
            sys.exit() 
             
 if stringos == "" or stringos == None: 
            stringos = raw_input("You must specify an input string: ") 
     if stringos == "" or stringos == None: 
  print "..no input; ..no output mate! ..exiting" 
  sys.exit() 
             
 if xmlnm == "" or xmlnm == None: 
     xmlnm = "./insert_event_;.xml" 
 
        #print out the input string 

#print "stringos == " + stringos
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  #split the tokens of a string into a list 
 str2list = string.split(stringos, sep=";") 
 ##print str2list 
  
 #join date & time  
        imerom = str2list[1] + " " + str2list[2] 
 
        if str2list[3] == "Random" or str2list[3] == "random": 
            #initialise a stream of possible signatures and pick a random one 
            initSig = "FTP bad login,FTP command overflow attempt,FTP passwd 
retreval attempt,ICMP echo reply,ICMP Ping Cyberkit 2.2 Windows,ICMP Ping Exploit A 
Windows,ICMP Ping Exploit B Windows,Policy FTP Anonymous login attempt,RPC portmap 
request sadmind,SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt,SCAN nmap TCP,SCAN nmap XMAS,SCAN SYN 
FIN,TCP connect scan,TELNET login incorect,UDP packet scan" 
            SigList = string.split(initSig, sep=",") 
            str2list[3] = SigList[random.randint(0, len(SigList)-1)] 
 
        if str2list[4] == "Random" or str2list[4] == "random": 
            clA = str(random.randint(140, 253)) 
            clB = str(random.randint(5, 253)) 
            clC = str(random.randint(5, 252)) 
            clD = str(random.randint(5, 250)) 
            ##rDECIP = random.randint(1000, 100000) 
            ##source random 
            sRndIP = clA + "." + clB + "." + clC + "." + clD 
            sRndIP = str(sRndIP) 
            #print sRndIP 
 
        if str2list[5] == "Random" or str2list[5] == "random": 
            clA = "193" 
            clB = "63" 
            clC = str(random.randint(128, 159)) 
            clD = str(random.randint(1, 254)) 
            ##rDECIP = random.randint(1000, 100000) 
            ##destination random 
            dRndIP = clA + "." + clB + "." + clC + "." + clD 
            dRndIP = str(dRndIP) 
            #print dRndIP 
 
 new_contents = data01(imerom, str2list[5]) # call the 1st xml element 
(Date, Destination) 
 new_contents = new_contents + data02(str2list[5], dRndIP) # call the 2nd 
xml element (Destination) 
 new_contents = new_contents +  data03(str2list[5], imerom, str2list[4], 
dRndIP, sRndIP) # call the 3rd xml element (Destination, Date, Source) 
 new_contents = new_contents +  data04(str2list[5], imerom, dRndIP) # call 
the 4th xml element (Destination, Date) 
 new_contents = new_contents +  data05(str2list[3], imerom, str2list[5]) # 
call the 5th xml element (Data, Date, Destination) 
  
 # output XML file (default: ./insert_event_;.xml) 
        file_name = string.replace(xmlnm,";",str2list[0]) 
        the_file = open(file_name,'a') 
        the_file.write(new_contents) 
        the_file.close 
 
 
## main() 
## ------------------ 
## 
 
usage = "usage: <program> [options] [arguments]" 
parser = OptionParser(usage) 
parser.add_option("-s", dest="stringos", 
                  help="the data string") 
parser.add_option("-o", dest="xmlnm", 
                  help="set the path and name of the output file") 
parser.add_option("-e", action="store_true", dest="exmple", 
                  help="display example") 
parser.add_option("-c", action="store_true", dest="cred", 
                  help="display credits") 
(options, args) = parser.parse_args() 
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# check numbers of arguments 
#if len(args) != 0: 
# parser.error("incorrect number of arguments")     
 
stringos = options.stringos 
xmlnm = options.xmlnm 
exmple = options.exmple 
cred = options.cred 
 
choiceMenu(stringos, xmlnm, exmple, cred) 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<RELATIONS command="INSERT" datatype="postgresv8"> 
   <REL name="event"> 
      <ATT name="timestmp" type="timestamp">2007-Oct-03 10:40:52</ATT> 
      <!-- Observer --> 
      <REL name="observer"> 
         <ATT name="obsrv_name" type="text">Observer comp Random 2007-Oct-03 
10:40:52</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Snort comp Random 2007-Oct-
03 10:40:52</ATT> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">952</ATT> 
               <REL name="prcss_type"> 
                  <ATT name="prcss_type_name" type="text">user</ATT> 
               </REL> 
               <REL name="usr"> 
                  <ATT name="usr_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
                  <REL name="usr_group"> 
                     <ATT name="usr_group_name" type="text">users</ATT> 
                     <ATT name="usr_group_domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
                  </REL> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">UoG</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">193.63.130.134</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B6:88:88</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!-- Source --> 
      <REL name="source"> 
         <ATT name="src_name" type="text">Source attacker to comp Random 2007-Oct-
03 10:40:52</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent Src - Attacker to comp Random 
2007-Oct-03 10:40:52</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">attacker 172.227.85.48</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">172.227.85.48</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!-- Destination --> 
      <REL name="destination"> 
         <ATT name="dstn_name" type="text">Dest is comp Random 2007-Oct-03 
10:40:52</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Comp Random 2007-Oct-03 
10:40:52</ATT> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">UoG</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">193.63.130.134</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B6:88:88</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Workstation</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 

<REL name="process">
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               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">none</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">0</ATT> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!-- Reporter --> 
      <REL name="reporter"> 
         <ATT name="rprt_name" type="text">Reporter for comp Random 2007-Oct-03 
10:40:52</ATT> 
         <REL name="agent"> 
            <ATT name="agent_name" type="text">Agent - Reporter for comp Random 
2007-Oct-03 10:40:52</ATT> 
            <REL name="process"> 
               <ATT name="prcss_name" type="text">syslog</ATT> 
               <ATT name="prcss_pid" type="bigint">5678</ATT> 
               <REL name="prcss_type"> 
                  <ATT name="prcss_type_name" type="text">system</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
            <REL name="computer"> 
               <ATT name="hostname" type="text">j4-itrl-04</ATT> 
               <ATT name="ip" type="inet">10.0.0.4</ATT> 
               <ATT name="os" type="text">Linux</ATT> 
               <ATT name="mac" type="macaddr">00:01:02:B1:77:E4</ATT> 
               <ATT name="domain" type="text">comp.glam.ac.uk</ATT> 
               <REL name="comp_type"> 
                  <ATT name="comp_type_name" type="text">Server</ATT> 
               </REL> 
            </REL> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!--Data--> 
      <REL name="data"> 
         <ATT name="data_text" type="text">ICMP Ping Cyberkit 2.2 Windows</ATT> 
         <REL name="encoding"> 
            <ATT name="encoding_type" type="varchar(8)">ASCII</ATT> 
         </REL> 
      </REL> 
      <!--Event Type--> 
      <REL name="event_type"> 
         <ATT name="event_type_name" type="text">snort</ATT> 
      </REL> 
   </REL> 
</RELATIONS> 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE DATABASE SYSTEM "DATABASEdscr.dtd"> 
<DATABASE> 
 <MANDATORY> 
  <TABLE name="EVENT" pk="event_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">event_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">timestamp</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="observer">obrsv_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="reporter">rprt_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="source">src_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="destination">dstn_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="signature">sig_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="data">data_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="SIGNATURE" pk="sig_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">sig_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">sig_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">sig_type</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="DATA" pk="data_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">data_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">data_text</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="OBSERVER" pk="obrsv_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">obrsv_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">obrsv_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="agent">agent_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="REPORTER" pk="rprt_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">rprt_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">rprt_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="agent">agent_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="SOURCE" pk="src_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">src_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">src_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="agent">agent_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="DESTINATION" pk="dstn_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">dstn_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">dstn_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="agent">agent_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="AGENT" pk="agent_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">agent_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">agent_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="agent_class">agent_class_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="computer">comp_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="AGENT_CLASS" pk="agent_class_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">agent_class_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">agent_class_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">agent_class_dscr</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="COMPUTER" pk="comp_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">comp_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_hostname</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_os</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_ip</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_mac</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_domain</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="comp_type">comp_type_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="COMP_TYPE" pk="comp_type_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">comp_type_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">comp_type_name</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="PROCESS" pk="prcss_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">prcss_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">prcss_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">prcss_pid</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="prcss_type">prcss_type_id</ROW> 

<ROW type="INT" fk="computer">comp id</ROW>
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   <ROW type="INT" fk="usr">usr_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="PRCSS_TYPE" pk="prcss_type_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">prcss_type_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">prcss_type_name</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="USR" pk="usr_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">usr_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">usr_name</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">usr_domain</ROW> 
   <ROW type="INT" fk="usr_group">usr_group_id</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
  <TABLE name="USR_GROUP" pk="usr_group_id"> 
   <ROW type="INT">usr_group_id</ROW> 
   <ROW type="STR">usr_group_name</ROW> 
  </TABLE> 
 </MANDATORY> 
 <EXT> 
 </EXT> 
</DATABASE> 
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Appendix H – WireShark plaintext portscan packet capture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix I – Inserting Test Data 

No.     Time        Source                Destination           Protocol Info 
      1 0.000000    10.0.0.1              10.0.0.2              TCP      52092 > 
telnet [SYN] Seq=0 Len=0 
 
Frame 1 (54 bytes on wire, 54 bytes captured) 
Ethernet II, Src: DellComp_e8:78:a7 (00:08:74:e8:78:a7), Dst: Intel_fa:57:fb 
(00:03:47:fa:57:fb) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1), Dst: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2) 
Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: 52092 (52092), Dst Port: telnet (23), Seq: 
0, Len: 0 
 
No.     Time        Source                Destination           Protocol Info 
      2 0.000259    10.0.0.2              10.0.0.1              TCP      telnet > 
52092 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=65535 Len=0 MSS=1460 
 
Frame 2 (60 bytes on wire, 60 bytes captured) 
Ethernet II, Src: Intel_fa:57:fb (00:03:47:fa:57:fb), Dst: DellComp_e8:78:a7 
(00:08:74:e8:78:a7) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2), Dst: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1) 
Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: telnet (23), Dst Port: 52092 (52092), Seq: 
0, Ack: 1, Len: 0 
 
No.     Time        Source                Destination           Protocol Info 
      3 0.000278    10.0.0.1              10.0.0.2              TCP      52092 > 
telnet [RST] Seq=1 Len=0 
 
Frame 3 (54 bytes on wire, 54 bytes captured) 
Ethernet II, Src: DellComp_e8:78:a7 (00:08:74:e8:78:a7), Dst: Intel_fa:57:fb 
(00:03:47:fa:57:fb) 
Internet Protocol, Src: 10.0.0.1 (10.0.0.1), Dst: 10.0.0.2 (10.0.0.2) 
Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: 52092 (52092), Dst Port: telnet (23), Seq: 
1, Len: 0 
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Appendix I – Database Test Data 
 
--  1. OBSERVERS [observer] set as services (or daemons) i.e. no users are 
associated with observers. 
--  2. REPORTERS [reporter] set as services (or daemons) i.e. no users are 
associated with observers. 
--  3. SOURCES [source] treated as either computers, process  running on computers, 
or users owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are 
known, for other process also, and for some other users too. In this senario we assume 
that neither the computer type nor the user group are available. 
--  4. DESTINATIONS [destination] treated as either computers, process  running on 
computers, or users owning process running on computers. For some sources only 
computers are known, for other process also, and for some other users too. 
--  5. AGENTS [agent] are named by the appropriate process. IF that is NOT know, 
they are named by the appropriate computer hostname. 
--  6. AGENT CLASSES [agent_class] define the class of an agent (observer, 
reporter, source, destination) in terms of a computer, a process running on a 
computer, or a user owning a process running on a computer. 
--  7. COMPUTERS [computer] are the actual computer hardware which was used for an 
occuring event. 
--  8. COMPUTER TYPES [comp_type] describe the actual role for computes if that is 
provided (i.e. server, workstation, router, firewall, etc.). For SOURCE we assume they 
are NOT known. 
--  9. PROCESS [process] describe the actual process that identify agents as 
observers, reporters, sources, or destinations. 
--  10. PROCESS TYPES [prcss_type] classify a process in terms of a user or system 
OWNED process. 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: xx] EVENT TEMPLATE 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
--  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
--  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X,X,X); 
--  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (X,'Y',X,X); 
-- INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X); 
-- REPORTER 
--  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
--  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X,X,X); 
--  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (X,'Y',X,X); 
-- INSERT INTO reporter (rprt_id, rprt_name, agent_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X); 
-- SOURCE 
--  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id, usr_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X,X,X,X); 
--  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO usr (usr_id, usr_name, usr_domain, usr_group_id) VALUES 
(X,'Y','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (X,'Y',X,X); 
-- INSERT INTO source (src_id, src_name, agent_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
--  INSERT INTO usr_group (usr_grou_id, usr_group_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
--  INSERT INTO usr (usr_id, usr_name, usr_domain, usr_group_id) VALUES 
(X,'Y','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
--  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
--  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id, usr_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X,X,X,X); 
--  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
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VALUES (X,'Y',X,X); 
-- INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (X,'Y',X); 
-- SIGNATURE 
-- INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (X,'Y','Y') 
-- DATA 
-- INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
-- EVENT 
-- INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (X,'Z',X,X,X,X,X,X); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: xx] EVENT 2 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
-- INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (x,'Z',X,X,X,X,X,X); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 01] EVENT 1 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES 
(1,'Server'); 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (1,'j4-itrl-01','Windows 2000 
Server','10.0.0.1','00:01:02:B1:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk',1); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (1,'snort',1001,2,1); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (1,'Snort',2,1); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (1,'Snort',1); 
-- REPORTER 
 -- INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES 
(1,'Server'); 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (2,'j4-itrl-
04','Linux','10.0.0.4','00:01:02:B4:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk',1); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (2,'soapsyd',8001,2,2); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (2,'SOAP Server',2,2); 
 INSERT INTO reporter (rprt_id, rprt_name, agent_id) VALUES (1,'SOAP Server',2); 
-- SOURCE 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain) VALUES (3,'j4-itrl-
15','Linux','10.0.0.15','00:01:02:B1:57:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk'); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (3,'j4-itrl-15',1,3); 
 INSERT INTO source (src_id, src_name, agent_id) VALUES (1,'j4-itrl-15',3); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
 -- INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
 -- = OBSERVER INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (4,'j4-itrl-01',1,1); 
 INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (1,'j4-itrl-
01',4); 
-- SIGNATURE 
 INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (1,'ICMP echo 
reply',''); 
-- DATA 
 INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (1,'ICMP echo reply'); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (1,'2004-06-07 10:53:20',1,1,1,1,1,1); 
-- 
======================================================================================
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=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 02] EVENT 1 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES 
(2,'Workstation'); 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (4,'j4-itrl-
06','Linux','10.0.0.6','00:01:02:B6:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk',2); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (3,'snort',2001,2,4); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (5,'Snort',2,4); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (2,'Snort',5); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (2,'2004-06-07 10:53:20',2,1,1,1,1,1); 
--  
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 03] EVENT 2 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (5,'j4-itrl-
02','Linux','10.0.0.2','00:01:02:B2:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk',2); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (4,'snort',1001,2,5); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (6,'Snort',2,5); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (3,'Snort',6); 
-- SOURCE 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_domain) VALUES (6,'titan','Windows','81.106.200.99', 'attacker.ntl.com'); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (7,'titan',1,6); 
 INSERT INTO source (src_id, src_name, agent_id) VALUES (2,'titan',7); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
 -- INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (X,'Y'); 
 -- = OBSERVER INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (X,'Y','Y','Z','Z','Y',X); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (8,'j4-itrl-02',1,5); 
 INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (2,'j4-itrl-
02',8); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (3,'2004-06-07 11:05:19',3,1,2,2,1,1); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 04] EVENT 2 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (4,'2004-06-07 11:05:19',2,1,2,2,1,1); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 05] EVENT 3 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- SIGNATURE 
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 INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (2, 'TCP connect 
scan','port 21'); 
-- DATA 
 INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (2, 'TCP connect scan'); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (5,'2004-06-07 11:14:43',1,1,1,1,2,2); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 06] EVENT 3 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (6,'2004-06-07 11:14:43',2,1,1,1,2,2); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 07] EVENT 4 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (5,'snort',1012,2,2); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (9,'Snort',2,2); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (4,'Snort',9); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (10,'j4-itrl-04',1,2); 
 INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (3,'j4-itrl-
04',10); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (7,'2004-06-07 11:20:42',4,1,2,3,1,1); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 08] EVENT 4 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (8,'2004-06-07 11:20:42',2,1,2,3,1,1); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 09] EVENT 5 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO comp_type (comp_type_id, comp_type_name) VALUES (3, 
'Router'); 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (7,'j4-itrl-
05','Linux','10.0.0.5','00:01:02:B5:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk', 3); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (6,'snort',1059,2,7); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (11,'Snort',2,7); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (5,'Snort',11); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
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  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (12,'j4-itrl-05',1,7); 
 INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (4,'j4-itrl-
05',12); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (9,'2004-06-08 09:37:41',5,1,2,4,1,1); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 10] EVENT 5 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (10,'2004-06-08 09:37:41',2,1,2,4,1,1); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 11] EVENT 6 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- OBSERVER 
  INSERT INTO computer (comp_id, comp_hostname, comp_os, comp_ip, 
comp_mac, comp_domain, comp_type_id) VALUES (8,'j4-itrl-
03','Linux','10.0.0.3','00:01:02:B3:77:E0','comp.glam.ac.uk', 2); 
  INSERT INTO process (prcss_id, prcss_name, prcss_pid, prcss_type_id, 
comp_id) VALUES (7,'snort',1453,2,8); 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (13,'Snort',2,8); 
 INSERT INTO observer (obsrv_id, obsrv_name, agent_id) VALUES (6,'Snort',13); 
-- DESTINATION [treated as either computers, process  running on computers, or users 
owning process running on computers. For some sources only computers are known, for 
other process also, and for some other users too] 
  INSERT INTO agent (agent_id, agent_name, agent_class_id, comp_id) 
VALUES (14,'j4-itrl-03',1,8); 
 INSERT INTO destination (dstn_id, dstn_name, agent_id) VALUES (5,'j4-itrl-
03',14); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (11,'2004-06-08 11:02:48',6,1,1,5,1,1); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 12] EVENT 6 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (12,'2004-06-08 11:02:48',2,1,1,5,1,1); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 13] EVENT 7 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- SIGNATURE 
 INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (3,'SCAN SYN 
FIN',''); 
-- DATA 
 INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (3,'SCAN SYN FYN'); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (13,'2004-06-08 12:17:19',3,1,2,2,3,3); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
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-- ### [Record: 14] EVENT 7 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (14,'2004-06-08 12:17:19',2,1,2,2,3,3); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 15] EVENT 8 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- SIGNATURE 
 INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (4,'UDP packet - 
scan',''); 
-- DATA 
 INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (4,'UDP packet - scan'); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (15,'2004-06-08 12:20:14',3,1,2,2,4,4); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 16] EVENT 8 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (16,'2004-06-08 12:20:14',2,1,2,2,4,4); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- *************************************** UP TO THIS POINT WE CHECKED THAT EVERYTHING 
IS OK!!! ******************************************** 
--  
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 17] EVENT 9 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- SIGNATURE 
 INSERT INTO signature (sig_id, sig_name, sig_type) VALUES (5,'SCAN nmap 
fingerprint attempt',''); 
-- DATA 
 INSERT INTO data (data_id, data_text) VALUES (5,'SCAN nmap fingerprint 
attempt'); 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (17,'2004-06-08 12:42:29',4,1,1,3,5,5); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 18] EVENT 9 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (18,'2004-06-08 12:42:29',2,1,1,3,5,5); 
-- 
-- 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- ### [Record: 19] EVENT 10 
-- 
######################################################################################
################################################### 
-- EVENT 
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 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (19,'2004-06-08 12:42:29',4,1,1,3,5,5); 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- ### [Record: 20] EVENT 10 by NETWORK BASED SNORT SENSOR [F] 
-- 
======================================================================================
=================================================== 
-- EVENT 
 INSERT INTO event (event_id, timestamp, obsrv_id, rprt_id, src_id, dstn_id, 
sig_id, data_id) VALUES (20,'2004-06-08 12:42:29',2,1,1,3,5,5); 
-- 
-- 
-- 

 

Only the first 10 events where included due to the numberous data available. Anyway, 

these are just test data in order to validate the database desing and act as a test 

bed for application’s interations.    
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Appendix J – Footprint’s Compiler Source Code 

 

[Main] 

Dim i As Integer 

Dim AutoNodesNumber As Integer 

Dim TimerCounter1 As Integer 

 

Private Sub Command1_Click() 

i = i + 1 

If i > ActionNode1.Count Then 

    i = ActionNode1.Count - 1 

    Exit Sub 

End If 

 

If i = 1 Then 

    Load ActionNode1(i) 

    With ActionNode1(i) 

    .Left = ActionNode1(i - 1).Left + 4200 

    .Top = ActionNode1(i - 1).Top + 2500 

    .Visible = True 

    .nodenum (i) 

    End With 

    Exit Sub 

End If 

 

If Form1.Width - Abs(ActionNode1(i - 1).Left) > 8100 Then 

    Load ActionNode1(i) 

    With ActionNode1(i) 

    .Left = ActionNode1(i - 1).Left + 4200 

    .Top = ActionNode1(i - 1).Top 

    .Visible = True 

    .nodenum (i) 

    End With 

Else 

    If Form1.Height - Abs(ActionNode1(i - 1).Top) > 4600 Then 

        Load ActionNode1(i) 

        With ActionNode1(i) 

        .Top = ActionNode1(i - 1).Top + 2400 

        .Left = ActionNode1(1).Left 

        .Visible = True 
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        .nodenum (i) 

        End With 

    Else 

        'MsgBox "No area available to load new node", vbExclamation, "Error" 

        Exit Sub 

    End If 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub cmdaddnode_Click() 

i = i + 1 

Load ActionNode1(i) 

With ActionNode1(i) 

If Form1.Width - Abs(ActionNode1(i - 1).Left) > 8100 Then 

.Left = ActionNode1(i - 1).Left + 4200 

.Visible = True 

'Exit Sub 

Else 

.Left = ActionNode1(0).Left + 4200 

End If 

 

If Form1.Height - Abs(ActionNode1(i - 1).Top) > 4400 Then 

.Top = ActionNode1(i - 1).Top + 2300 

.Visible = True 

'Exit Sub 

Else 

.Top = ActionNode1(0).Top + 2300 

End If 

.Visible = True 

End With 

 

Form1.Caption = Form1.Width & " " & ActionNode1(i - 1).Left & " " & _ 

i & " " 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Command2_Click() 

'ActionNode1(1).values 

'Me.Caption = ActionNode1(1).StreamValues 

'modFunctions.debuggerText "1" 

MsgBox Form1.ActionNode1(2).aN_xmldata 

End Sub 
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Private Sub Command3_Click() 

If i >= 1 Then 

    i = ActionNode1.Count - 1 

    Unload ActionNode1(i) 

    i = i - 1 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Command4_Click() 

If Form1.ActionNode1.Count > 1 Then 

    If Trim(txtFootprintFilename.Text) = "" Then 

        txtFootprintFilename.Text = "Ft" & modFunctions.Date2Plain_rev & modFunctions.Time2Plain_rev & 

".xml" 

    End If 

    modCompile.error_check_aN 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_Load() 

i = 0 

frm_Debugger.Show 

frm_Debugger.Top = Form1.Top + Form1.Height + 500 

frm_Debugger.Left = Form1.Left 

modFunctions.debuggerText "Debugger Window - Generate Footprint Compiler - v2.1" 

modFunctions.debuggerText "Application Started: [" & modFunctions.Date2Plain & " - " & 

modFunctions.Time2Plain & "]" 

modFunctions.debuggerText "--------------------------------------------------------------" 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_QueryUnload(Cancel As Integer, UnloadMode As Integer) 

Unload frm_Debugger 

Unload frm_eN_editor 

Unload frmMenuItems 

Unload Form1 

End 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_Resize() 

On Error Resume Next 

Line1.X2 = Form1.Width - 200 
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Command4.Left = Line1.X2 - 1695 

If Form1.Width < 11000 Then 

    txtFootprintFilename.Visible = False 

Else 

    txtFootprintFilename.Visible = True 

    txtFootprintFilename.Width = Command4.Left - txtFootprintFilename.Left - 100 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Image1_Click() 

If frm_Debugger.Visible = False Then 

    frm_Debugger.Show 

Else 

    frm_Debugger.Hide 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Label2_Click() 

Image1_Click 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Slider1_Change() 

Text1.Text = Slider1.Value 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Slider1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 

If KeyAscii = 13 Then 

    AddMultipleNodes (Val(Text1.Text)) 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Slider1_Scroll() 

Text1.Text = Slider1.Value 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Text1_Change() 

If (Val(Text1.Text) >= 1 And Val(Text1.Text) <= 50) And IsNumeric(Text1.Text) Then 

    Slider1.Value = CInt(Text1.Text) 

    Text1.BackColor = vbWhite 

ElseIf Text1.Text = "" Then 

    Text1.Text = "" 
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    Slider1.Value = 1 

    Text1.BackColor = vbWhite 

Else 

    Text1.BackColor = QBColor(8) 

    'Text1.Text = Slider1.Value 

End If 

 

If Len(Text1.Text) = 3 Then 

    Text1.Text = Right(Text1.Text, 2) 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Public Function AddMultipleNodes(n As Integer) 

    AutoNodesNumber = n 

    Timer1.Enabled = True 

End Function 

 

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 

If KeyAscii = 13 Then 

    If (Val(Text1.Text) >= 1 And Val(Text1.Text) <= 50) Then 

    AddMultipleNodes (Val(Text1.Text)) 

    frm_Debugger.List1.AddItem "Adding multiple eN x " & Text1.Text 

    End If 

ElseIf KeyAscii = 27 Then 

    Text1.Text = "" 

    Text1.BackColor = vbWhite 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Timer1_Timer()     

    If TimerCounter1 = AutoNodesNumber Then 

        Timer1.Enabled = False 

        TimerCounter1 = 0 

        ProgressBar1.Value = 0 

        Exit Sub 

    Else 

        TimerCounter1 = TimerCounter1 + 1 

        Command1_Click 

        ProgressBar1.Value = CInt((TimerCounter1 * 100) / AutoNodesNumber) 

    End If 

End Sub 
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[Compile Module] 

Dim CSV(13) As String 

Dim ErrorsLog As Integer 

Dim WarningLog As Integer 

 

Public Function error_check_aN() 

 

modFunctions.debuggerText "Compiling Started:" 

modFunctions.debuggerText "..checking Action Nodes x" & Form1.ActionNode1.Count - 1 

 

'Dim arr(10) As String 

 

For i = 1 To Form1.ActionNode1.Count - 1 

    GetCSV_data Form1.ActionNode1(i).StreamValues 

 

    'MsgBox CSV(u) 

    If CSV(1) = "?" Or Trim(CSV(1)) = "" Or IsNumeric(CSV(1)) <> True Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: Node ID is missing. | @ Node " & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If CSV(2) <> "=" And CSV(2) <> ">" And CSV(2) <> ">=" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: Multiplier operand not valid. Valid operands are: =, >, >= | @ 

Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If Val(CSV(3)) < 0 Or IsNumeric(CSV(3)) <> True Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: Multiplier value not valid. Valid values are: x > 0, where 0 

means multiple times. | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If i = 1 Then 'This is the first node, so no prerequisites 

        If CSV(4) <> "=" Then 

            modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: t operand not valid. This is the first aN in the Footprint, 

only = is valid. | @ Node" & i 

            ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

        End If 
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    Else 

        If CSV(4) <> "<" And CSV(4) <> "<=" And CSV(4) <> "=" Then 

            modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: t operand not valid. Only <, <=, = are valid. | @ Node" 

& i 

            ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

        End If 

    End If 

     

    If Right(CSV(5), 1) <> "s" And Right(CSV(5), 1) <> "m" And Right(CSV(5), 1) <> "h" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: t timing unit not specified. Use (s)econds, (m)inutes, 

(h)ours. | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

    If IsNumeric(Left(CSV(5), 1)) <> True Or Val(Left(CSV(5), 1)) = 0 Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: t timing value not specified. Numeric value is required greater 

than zero. | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If i = 1 Then 'This is the first node, so no pre-Nodes exist 

        If Trim(CSV(6)) <> "" Then 

            modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: The Node conditions are not valid. This is the first aN in 

the Footprint, no Node conditions allowed. | @ Node" & i 

            ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

        End If 

    Else 

        m = (Len(CSV(6)) - 2) Mod 3 

        If m <> 0 Then 

            modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: The Node conditions are not valid. Please check them 

again. | @ Node" & i 

            ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

            ' 

            'For robbustiness, more checks could be used to validate the stream the conditions stream 

            ' 

        End If 

    End If 

     

    If CSV(7) <> "<" And CSV(7) <> "<=" And CSV(7) <> "=" And CSV(7) <> ">=" And 

CSV(7) <> ">" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: T operand not valid. Only <, <=, =, >, >= are valid. | @ 

Node" & i 
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        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

 

    If Right(CSV(8), 1) <> "s" And Right(CSV(8), 1) <> "m" And Right(CSV(8), 1) <> "h" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: T timing unit not specified. Use (s)econds, (m)inutes, 

(h)ours. | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

    If IsNumeric(Left(CSV(8), 1)) <> True Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: t timing value not specified. Numeric value is required. | @ 

Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

 

    If CSV(9) = "0000" Or Trim(CSV(9)) = "" Or Len(CSV(9)) > 4 Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: eN ID name is not valid. eN ID names are represented by two 

hex values i.e. 00A7. | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If CSV(10) = "" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Warning]: eN description not given. It is strongly suggested you give a 

description. | @ Node" & i 

        WarningLog = WarningLog + 1 

    End If 

     

    If CSV(11) <> "Add Alert:" And CSV(11) <> "[A:W]" And CSV(11) <> "[A:A]" And CSV(11) <> 

"[A:R]" Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "..[Error]: Alert type specified not supported. Only [A:W], [A:A], [A:R] 

are valid | @ Node" & i 

        ErrorsLog = ErrorsLog + 1 

    End If 

             

Next i 

 

If ErrorsLog <> 0 Then 

    modFunctions.debuggerText "..Compile Failed: Error check found " & ErrorsLog & "Error(s) and raised " 

& WarningLog & " Warning(s) | Abording..." 

    modFunctions.debuggerText " " 

    ErrorsLog = 0 

    WarningLog = 0 
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Else 

    If WarningLog <> 0 Then 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "Footprint has no errors! ..however it raised " & WarningLog & " 

Warning(s)" 

        modFunctions.debuggerText " " 

        WarningLog = 0 

    Else 

        modFunctions.debuggerText "Footprint has no errors! (0)Errors, (0)Warnings" 

        modFunctions.debuggerText " " 

        ErrorsLog = 0 

        WarningLog = 0 

    End If 

    modFunctions.debuggerText "Generating Footprint... Please wait..." 

     

    Form1.txtFt.Text = "" 

    Dim ft_temp_val As String 

    Dim looping As Integer 

     

    modFunctions.debuggerText "..compiling eN(s)" 

     

    For looping = 1 To Form1.ActionNode1.Count - 1 

        ft_temp_val = ft_temp_val & Form1.ActionNode1(looping).aN_xmldata 

    Next looping 

     

    Dim tempAlertData As String 

    Dim z As String, x As String 

     

    modFunctions.debuggerText "..compiling aN(s)" 

 

    Form1.txtFt.Text = Replace(Form1.txtFt_header.Text, "[01]", Form1.txtFootprintFilename.Text) 

     

    modFunctions.debuggerText "..Alert Points" 

     

    For v = 1 To Form1.ActionNode1.Count - 1 

        z = Form1.ActionNode1(v).aN_AlertData 

        If z <> "" Then 

            x = x & "    <at aNode=" & Chr(34) & "#N" & Trim(str(v)) & Chr(34) & ">" & z 

& "</at>" & vbCrLf 

        End If 

    Next v 
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    modFunctions.debuggerText "..finalizing Footprint" 

     

    Form1.txtFt.Text = Replace(Form1.txtFt.Text, "[05]", x) 

    Form1.txtFt.Text = Form1.txtFt.Text & ft_temp_val & "  </seq>" & vbCrLf & "</footprint>" 

     

    modFunctions.debuggerText "..saving Footprint as [" & Form1.txtFootprintFilename.Text & "]" 

     

    SaveIt 

    Form1.txtFootprintFilename = "" 

     

    modFunctions.debuggerText "Footprint compiled successfully" 

End If 

End Function 

 

Private Function SaveIt() 

Dim filetosave As String 

filetosave = FixPath(App.Path) & Form1.txtFootprintFilename.Text 

    Open filetosave For Output As #1 

        Print #1, Form1.txtFt.Text 

    Close #1 

End Function 

 

Function FixPath(path_str As String) As String 

If Right(path_str, 1) <> "\" Then 

    FixPath = path_str & "\" 

Else 

    FixPath = path_str 

End If 

End Function 

 

Public Function FindCSV_total(str As String, Optional cnt As Integer = 0) As Integer 

''Finds recursively and returns the amount of commas in a string 

i% = InStr(1, str, ",", 0) 'if P is  given will look for the uppercase char and not for any p 

If i% = 0 Then 

    FindCSV_total = cnt 

Else 

    's$ = Mid(str, i% + 1) 

    cnt = cnt + 1 

    FindCSV_total = FindCSV_total(Mid(str, i% + 1), cnt) 

End If 

End Function 
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Public Function GetCSV_data(str As String) As Integer 

''extracts the Comma Seperated Values from a string, stores then in an Array 

''returns the number of values that were placed into the array 

 

str = str & "," 'add one more comma to extract all the values 

d% = FindCSV_total(str) 'find how many times we need to look for values at the for loop 

 

For l = 1 To d% 

    i% = InStr(1, str, ",", 0) 'if P is  given will look for the uppercase char and not for any p 

    CSV(l) = Mid(str, 1, i% - 1) 

    str = Mid(str, i% + 1) 

Next l 

GetCSV_data = d% 

End Function 

 

[Action Node Control] 

Dim o As Integer 

Dim ActionNodeID As Integer 

Dim CSV(13) As String 

 

Public Sub values() 

For o = 0 To 8 

Frame1.Caption = Frame1.Caption & " " & Text1(o).Text 

Next o 

End Sub 

 

Public Sub nodenum(n As Integer) 

Frame1.Caption = Frame1.Caption & " " & n 

ActionNodeID = n 

Text1(0).Text = n 

End Sub 

 

Public Function StreamValues() As String 

Dim stream As String 

 

For i = 0 To 8 'add all text values to stream  [9 values] 

    stream = stream & Text1(i).Text & "," 

Next i 

 

'add caption name if any                       [plus 1 more value] 
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stream = stream & Label7.Caption & "," 

 

'add the AlertType                             [plus 1 more value] 

stream = stream & Label8.Caption & "," 

 

'add one more, always usefull                  [plus 1 more value] 

stream = stream & "," 

'............................................  [total a stream of 12 values] 

StreamValues = stream 

End Function 

 

Private Sub Image1_Click(Index As Integer) 

If Index = 0 Then 

    Text1_DblClick 8 

ElseIf Index = 1 Then 

    frm_eN_editor.Show vbModeless, Me 

    frm_eN_editor.Text1.Text = txtHiddenBuffer.Text 

    frm_eN_editor.txtFullPath = CommonDialog1.FileName 

    frm_eN_editor.txtFilename = CommonDialog1.FileTitle 

    frm_eN_editor.WakeUP ActionNodeI 

ElseIf Index = 2 Then 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Label8_MouseUp(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, x As Single, Y As Single) 

    If Button = 2 Then   ' Check if right mouse button was clicked. 

        frmMenuItems.SendIndex (ActionNodeID) 

        PopupMenu frmMenuItems.menu1 ' Display the File menu as pop-up menu. 

    End If 

End Sub 

 

Public Function setAlertType(t As Integer) 

If t = 1 Then 

    Label8.Caption = "[A:W]" 

ElseIf t = 2 Then 

    Label8.Caption = "[A:A]" 

ElseIf t = 3 Then 

    Label8.Caption = "[A:R]" 

ElseIf t = 0 Then 

    Label8.Caption = "Add Alert:" 

End If 
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End Function 

 

Private Sub Text1_Change(Index As Integer) 

Text1(5).Text = UCase(Text1(5).Text) 'make them caps 

Text1(5).SelStart = Len(Text1(5).Text) 'when making caps do no let curson to reset at the beginning of the 

text box 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Text1_DblClick(Index As Integer) 

If Index = 8 Then 

    CommonDialog1.Filter = "XML files (.xml)|*.xml" 

    CommonDialog1.ShowOpen 

    fn = CommonDialog1.FileName 

    ft = CommonDialog1.FileTitle 

    If fn <> "" Then 

        Text1(8).Text = UCase(Trim(Left(ft, InStr(1, ft, "-") - 1))) 'Get Hex Name from eN 

        Label7.Caption = Trim(Mid(ft, InStr(1, ft, "-") + 1, Len(ft) - InStr(1, ft, "-"))) ' Get 

Description from eN 

        LoadFile (fn) 

    End If 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Public Function LoadFile(sFullPath As String) 

        txtHiddenBuffer.Text = "" 

        Open sFullPath For Input As #1 

        Do Until EOF(1) 

            Line Input #1, s 

            txtHiddenBuffer.Text = txtHiddenBuffer.Text & s & Chr(13) & Chr(10) 

        Loop 

        Close #1 

End Function 

 

Private Sub Text1_KeyPress(Index As Integer, KeyAscii As Integer) 

If KeyAscii = 44 Then 'avoid commas into conditions field 

    KeyAscii = 46 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Public Function aN_xmldata() As String 

    GetCSV_data StreamValues 
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    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = txt_aN.Text 'fetch from main buffer 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[01]", "N" & CSV(1)) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[02]", modFunctions.OperandsTable(CSV(2))) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[03]", CSV(3)) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[04]", modFunctions.OperandsTable(CSV(7))) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[05]", Left(CSV(8), 1)) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[06]", Right(CSV(8), 1)) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[07]", modFunctions.OperandsTable(CSV(4))) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[08]", Left(CSV(5), 1)) 

    txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[09]", Right(CSV(5), 1)) 

 

    If CSV(6) = "" Then 

        txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[10]", "") 

    ElseIf Len(CSV(6)) = 2 Then 

        s$ = "<pre logicalop=" & Chr(34) & "eq" & Chr(34) & ">" & vbCrLf & "        

<refNode>#" & CSV(6) & "</refNode>" & vbCrLf & "      </pre>" 

        txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[10]", s$) 

        s$ = "" 

    Else 

        CSV(6) = Replace(CSV(6), ".", "") 

        s$ = s$ & "<pre logicalop=" & Chr(34) & "AND" & Chr(34) & ">" & vbCrLf 

        For nn = 1 To Len(CSV(6)) Step 2 

            tempN = Mid(CSV(6), nn, 2) 

            s$ = s$ & "        <refNode>#" & tempN & "</refNode>" & vbCrLf 

        Next nn 

        s$ = s$ & "      </pre>" 

        txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN.Text, "[10]", s$) 

        s$ = "" 

    End If 

    aN_xmldata = Replace(txtHiddenBuffer_aN, "[11]", txtHiddenBuffer.Text)     

End Function 

 

Public Function aN_AlertData() As String 

If Label8.Caption = "[A:W]" Then 

    aN_AlertData = "WARNING" 

ElseIf Label8.Caption = "[A:A]" Then 

    aN_AlertData = "ACTION" 

ElseIf Label8.Caption = "[A:R]" Then 

    aN_AlertData = "REACTION" 

Else 

    aN_AlertData = "" 
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End If 

End Function 

 

Private Function FindCSV_total(str As String, Optional cnt As Integer = 0) As Integer 

''Finds recursively and returns the amount of commas in a string 

i% = InStr(1, str, ",", 0) 'if P is  given will look for the uppercase char and not for any p 

If i% = 0 Then 

    FindCSV_total = cnt 

Else 

    's$ = Mid(str, i% + 1) 

    cnt = cnt + 1 

    FindCSV_total = FindCSV_total(Mid(str, i% + 1), cnt) 

End If 

End Function 

 

Private Function GetCSV_data(str As String) As Integer 

''extracts the Comma Seperated Values from a string, stores then in an Array 

''returns the number of values that were placed into the array 

str = str & "," 'add one more comma to extract all the values 

d% = FindCSV_total(str) 'find how many times we need to look for values at the for loop 

For l = 1 To d% 

    i% = InStr(1, str, ",", 0) 'if P is  given will look for the uppercase char and not for any p 

    CSV(l) = Mid(str, 1, i% - 1) 

    str = Mid(str, i% + 1) 

Next l 

GetCSV_data = d% 

End Function 
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Appendix K – nRTTA Engine Source Code 

 

[Main] 

Private Sub addThread_Click() 

CommonDialog1.Filter = "XML (*.xml) | *.xml" 

CommonDialog1.InitDir = AppPath 

CommonDialog1.ShowOpen 

If CommonDialog1.FileName = "" Then 

    ' User canceled. 

Else 

    ' The FileName property contains theselected file name. 

    Dim i As Integer 

    i = Thread1.Count 

    Load Thread1(i) 

    Thread1(i).Left = Thread1(i - 1).Left + Thread1(i - 1).Width 

    Thread1(i).Visible = True 

    Thread1(i).InitThreadValues i, CommonDialog1.FileTitle 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub clear_Click() 

 Text1.Text = "" 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_Load() 

    mArrange.frmObjects_atStart 

 

    m.AddLine "Near Real-Time Threat Assessment - (c) Grigorios Fragkos" 

    m.AddBlank 

    m.AddLeadText "Looking for Footprints..." 

    m.AddEndTextLine_noCR " (" & CountXMLfiles & ") Found" 

    If CountXMLfiles <> 0 Then 

            m.AddEndTextLine " -> Loading Threads..." 

    End If 

    LoadThreads 

     

     

    'Me.Caption = GetFileCount("C:\n") 

     

    If CountXMLfiles <> 0 Then 
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        m.AddEndTextLine "[Done]" 

        m.AddBlank 

        m.AddLine "Program Operational ..click START to begin" 

        m.AddBlank 

    Else 

        m.AddLine "Cannot find any Footprints to load" 

        m.AddLine "Abording.." 

        m.AddBlank 

    End If 

     

Form2.Show 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_Resize() 

    mArrange.frmObjects_atResize 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub ReloadThreads_Click() 

    stop_Click 

    If Thread1.Count > 1 Then 

        For i = Thread1.Count - 1 To 1 Step -1 

            Unload Thread1(i) 

        Next i 

        Thread1(0).Visible = False 

    ElseIf Thread1.Count = 1 Then 

        Thread1(0).Visible = False 

    End If 

'MsgBox Thread1.Count 

    Form_Load 

    Thread1(0).Visible = True 

     

End Sub 

 

Private Sub start_Click() 

    Dim i As Integer 

    Form1.stop.Enabled = True 

    Form1.start.Enabled = False 

    For i = 0 To Thread1.Count - 1 

        Thread1(i).START_thread 

    Next i 

    m.AddLine " >>> Threat Assessment initiated " 
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End Sub 

 

Private Sub stop_Click() 

    Dim i As Integer 

    Form1.start.Enabled = True 

    Form1.stop.Enabled = False 

     

    For i = 0 To Thread1.Count - 1 

        Thread1(i).STOP_thread 

    Next i 

     

    m.AddLine "Commencing system halt" 

    m.AddLine "Clearing Threads" 

    m.AddLine " Threat Assessment terminated by user" 

    m.AddLine_noDatestamp "-------------------------------------------------------------

----------------" 

    m.AddBlank 

End Sub 

 

Private Function AppPath(Optional s As String) As String 

    If s <> "" Then 

        If Right$(s, 1) <> "\" Then dir_name = s & "\" 

        AppPath = dir_name 

        Exit Function 

    ElseIf s = "" Then 

        dir_name = AppPath(App.Path) 

        AppPath = dir_name 

        Exit Function 

    End If 

End Function 

 

Public Function CountXMLfiles(Optional sPath As String) As Integer 

    File1.Path = AppPath(sPath) 

    File1.Refresh 

    CountXMLfiles = File1.ListCount 

End Function 

 

Public Function FileExists(sFullPath As String) As Boolean 

    'Return True/False when a file exists 

    Dim oFile As New Scripting.FileSystemObject 

    FileExists = oFile.FileExists(sFullPath) 
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End Function 

 

Public Function FolderExists(sFullPath As String) As Boolean 

    'Return True/False when a folder exists 

    Dim oFile As New Scripting.FileSystemObject 

    FolderExists = oFile.FolderExists(sFullPath) 

End Function 

 

Public Function GetFileCount(strFolder As String) As Integer 

    Dim fso As New FileSystemObject 

     

    On Error GoTo ErrTrap 

    If Not fso.FolderExists(strFolder) Then 

        Err.Raise 1, , "Invalid path  given" 

    End If 

     

    GetFileCount = fso.GetFolder(strFolder).Files.Count 

         

ErrTrap: 

    If Err Then 

        Err.Raise Err.Number, , "Error form Functions.GetFileCount " & Err.Description 

    End If 

End Function 

 

Private Function LoadThreads() 

If CountXMLfiles = 0 Then 

    Thread1(0).Visible = False 

Exit Function 

ElseIf CountXMLfiles = 1 Then 

    Thread1(0).InitThreadValues (0) 

Exit Function 

Else 

    Thread1(0).InitThreadValues (0) 'init the zero Thread 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    For i = 1 To CountXMLfiles - 1 

        Load Thread1(i) 

        Thread1(i).Left = Thread1(i - 1).Left + Thread1(i - 1).Width 

        Thread1(i).Visible = True 

        Thread1(i).InitThreadValues (i) 

    Next i 
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End If 

End Function 

 

Public Function DataArrival(s As String) 'announce data arrival to Threads 

Dim t As Integer 

For t = 0 To Thread1.Count - 1 

    Thread1(t).AnnounceDataArrival s 

Next t 

End Function 

 

[Form2] 

Private Sub cmd_Click(Index As Integer) 

If cmd(0).Enabled = True Then 

    cmd(0).Enabled = False 

    cmd(1).Enabled = True 

    Timer1.Enabled = True 

Else 

    cmd(0).Enabled = True 

    cmd(1).Enabled = False 

    Timer1.Enabled = False 

End If 

     

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Form_Load() 

Dim i As Integer 

Dim v As Integer 

For i = 1 To 300 

    List1.AddItem "" 'add blank lines to simulate non occuring events 

Next i 

x% = Format(Now, "S") 

'Debug.Print x% 

For i = 1 To x% 

     v = RNDrange(1, List1.ListCount - 1) 

Next i 

End Sub 

 

Private Sub Timer1_Timer() 

Dim r As Integer 

Dim Evnt As String 
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r = RNDrange(0, List1.ListCount - 1) 

'List1.ListIndex = r 

Evnt = List1.List(r) 

lblEventDisplay = Evnt 

If Evnt <> Trim("") Then 

    Form1.DataArrival Evnt  'send Network Event to nRTTA 

End If 

End Sub 

 

Public Function RNDrange(min As Integer, max As Integer) 

    'Return a random value between the range: min - max 

    RNDrange = CInt(Rnd * (max - min) + min) 

End Function 

Public Function RNDmax(max As Integer) 

    'Return a random value between the range: zero(0) - max 

    RNDmax = CInt(max * Rnd(max)) 

End Function 

 

[m.bas] 

Public Function AddLeadText(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & Timestamp & txt 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddEndText(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & txt 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddEndTextLine(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & txt & vbCrLf 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddEndTextLine_noCR(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & txt 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddLine(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & Timestamp & txt & vbCrLf 
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    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddLine_noDatestamp(txt As String) 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & txt & vbCrLf 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Public Function AddBlank() 

    Form1.Text1.Text = Form1.Text1.Text & vbCrLf 

    ScrolltoEnd 

End Function 

 

Private Function Timestamp() As String 

Timestamp = "[" & Format(Now, "dd") & "/" & Format(Now, "mmm") & "/" & Format(Now, "yyyy") & 

"-" & Format(Now, "Hh") & ":" & Format(Now, "Nn") & ":" & Format(Now, "Ss") & "]" 

 

End Function 

 

Private Function ScrolltoEnd() 

With Form1.Text1 

    .SelStart = Len(.Text) 

    .SelLength = 0 

End With 

End Function 

 

[mArrange.bas] 

Public Function frmObjects_atStart() 

    Form1.Text1.Height = Form1.Height - 6850 

    Form1.Text1.Left = 20 

    Form1.Text1.Width = Form1.Width - 165 

End Function 

 

Public Function frmObjects_atResize() 

    If Form1.Height > 7000 Then 

        Form1.Text1.Height = Form1.Height - 6850 

        Form1.Text1.Width = Form1.Width - 165 

    End If 

End Function 

 

[CQueue.cls] 
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' The CQUEUE class 

' Dim qu As New CQueue 

 

' this is the collection that holds the values 

Dim colValues As New Collection 

' add a new value to the queue 

Sub Enqueue(value As Variant) 

    colValues.Add value 

End Sub 

 

' read the next value from the queue and remove it 

' raises and error if the queue is empty 

Function Dequeue() As Variant 

    On Error Resume Next 

    Dequeue = colValues.Item(1) 

    colValues.Remove 1 

End Function 

 

' Return the next value from the queue, without removing it 

' raise error if queue is empty 

Function Peek() As Variant 

    On Error Resume Next 

    Peek = colValues.Item(1) 

End Function 

 

' Return the number of values in the queue 

Function Count() As Long 

    Count = colValues.Count 

End Function 

 

' clear the queue 

Sub clear() 

    Set colValues = New Collection 

End Sub 

 

[Thread.ctl] 

Private Declare Function GetTickCount Lib "kernel32" () As Long 

 

Private XMLdoc As MSXML2.DOMDocument40 

 

Dim GlobalID As Integer 
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Dim AlarmsNum As Integer 

Dim STRs(20) As String 

Dim DATA_ARRIVED As String 

Dim qu As New CQueue 

Dim Bar_Step As Integer 

Dim StepsActivated As Integer 

 

 

Public Function InitThreadValues(id As Integer, Optional FtPath As String) 

Dim T1, T2 As Long 

T1 = GetTickCount 

GlobalID = id 

lblThreadNum.Caption = GlobalID 

If FtPath = "" Then 

    lblFilename = Form1.File1.List(GlobalID) 

Else 

    lblFilename = FtPath 

End If 

 

Set XMLdoc = New DOMDocument40 'Initializing the file variable to avoid NULLs 

XMLdoc.Load AppPath & lblFilename 

Set rootElem = XMLdoc.selectSingleNode("//footprint") 'Giving a value to the variable: the root element 

' rootElem.getAttribute("fname") 'Returning the value of the attribute in the above element 

lblNodes.Caption = rootElem.getAttribute("steps") 'Returning the value of the attribute in the above element 

 

Set Elem = XMLdoc.selectSingleNode("//alarms") 'Giving a value to another variable: another element 

For Each subNode In Elem.childNodes 'Counting the amount of sub-elements of the element "alarms" 

    AlarmsNum = AlarmsNum + 1 

Next 

lblAlarms.Caption = AlarmsNum 

 

Set Elem = XMLdoc.selectSingleNode("//seq") 'Giving a value to another variable: another element 

For Each subNode In Elem.childNodes 'Counting the amount of sub-elements of the element "alarms" 

    aN = aN + 1 

Next 

lblStepsB.Caption = aN 

 

Dim countStep As Integer 

countaStep = 0 

    Set nElem = XMLdoc.selectSingleNode("//seq") 

    For Each subNode In nElem.childNodes 
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    countStep = countStep + 1 

        STRs(countStep) = subNode.Text 

        Debug.Print countStep & " " & subNode.Text 

         

        'Debug.Print " " 

    Next 

     

    'Dim nodes As IXMLDOMNodeList 

    'Dim node As IXMLDOMNode 

 

    'Set doc = New MSXML2.DOMDocument40 

    'doc.Load AppPath & lblFilename 

    'Set nodes = doc.selectNodes("//pname") 

    'For Each node In nodes 

        'Debug.Print node.Attributes.getNamedItem("ref").Text 

    'Next 

    'Set node = doc.selectSingleNode("//event[@ref='" & "1" & "']") 

    'Set nodes = node.childNodes 

    'For Each node In nodes 

    '    Debug.Print node.Text 

    'Next 

 

Bar_Step = CInt(100 / aN) 

ProgressBar1.max = Bar_Step * aN 

 

T2 = GetTickCount 

 

'MsgBox T2 - T1 

m.AddLine lblFilename & " loaded in " & T2 - T1 & "ms" 

Debug.Print "######" 

End Function 

 

Public Function SetBar(r As Integer) 

ProgressBar1.value = r 

End Function 

Public Function SetBar_StepUP() 

ProgressBar1.value = ProgressBar1.value + Bar_Step 

StepsActivated = StepsActivated + 1 'count steps been activated 

lblStepsA = StepsActivated 'and display it 

End Function 

Public Function SetBar_StepDOWN() 
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ProgressBar1.value = ProgressBar1.value - Bar_Step 

End Function 

 

Private Function AppPath(Optional s As String) As String 

    Dim dir_name As String 

    If s <> "" Then 

        If Right$(s, 1) <> "\" Then dir_name = s & "\" 

        AppPath = dir_name 

        Exit Function 

    ElseIf s = "" Then 

        dir_name = AppPath(App.Path) 

        AppPath = dir_name 

        Exit Function 

    End If 

End Function 

 

Public Function AnnounceDataArrival(Optional data As String) 

DoEvents 

qu.Enqueue data  'data arrived put into queue 

DoEvents 

End Function 

 

Private Sub Timer1_Timer() 

Dim j, z As Integer 

Dim T1, T2 As Long 

T1 = GetTickCount 

'DATA_ARRIVED = CStr(RNDmax(100)) 

    DoEvents 

    DATA_ARRIVED = qu.Peek 

    If Len(DATA_ARRIVED) = 0 Then 

        DATA_ARRIVED = "" 

    End If 

    DoEvents 

    Label5.Caption = DATA_ARRIVED 

    If DATA_ARRIVED <> "" Then 

    For j = 1 To 19 

        If InStr(1, STRs(j), DATA_ARRIVED, vbTextCompare) > 0 And Right(STRs(j), 6) <> ",TRUE!" 

Then 

        'MsgBox STRs(j) 

            m.AddLeadText "[Thread " & GlobalID & "] - " & "Node Activated (" & STRs(j) & ")" 

            STRs(j) = STRs(j) & ",TRUE!" 
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            SetBar_StepUP 

            'MsgBox STRs(j) 

             

            T2 = GetTickCount 

            m.AddEndTextLine " (" & T2 - T1 & "ms)" 

             

 

        End If 

    Next j 

    End If 

     

    If ProgressBar1.value = ProgressBar1.max Then 

        'reset Ft 

        m.AddLine "[Thread " & GlobalID & "] - " & "Attack Pattern Matched Completly against Footprint:" 

& lblFilename 

        For z = 1 To 19 

            STRs(z) = Replace(STRs(z), ",TRUE!", "") 

        Next z 

        SetBar (0) 

        StepsActivated = 0 

        lblStepsA.Caption = StepsActivated 

        m.AddLine "[Thread " & GlobalID & "] - " & "Footprint Reseting.. " 

    End If 

    DATA_ARRIVED = "" 

    DoEvents 

    qu.Dequeue 

    DoEvents 

End Sub 

 

Public Function RNDmax(max As Integer) 

    'Return a random value between the range: zero(0) - max 

    RNDmax = CInt(max * Rnd(max)) 

End Function 

 

Public Function RNDrange(min As Integer, max As Integer) 

    'Return a random value between the range: min - max 

    RNDrange = CInt(Rnd * (max - min) + min) 

End Function 

 

Private Sub Timer2_Timer() 

   'Label7.Caption = qu.Dequeue 
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   Label7.Caption = qu.Count 

End Sub 

 

Public Function START_thread() 

Timer1.Enabled = True 

Timer2.Enabled = True 

End Function 

 

Public Function STOP_thread() 

Timer1.Enabled = False 

Timer2.Enabled = False 

 

DATA_ARRIVED = "" 

qu.clear 

ProgressBar1.value = 0 

StepsActivated = 0 

lblStepsA.Caption = StepsActivated 

End Function 

 

Private Sub UserControl_Initialize() 

End Sub 
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